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Robots and other computational agents are increasingly becoming part of our
daily lives. They will need to be able to learn to perform new tasks, adapt to novel
situations, and understand what is wanted by their human users, most of whom
will not have programming skills. To achieve these ends, agents must learn from
humans using methods of communication that are naturally accessible to everyone.
This thesis presents and formalizes interactive shaping, one such teaching method,
where agents learn from real-valued reward signals that are generated by a human
trainer. In interactive shaping, a human trainer observes an agent behaving in a task
environment and delivers feedback signals. These signals are mapped to numeric
values, which are used by the agent to specify correct behavior. A solution to the
viii
problem of interactive shaping maps human reward to some objective such that
maximizing that objective generally leads to the behavior that the trainer desires.
Interactive shaping addresses the aforementioned needs of real-world agents.
This teaching method allows human users to quickly teach agents the specific be-
haviors that they desire. Further, humans can shape agents without needing pro-
gramming skills or even detailed knowledge of how to perform the task themselves.
In contrast, algorithms that learn autonomously from only a pre-programmed eval-
uative signal often learn slowly, which is unacceptable for some real-world tasks
with real-world costs. These autonomous algorithms additionally have an inflexibly
defined set of optimal behaviors, changeable only through additional programming.
Through interactive shaping, human users can (1) specify and teach desired behavior
and (2) share task knowledge when correct behavior is already indirectly specified
by an objective function. Additionally, computational agents that can be taught in-
teractively by humans provide a unique opportunity to study how humans teach in
a highly controlled setting, in which the computer agent’s behavior is parametrized.
This thesis answers the following question. How and to what extent can
agents harness the information contained in human-generated signals of reward to
learn sequential decision-making tasks? The contributions of this thesis begin with
an operational definition of the problem of interactive shaping. Next, I introduce the
tamer framework, one solution to the problem of interactive shaping, and describe
and analyze algorithmic implementations of the framework within multiple domains.
This thesis also proposes and empirically examines algorithms for learning from both
human reward and a pre-programmed reward function within an MDP, demonstrat-
ing two techniques that consistently outperform learning from either feedback signal
alone. Subsequently, the thesis shifts its focus from the agent to the trainer, describ-
ing two psychological studies in which the trainer is manipulated by either changing
their perceived role or by having the agent intentionally misbehave at specific times;
ix
we examine the effect of these manipulations on trainer behavior and the agent’s
learned task performance. Lastly, I return to the problem of interactive shaping, for
which we examine a space of mappings from human reward to objective functions,
where mappings differ by how much the agent discounts reward it expects to receive
in the future. Through this investigation, a deep relationship is identified between
discounting, the level of positivity in human reward, and training success. Specific
constraints of human reward are identified (i.e., the “positive circuits” problem), as
are strategies for overcoming these constraints, pointing towards interactive shaping
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A central but largely unfulfilled goal of artificial intelligence (AI) is to deploy com-
putational agents to tackle real-world problems, making decisions that affect our
lives. Though early predictions of such wide-spread deployment were overly opti-
mistic, in recent years the prevalence of agents in the lives of the general public
has noticeably increased. As I take stock now in 2012, a prime example is iRobot’s
Roomba, an autonomous robotic vacuum, which surpassed the five million sales
mark in 2010.1. And despite its $395 price tag, the personal entertainment robot
Pleo by Ugobe sold more than 100,000 units.2 In addition, robotic kits such as
Lego Mindstorms NXT are frequently used in classrooms to teach basic program-
ming. The warehouse-management robots of Kiva Systems, a company bought by
Amazon.com for $775 million, both coordinate and act individually to stock items
strategically by their demand and retrieve these items when ordered.3 Non-robotic








items on retail websites, as non-player characters in video games, and so on.
Further, indications of looming agent ubiquity are easily found. The indus-
trial robots market is projected by Daiwa Capital Markets to reach a value of $41
billion by 2020.4 And the International Federation of Robotics forecasts that the
sales of domestic service robots (e.g., for vacuuming and lawn-mowing) will total
$4.3 billion in 2014 and that sales of “entertainment and leisure” robots will be
$1.1 billion in 2014.5 Industry giants Honda, Toyota, Microsoft, and Intel are all
actively researching personal robotics. Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates, writing in
a 2008 issue of Scientific American, argued that the personal robots industry will
soon experience explosive growth similar to the emergence of personal computers in
the 1970s. And Google has recently deployed seven robotic Toyota Priuses, which
have together amassed over 140,000 miles with “only occasional human control” as
of October 2010.6 The state of Nevada had passed laws that are friendly to robot
cars, and BMW, Volkswagon, and Audi are also developing robot cars.7 Addition-
ally, low-cost personal robots have recently become available. For instance, the $149
mobile base Romo attaches to a iOS or Android phone, creating a robot that uses
the phone’s sensors (e.g., camera and microphone), screen, and speakers to interact
with its environment; the phone also provides the computation for the robot.8
In addition to indications of increasing deployment of computational agents,
the amount of interaction with humans should increase as well. In 2011, U.S.
President Barack Obama announced funding by the National Science Foundation
for research on human-robot collaboration. And in the coming months, Rethink









robot product, which “can be taken out of the box, taught a task by an untrained
factory worker, and be productive in a few hours, eliminating the need for systems
integration. They are safe to interact with people at close range and are easy to
train and retrain on the fly.”9
As computational agents migrate from research labs to places of industry,
our homes, and our driveways, they will need to be able to learn new skills and
adapt to their specific environments. For some learning tasks, the agents will have
preprogrammed objective functions and be able to learn without significant cost (in
the form, for example, of machine wear, property damage, or injury). However,
(1) there will be tasks for which correct behavior is determined only by the user’s
preferences and consequently cannot be pre-programmed. Instances include an ef-
fective stimulation strategy for an amputee’s neural prosthetic, the steps needed
to do a person’s laundry, and the style of assistance needed by an automobile me-
chanic. Additionally, (2) there will be tasks that must be learnt quickly—not from
scratch—to avoid costs from repeated trials and prolonged low performance during
early learning. Such tasks include dishwashing and collaborating with a human on
an assembly line, both of which might use a combined measure of productivity and
quality of result as an objective function.
Considering these two expected demands on real-world learning agents, it
is increasingly important that people, without programming skills or long-term in-
struction
1. can specify and teach desired behavior and
2. share task knowledge when correct behavior is already indirectly specified by
an objective function.
If methods are developed which allow humans to communicate their desires and
transfer their knowledge through natural communication, both of these critical needs
9http://www.rethinkrobotics.com/sr_dev_relations_eng.html
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can be addressed. Currently, most knowledge transfer from humans to agents occurs
via programming, which is time-consuming and inaccessible to the general public.
In contrast, natural forms of communication do not have these limitations. Types
of natural communication that can fully specify behavior includes
• advice and instruction (likely verbal),
• demonstrations, and
• human-generated reward signals.
Of these three, behavioral specification by demonstration and by advice or instruc-
tions have received considerable attention (see Section 2.5 for a review of such work).
This thesis focuses on the third type—learning from human-generated signals of nu-
meric reward—investigating it to a depth beyond that of the sparse studies that
have previously considered the problem. Here, “reward” is broadly and indefinitely
defined to include communications of approval or disapproval; of judgements of good
or bad behavior or outcomes; of rewards or punishments, using terminology from
outside of machine learning;10 or something similar. Similarly, human reward might
be communicated in numerous ways, including by voice, facial expression, a mouse,
or push-buttons.
In this thesis, I specifically focus on the case when a human is intentionally
sending reward signals, training the agent to learn high-quality policies for sequen-
tial decision-making tasks. We call this training scenario interactive shaping11 (see
10Following the terminology of reinforcement learning [90], I use “reward” throughout this thesis
to mean signals of both positive and negative valence. The word “punishment” is only used when
referring to the trainers’ perspectives (since they will be unfamiliar with my usage) or to a more
psychological view of reward and punishment, where the learner is biological.
11We use the term “shaping” similarly as in the animal learning literature (in which it was
initially developed by B.F. Skinner). There, shaping is defined as training by reinforcing successively
improving approximations of the target behavior [12]. In reinforcement learning literature, it is
sometimes used as in animal learning, but more often “shaping” is restricted to methods that
combine a supplemental, shaping reward signal and the reward signal of the task environment into
a single signal [70].
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Section 2.3 for a formal definition). The following subsection motivates this focus
on training by human reward.
1.1 Interactive shaping
As a form of communication from human to agent, reward has unique advantages
that make it a powerful basis for learning. In this section, I first argue its com-
plementarity to other forms of natural communication. Then I similarly explain
the potential of human reward to improve upon learning of tasks with predefined
objective functions.
1.1.1 Learning via natural communication
Among the three forms of natural communication listed above, interactive shaping
has unique advantages. Though undoubtedly useful, other communication forms
have significant constraints that make human reward a potent alternative and com-
plement.
Learning from demonstration (also called “imitation learning”) requires a
demonstration interface that is specific to the agent’s action space; such an interface
may be intractable with certain complex agents. Demonstration also requires a clear
policy in the trainer’s mind [4]. Instruction—or similar but less binding advice—
requires a highly expressive form of communication and thus generally relies on
a natural language processing interface. Natural language processing is unsolved,
and such natural language interfaces have consequently only been successful for
specific tasks with relatively narrow vocabularies [57, 64, 68] or limited grammatical
structures [100]. Communication by human reward, in contrast, can occur through
a simple and intuitive communication interface that can be implemented easily and
is nearly universal to both trainers and tasks.
In addition to interface-level advantages of interactive shaping, intuition sug-
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gests that it also makes less demands on the human trainer, both in requisite ex-
pertise and attention.12 To correctly formulate instructions or demonstrate a task,
a human trainer must be an expert at the task. Criticizing the agent comes more
easily; the human need only judge the outcome. Not everyone is an expert, but, as
the saying goes, everyone is a critic.
Moreover, it is likely that the cognitive load of critical evaluation is less
than that of both demonstrating and instruction. Cognitive load appears to be
nonexistent when considering human reward that is communicated unintentionally
(i.e., not reward from interactive shaping). In this case, a comparison with other
forms of communication is less important, since the human is not actively choosing
between forms. People constantly provide evidence of their appraisal of other social
agents’ behavior, through facial expression, tone of voice, body language, or other
means. Such information—which could be mapped to a reward signal—is available
to the agent. Without an understanding of how to use appraisal cues to guide its
own behavior, an agent is wasting this information. Though I do not explicitly
address unintentionally communicated reward signals in this thesis, I believe that
the conclusions herein—especially as informed by the problems of reward positivity
(explored in Chapter 6)—will help inform how to learn from such unintentional
signals.
Though interactive shaping has clear advantages that distinguish it from
other natural methods of communication, an ideal learning agent would harness
multiple forms of communication. For instance, a trainer might demonstrate behav-
ior first and then use reward-based feedback to fine-tune the behavior. By restricting
the scope of this thesis to this single communication type, I aim to develop a toolset
for other researchers of agent learning that can be added as a module to other agent
12High-level verbal commands that convey a desired goal state, on the other hand, also make low
demands on the trainer. However, such methods require a sub-algorithm that plans to reach the
goal or learns from experience to reach the goal, using what understanding the trainer has of good
behavior less than the other forms of natural communication discussed here.
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learning algorithms without overlapping with those algorithms’ evaluative input.
Despite these advantages of interactive shaping, few researchers have ad-
dressed the topic, and none have made it the object of a dissertation-length in-
vestigation focus. This thesis deeply explores the potential to learn from human
reward.
1.1.2 Tasks with predefined objective functions
Reinforcement learning [90, 54] (RL) is the dominant framework for agent learn-
ing when an objective function is predefined. In RL, agents use periodic reward
signals to learn the quality of behavioral policies and improve upon those policies.
The objective function, which outputs evaluations of behavioral quality, is a time-
discounted sum of such reward signals. Reinforcement learning algorithms have
achieved a number of notable successes [102, 54, 1] and continue to improve. RL is
an essential framework for learning, but current RL algorithms fall short of meeting
the needs of socially embedded, real-world agents.
First, for some problems, current RL algorithms learn too slowly without
informative prior knowledge. Early learning trials often incur a large loss of potential
reward. For real-world tasks with real-world costs, the agent will need to quickly
reach a good policy (though not necessarily an optimal one). Fortunately, injecting
task knowledge from outside sources can potentially improve initial performance,
total cost, and final performance [96]. Through natural teaching methods, a human
teacher can transfer his or her task knowledge, potentially improving learning and
achieving better performance throughout a learning session.
Secondly, RL algorithms inflexibly define the set of optimal behaviors by a
predefined reward function (and transition function), which typically require pro-
gramming to change. In contrast, natural teaching methods such as shaping allow
the human trainer to define—and redefine—correct behavior in real time, during
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the teaching session. This flexibility allows the human user to both specifically cus-
tomize the agent’s behavior to his or her needs and even change the target behavior
mid-training, as might happen, for example, when the human learns more about the
task through the training process.
Thus, agents that can learn from shaping and other natural teaching meth-
ods have important advantages over current RL algorithms, making the natural
methods viable alternatives to learning from predefined reward functions. On the
other hand, these methods also have disadvantages—chiefly, the cost of human time
during training and the myriad suboptimalities of a human teacher—so they can
be seen as complementary to learning from an explicitly defined reward function.
Considering these complementary strengths and weaknesses, this thesis not only ex-
amines how to learn exclusively from human reward (Chapters 3 and 6), but it also
considers how to learn from both the human and an encoded evaluation function—
when available—using shaping to enhance RL algorithms (Chapter 4).
In addition to its role as a complementary approach to interactive shaping,
reinforcement learning is critical in this thesis as a general framework with which I
compare our various approaches to the problem of interactive shaping. To familiarize
the reader with reinforcement learning, I provide a longer introduction to RL in
Section 2.1.
1.2 Thesis question and contributions
With the previous motivation in mind, this thesis focuses on this question:
How and to what extent can agents harness the information
contained in human-generated signals of reward to learn se-
quential decision-making tasks?
In addressing this question, this thesis yields these core contributions:
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1. Problem definition of interactive shaping. The general problem of learn-
ing from human reward is previously undefined. This thesis gives an opera-
tional definition of what we term the ”Interactive Shaping Problem” in Sec-
tion 2.3.
2. The TAMER framework for learning only from human reward. In
Chapter 3, this thesis introduces the tamer framework, which directly ad-
dresses the thesis question, providing algorithms for task learning when human
reward is the only source of evaluative information available to the learning
agent. Included in the framework are directives for learning a predictive model
of human reward, accounting for delay in the human trainer’s evaluation and
communication of the reward, and using the learned model myopically for ac-
tion selection. Positive empirical results for implementations of the tamer
framework in three domains are presented.
3. Learning from both human and predefined reward. Sometimes both
a human trainer and an encoded reward function will be available to a learn-
ing agent. In Chapter 4, this thesis empirically examines numerous plausible
techniques for learning from both evaluation signals, specifically focusing on
how to combine a learned (and possibly changing) model of human reward
with temporal difference reinforcement learning algorithms.
4. Psychological studies of human trainers. In addition to asking how to
create the best human-shapable agent, this thesis investigates how humans
shape the agents in Chapter 5. Little work has been done on how people
teach via reward, making this a fruitful line of investigation. In two relatively
large, well-controlled experiments, we investigate how the trainer’s feedback is
impacted by the trainer’s self-perceived role and by agent misbehavior. These
experiments provide early exemplars of the emerging technique of using com-
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putational learning agents as highly specifiable social entities in experiments
on human behavior.
5. An investigation of reward discounting in interactive shaping. Chap-
ter 6 returns to the problem of interactive shaping, examining a critical differ-
ence between the tamer framework and other work on learning from human
reward: how the value of future reward is discounted. Focusing on goal-based
tasks in episodic domains, we identify what we call the positive circuits prob-
lem that arises from the bias towards positivity in human-generated reward.
Using data from a tamer experiment and a new user study, we show that
tamer’s myopic discounting effectively avoids the positive circuits problem. In
a further user study, we reveal another technique for addressing this problem—
“tricking” the agent into thinking its task is continuing, not episodic—which
may ultimately lead to algorithms that differ from tamer but are more pow-
erful for interactive shaping.
1.3 Reader’s guide
Here I give brief recommendations for potential strategies in reading this thesis. The
thesis consists of five chapters bookended by the introductory Chapter 1 and the
concluding Chapter 7.
Chapter 2 gives crucial background information on reinforcement learning
(Section 2.1) and regression (Section 2.2). Readers who are already comfortable
with these topics may wish to skim these sections and use them for reference as
needed. In Section 2.3, I formally specify interactive shaping, the central problem
addressed by this thesis; consequently, Section 2.3 is critical reading for a deep
understanding of the thesis’ contributions. Section 2.4 is meant as a reference for
notation and terminology that is introduced herein. Lastly, Section 2.5 gives an
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overview of previous work on learning tasks from human reward, followed by a
summary of past research that addresses the broader problem of learning tasks from
human instruction.
Chapters 3–6 constitute the core technical chapters of the thesis and are
described in the previous section (1.2). An understanding of Chapter 2 is essential
for reading Chapter 3 on the tamer framework, which in turn is the foundation for
Chapters 4, 5, and 6. These latter three chapters can however be read independently
of each other. Additionally, I provide a short summary of interactive shaping and
the tamer framework in Appendix A, which is intended to serve as a minimally
adequate substitute for Chapters 2 and 3 for readers who are interested in one
or more later chapters but do not have time to read the full versions of the two
prerequisite chapters.
The conclusion, Chapter 7, reviews the five technical contributions of the
thesis, chapter by chapter. From these contributions, I discuss which approaches
to interactive shaping are currently most effective and which are most promising
as directions for further research. In Section 7.1, I then provide a list of potential
near-term projects that could extend this thesis, further improving the effectiveness
of interactive shaping. Lastly, in Section 7.2 I present a broader vision for research





This chapter prepares for and motivates the core chapters of this thesis(3–6). There
are many detailed treatments of the categories of algorithmic learning used in this
thesis, specifically reinforcement learning [5, 39, 90, 91] and supervised learning [67,
7]. This thesis assumes prior familiarity with these learning categories; the ambition
of this chapter is only to review them and to highlight their most relevant points
for the purpose of understanding the thesis.
I first introduce reinforcement learning. In the coming chapters, the various
algorithms I propose are usually integrated with, compared to, or are reinforce-
ment learning algorithms. Though not all of our novel algorithms are reinforcement
learning, reinforcement learning provides the principle framework in which I situate
the contributions of this thesis. After describing reinforcement learning, I briefly
describe supervised learning, which is also used as an important component of our
algorithms.
I then define the problem of interactive shaping. Interactive shaping can
be roughly described as learning from human reward. It is the focus of this the-
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sis. Lastly, the chapter contains a reference for the notation that I create and use
throughout the remainder of the thesis.
2.1 Reinforcement learning
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a set of methods for learning how to perform tasks.
In RL, an agent takes actions that affect the state of its environment, and the
quality of its actions, given state, affects the amount of reward the agent receives
from its environment. A principle challenge of reinforcement learning is that the
agent seeks to receive as much cumulative reward as possible—often with future
reward discounted in worth—so the quality of an individual action can only be
evaluated in the context of both its effect on future state and the actions that occur
after the action of interest.
Early research on reinforcement learning drew inspiration from the animal
learning literature on classical and operant conditioning [90], where the learning
of animals—including humans—is modeled to occur as the consequence of events
that naturally reward or punish the animal and of the environmental cues that add
context to such events [12]. These environmental cues are analogous to environmen-
tal state in RL, and reward and punishment in operant conditioning are together
analogous to reward in reinforcement learning. In RL, reward signals can have
any real value, positive or negative; the term “punishment” is not used widely in
reinforcement learning.
2.1.1 Markov decision processes
Reinforcement learning (RL) [90] with fully observable state usually concerns solving
tasks formulated as Markov decision processes (MDPs), denoted as {S,A, T,D,R, γ, }.
Here, S and A are the sets of possible states and actions. Time is divided into dis-
crete steps, during which an agent observes the current environmental state, takes
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an action that affects the state, and observes the next state at the start of the next
time step. An environmental state and the action that is taken in it are often ref-
erenced together as a state-action pair. T : S × A × S → R, called the transition
function, describes the probability of transitioning from one state to another given a
specific action. D is a probabilistic distribution over states, from which the starting
state is chosen.
R : S×A×S → R is the reward function, which outputs a numeric reward at
each step, the value of which is dependent on the state-action pair and resultant next
state. γ, the discount factor, controls the comparative worth of reward at various
points in the future; a reward r received n steps after the present is worth γnr
reward in the present. An agent’s prescription for behavior can be described by a
policy, π : S×A→ R, where π(s, a) = P (a|s), the probability of the agent choosing
action a in state s. A deterministic policy is more simply denoted as π : S → A.
The return of a trajectory of experienced state-action pairs from times t =
0, 1, ...n is
∑n
t=0[γ
tR(st, at)]. RL algorithms for control seek to learn policies that
maximize expected return from each state-action pair over an infinite horizon. Ex-




Qπ(s, a), the expected sum of discounted rewards when starting from state s, taking
action a, and interminably following policy π thereafter. The set of optimal policies
for an MDP consists of all π∗ such that Qπ
∗
(s, π∗(s)) ≥ Qπ(s, π(s)) for any π for
all s ∈ S. Qπ(s, a) is referred to as the value of the state-action pair (s, a) given
π. Though not often used in this thesis, one can also refer to the value of a state,
V π(s) = maxa(Q
π(s, a)). V and Q are respectively called a state-value function and
an action-value function, and they are both considered value functions.
All of the experimental task domains in this thesis have fully observable state.
I consider problems with hidden state in the discussion of future research directions
in Chapter 7.
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2.1.2 Categories of reinforcement learning
Reinforcement learning problems and the algorithms that address them can both
be differentiated by many characteristics. A few pertinent categorical divisions are
described in this section.
Continuing and episodic tasks
Tasks defined as MDPs are either continuing or episodic. A continuing task begins
in a state drawn from the start state distribution D and continues indefinitely;
consequently, any reward can be attributed to any past action. An episodic task
consists of recurrent episodes of action. An episode begins according to D and
ends when an absorbing state is reached. Through the device of absorbing states—
from which an agent cannot transition or receive non-zero reward—episodic tasks
can be considered a specific type of continuing task. Though the agent theoretically
continues to act forever from an absorbing state, its assessment of the return accrued
by previous action is not affected, so the learning algorithm simply begins a new
episode.
Value-function based RL and policy search methods
Most current reinforcement learning algorithms can be placed in one of two cate-
gories: (1) those that learn value functions and derive their policies from the value
function and (2) those that learn policies directly without modeling a value func-
tion. Algorithms in this second category are called policy search algorithms. A
policy search algorithm learns parameters for a policy, evaluating candidate policies
by the performance of one or more trajectories resulting from the policy. There-
fore, though policy search algorithms require an objective function that evaluates
whole trajectories, the objective function need not be built from a reward function,
which provides per-step feedback that can be added to evaluate a trajectory. Conse-
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quently, policy search algorithms apply to reinforcement learning problems but are
not confined to them.
Function approximation
Implementations of value-function based RL algorithms can be divided between
those that represent the value function with a separate value-indicating parameter
for each state-action pair—so-called tabular representations—and those for which
multiple state-action pairs share the same parameters—function approximation rep-
resentations.
Extracting features from a state-action pair and using them as input to a
Q-function is a common component of function approximation. Feature extraction
occurs by φ : S×A→ Rn, where the feature vector is of size n. Features often include
indicator functions over multiple states (as in tile coding), radial basis functions, or
hand-engineered measurements over multiple state variables (e.g., extracting the
angle and distance to an opponent from absolute locations and orientations).
As an example, a common function approximator is a linear model over a
vector of features. If an action-value function is being learned, such a function






φ s,a = φ(s, a), the feature
vector for the current state and action. Updates to Q affect the column vector
−→
θ of parameters of the linear model. Interestingly, a tabular representation can
technically be seen as a type of linear representation.
In general, any combination of feature extraction, value-function represen-
tation, and regression algorithm is a potential function approximator. Section 2.2
provides a short overview of regression, including incremental gradient descent over
a linear model, which is used in RL algorithms in Chapters 3, 4, and 6.
Typically, function approximation is designed to reduce the parameter space
of the value function. This reduction has the advantage of causing generalization
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between state-action pairs, where experience from one state-action pair informs the
agent’s evaluation of “similar” state-action pairs. Therefore, when a function ap-
proximator implicitly makes effective assumptions about the relationship between
state-action pairs, the speed of learning increases. However, function approxima-
tion often prevents the agent from learning optimal policies; in the worst case, it
prevents behavioral improvement altogether. Consequently, effective approximate
representations are actively being researched [66, 56, 74, 73]. Often, such research
focuses on the choice of features for a linear model representation of the value func-
tion. Features are computed from a state-action pair (and possibly the subsequent
state) and replace the state-action pair as direct inputs to the value function.
2.1.3 Reinforcement learning algorithms in this thesis
In this thesis, two different reinforcement learning algorithms are used in experi-
ments: value iteration and sarsa(λ). These algorithms are fundamental algorithms
in reinforcement learning from which many state-of-the-art RL algorithms are built;
we typically use the algorithms to test relative improvements with different inter-
actions with human reward (Sections 4 and 6), where we hope that the algorithms
are representative of many others.
Both algorithms are built from the Bellman equation,
Qπ(s, a) =
s′∈S∑
T (s, a, s′)[R(s, a, s′) + γQπ(s′, π(s′))], (2.1)




(Recall that T (s, a, s′) = P (s′|s, a).) For an optimal policy π∗, the Bellman equation





T (s, a, s′)[R(s, a, s′) + γ maxa′Q
π∗(s′, a′))]. (2.2)
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Algorithm 1 Value iteration
Initialize V arbitrarily. E.g., V (s) = 0 for all s ∈ S+
1: repeat
2: ∆← 0
3: for all s ∈ S do
4: v ← V (s)
5: V (s)← maxa
s′∈S∑
T (s, a, s′)[R(s, a, s′) + γV (s′))]
6: ∆← max(∆, |v − V (s)|)
7: end for
8: until ∆ < θ (a small positive number)
9: return Deterministic policy π such that
π(s) = argmaxa
s′∈S∑
T (s, a, s′)[R(s, a, s′) + γV (s′))]





T (s, a, s′)[R(s, a, s′) + γV π(s′)] (2.3)









Value iteration learns a policy by repeated application of the Bellman optimal-
ity equation for state value functions. Following its presentation in Sutton and
Barto [90], I define value iteration in Algorithm 1, assuming a tabular representa-
tion of V . Value iteration requires the agent to know the transition function T
and the reward function R. When it is applicable, value iteration is theoretically
guaranteed to converge to the optimal value function—from which an optimal policy




In contrast to value iteration, sarsa(λ) does not require full knowledge of T and R.
Instead, sarsa(λ) learns from experience interacting with the environment, sampled
transitions of the form (s, a,R(s, a, s′), s′, a′). (Replacing “R(s, a, s′)” with short-
hand “r” exhibits the basis for the algorithm’s name.) To explain sarsa(λ), I first
describe the simpler Sarsa algorithm in detail and then give a high-level description
of how sarsa(λ) extends Sarsa through eligibility traces. The Bellman equation
for an action-value function (Equation 2.1) provides two methods for estimating the
value of a state s given a current approximation of state value by Q and a sam-
pled transition (s, a,R(s, a, s′), s′, a′). The current value of Q(s, a) is itself one esti-
mate. The second estimate comes from knowledge that Es,a[R(s, a, s
′)+γQ(s′, a′)] =
s′∈S∑
T (s, a, s′)[R(s, a, s′) + γQπ(s′, π(s′))], the right side of Equation 2.1. Conse-
quently, R(s, a, s′) + γQ(s′, a′) is also an estimate of Q(s, a). This estimate, though
possibly noisy, is grounded by the added information of the experienced reward.
Considering the expectation of Es,a[R(s, a, s
′)+γQ(s′, a′)] to be a more accu-
rate assessment of the true value of (s, a) thanQ(s, a), a so-called temporal-difference
error δ is calculated between the two estimates:
δ = R(s, a, s′) + γQ(s′, a′)−Q(s, a) (2.5)
The Sarsa algorithm is described for episodic tasks in Algorithm 2, again following
the description from Sutton and Barto [90]. Line 6 requires an action selection
mechanism; one such mechanism that is commonly used is ε-greedy. When acting
by ε-greedy, at each step an agent chooses the action that is greedy with respect
to its current Q-function with probability 1− ε, and otherwise it chooses among all
potential actions (including the greedy action) with equal probability. By defining




1: repeat (for each episode)
2: Initialize s
3: Choose a from s using a policy derived from Q (e.g., ε-greedy)
4: repeat (for each step of episode)
5: Take action a, observe s′ and R(s, a, s′)
6: Choose a′ from s′ using a policy derived from Q (e.g., ε-greedy)
7: δ ← R(s, a, s′) + γQ(s′, a′)−Q(s, a)
8: Q(s, a)← Q(s, a) + αδ
9: s← s′
10: a← a′
11: until s is terminal
its policy over time. In fact, a Sarsa agent is guaranteed to learn an optimal
policy and optimal action-value function if it visits each state-action pair an infinite
number of times, it acts greedily in the limit, and α is sufficiently small.
Consider a Sarsa agent that experiences a sequence (s1, a1, r1, s2, a2, r2,
s3, a3, ...), where ri = R(si, ai, si+1). The Sarsa algorithm does not use any re-
ward after r1, such as r2, to update Q(s1, a1) unless it revisits s1. The reward
r2 would affect Q(s2, a2), but the information gained about Q(s2, a2) would only
“trickle back” to states that might precede s2 indirectly by revisiting those states
and s2. It is often desirable to allow learning directly from reward experienced in
the future beyond the next transition. To this end, Sarsa and any other algorithm
that learns from temporal-difference error can be extended with eligibility traces.
Eligibility traces preserve a type of slowly fading memory of what states have been
experienced, permitting newly experienced reward to immediately modify the es-
timates of previously experienced states. Sarsa with eligibility traces is called
sarsa(λ) (Algorithm 3, following Sutton and Barto’s definition). More thorough




Initialize Q arbitrarily and e(s, a) = 0, for all s ∈ S, a ∈
A.
1: repeat (for each episode)
2: Initialize s
3: Choose a from s using a policy derived from Q (e.g., ε-greedy)
4: repeat (for each step of episode)
5: Take action a, observe s′ and R(s, a, s′)
6: Choose a′ from s′ using a policy derived from Q (e.g., ε-greedy)
7: δ ← R(s, a, s′) + γQ(s′, a′)−Q(s, a)
8: e(s, a)← e(s, a) + 1
9: for all s ∈ S, a ∈ A do
10: Q(s, a)← Q(s, a) + αδe(s, a)




15: until s is terminal
2.2 Regression
Supervised learning is the problem of creating a model of a process from samples of
the process’s input and output. When the output is one of a discrete set, supervised
learning is called classification. When the output is one or more real numbers, it is
called regression. As I first explain in Section 3.1.1, we employ regression to model
human reward. Regression is also used for function approximation in reinforcement
learning algorithms (see Section 2.1.2). Since classification is never applied in this
thesis, I focus exclusively on regression in this section.
I now define a general and common form of regression more precisely. First
assume that the process to be modeled is a deterministic function with one or
more input values and a single continuous output value. In this case, a regression
algorithm builds a model f̂ that accurately approximates a target function f . As
training data, the algorithm is given a set X = {(−→x 1, y1), (−→x 2, y2), ..., (−→x n, yn)}
of samples of input and output from f . Each sample consists of a column vector
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of inputs −→x and an output y, where f(−→x ) = y. This output, also called a label,
distinguishes supervised learning from unsupervised learning, in which training data
do not contain output data (and the notion of “output” is often irrelevant). Once
learned, f̂ can be used to predict outputs f̂(−→x q) for any unlabeled query −→x q.
The broad goal of regression is to build an f̂ such that f̂(−→x q) ≈ f(−→x q) for
any future query sample. However, with limitation from the size of the training set
and the representational power available, a regression algorithm must make trade-
offs that result in higher accuracy for certain samples than for others. Therefore,
to formalize the desired trade-off, an overall accuracy measure is often designated.
For example, an algorithm could attempt to minimize mean squared error (MSE)





(y − f̂(−→x ))2 (2.6)
The incremental gradient algorithm described in this section finds a local minimum
of MSE.
Often, f is not a function but rather outputs probabilistically from a distri-
bution conditioned on −→x . In such cases, f̂ might model the conditional distribution
P (y|−→x ) or the expectation of f(−→x ). Our models of human reward—introduced in
Chapter 3—are designed to approximate the expectation of human reward given the
input of a state-action pair. We implement two different regression algorithms to
model human reward, incremental gradient descent and k-nearest neighbors.
2.2.1 Incremental gradient descent
Using a parametrized representation for f̂ , incremental gradient descent (also known
as “stochastic gradient descent”) models f by modifying the parameters of f̂ sepa-
rately for each training sample. Such an incremental approach is especially useful
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when the regression algorithm has a very large training set or experiences a stream
of samples and needs to make predictions during training; incremental gradient de-
scent is relatively quick in both its adjustment of f̂ to a new sample and its answers
to queries. I explain the algorithm from the perspective that samples stream into
the algorithm.
Given a column vector
−→
θ that parametrizes f̂ and a new sample (−→x , y),






[y − f̂(−→x )]2 = [y − f̂(−→x )]∇−→
θ
f̂(−→x ) (2.7)










where θi is the ith component of
−→
θ and y − f̂(−→x ) is the prediction error for the








[y − f̂(−→x )]2. (2.9)
In this equation (2.9), α is a step-size parameter. The incremental gradient descent
update improves the model by moving parameters with the gradient such that the
error for each individual sample gets a little smaller.









[y −−→θ T−→x ]2 (2.10)





= [y −−→θ T−→x ]−→x , (2.12)
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yielding the simplified update
−→
θ ← −→θ + α[y −−→θ T−→x ]−→θ . (2.13)
Given certain conditions on the step-size parameter α and that samples are
randomly drawn from a static distribution, incremental gradient descent is guar-
anteed to converge to a local minimum of MSE over the distribution of samples.
For linear models, incremental gradient descent converges on the global minimum,
creating a model that is globally optimal with respect to MSE.
2.2.2 k-nearest neighbors
k-nearest neighbors (kNN) predicts a query’s label using the k “nearest” training
samples (i.e., neighbors) [67]. To determine distance between samples, some distance
function d must be specified such that d(−→x q,−→x i) is the distance between the query’s
input vector −→x q and the input vector of training sample i. In this thesis, d always
outputs the Euclidean distance between the two vectors. Given a distance function,
kNN’s prediction of a query’s label is a function of the k labels of the k nearest
training samples. Most commonly, the prediction is an average of the k labels,
sometimes with each label weighted according to its distance from the query.
2.3 Specification of interactive shaping
In this key section, I introduce the problem this thesis focuses on, interactive shap-
ing. Interactive shaping is roughly the problem of learning from human reward.1
1The terms “human reward” and “interactive shaping” are chosen from consideration of the
meaning of similar terms in both the animal learning and the reinforcement learning literatures.
Our use of “human reward” comes from other researchers referring to human-generated, scalar
feedback signals as “reward” in past work [36, 105, 76, 101]; the usage of the words “reward” and
“punishment” in the instructions given to subjects in our experiments; and the apparent similarity
of the feedback signal to real-valued reward in reinforcement learning. Perhaps most importantly,
we seek algorithms that capture the simplicity and ease of teaching by reward and punishment
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Each core chapter in this thesis either investigates solutions to the problem of inter-
active shaping (Chapters 3 and 6) or builds from an assumed solution (Chapters 4
and 5). The Interactive Shaping problem [47] is summarized by the following ques-
tion: how should an agent, given a human trainer observing the agent’s behavior
and delivering evaluative reward signals, be designed to leverage the human reward
signals to learn good behavior? To express this problem more precisely, I define the
task environment.
We assume that the agent’s task environment is an MDP\R: a Markov deci-
sion process without a reward function or a discount factor γ.2 An MDP\R is speci-
fied by the tuple (S, A, T , D). In this specification S is the set of possible states, and
A is the set of possible actions. The transition function T determines the probability
of transitioning from one state to another given an action, T : S×A×S → R. D is
the distribution of starting states. The MDP\R only describes the task environment,
of which the trainer’s feedback signals are not considered a part.
To give a full specification of interactive shaping, I first establish some nota-
tion, which can also be found defined in the notation reference in Section 2.4. The
agent experiences a sequence of time steps. The ith such time step (i.e., event) is
referred to as ei. For each time step e, e.ts and e.tt are respectively the clock times of
when e starts and terminates. Thus ei+1.ts = ei.tt.
3 Likewise e.ss ∈ S and e.st ∈ S
are respectively the states at the start and end of e. e.a ∈ A is the action taken by
the agent during step e. This action e.a is carried out for the duration of the step e,
from e.ts to e.tt. In addition to these time steps, the agent also experiences feedback
among natural organisms, including humans. “Interactive shaping” differs from the typical usage of
“reward shaping” in reinforcement learning literature, which involves adding a supplemental reward
to the actual reward [70]. We use “shaping” roughly as it is used in the psychological literature
on learning (from where “reward shaping” was also presumably derived). There, “shaping” refers
to reinforcing successive approximations of a desired behavior, a teaching strategy that we suspect
almost any trainer of an interactively shapable agent will use for complex tasks.
2As we approach it, shaping does not require the environment to be Markovian. Regardless,
this thesis focuses on problems described as MDPs or MDP\Rs.
3Since ei.tt is unused by the algorithms in this thesis, I drop the disambiguating subscript on
ei.ts, writing it as ei.t. ei.tt is included in the problem definition of interactive shaping for generality.
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signals. The ith feedback signal is can be similarly subscripted as hj to signify the
order in which they are experienced. For a feedback signal h, h.v is the value of
the human reward signal, and h.t is the clock time at which the reward signal was
received by the agent.
I specify interactive shaping below.
The Interactive Shaping Problem While learning in an MDP\R, an agent ex-
periences time steps Ehist = {e0, e1, e2, ..., em}. The agent also asynchronously
experiences a growing set of feedback signals Hhist = {h0, h1, h2, ..., hn} over
time.4 Each feedback signal hj is received from a human trainer who observes
the agent and is trying to teach a specific task. The trainer qualitatively un-
derstands a task performance metric τ and is trying to maximize the agent’s
evaluation performance on τ , which is unobservable to the agent.
The instructions and other preparation given to the trainer must only commu-
nicate to the trainer that higher reward signals are good, positive, approving,
rewarding, or something similar and that lower reward signals are bad, neg-
ative, disapproving, punishing, or something similar. The feedback interface
need only provide means for the trainer to give at least two different values of
feedback at approximately any time.
Given Ehist and Hhist, how can an agent learn the best possible task policy,
π : S → A, as measured by the task performance metric τ?
The interactive shaping problem is nebulously defined with respect to source of the
feedback (i.e., the human trainer via the feedback interface). Any change in the
trainer’s experience—including trainer preparation, the feedback interface, or the
type of observation by the trainer—will likely also affect what feedback the trainer
4The formulation of the interactive shaping problem allows for any number of reward signals at
any time. Thus, at any time the sizes of Ehist and Hhist are likely to differ greatly, and the relation















Figure 2.1: Information flow before and during interactive shaping. The symbols s+
and a+ indicate that more than simply the state and the action might be provided
for display purposes. For instance, the agent might communicate its confidence or
its planned next action. In this thesis, the display does not receive any such extra
information from the agent or environment.
gives. However, we hope and expect that large commonalities exist between various
settings; in other words, a good solution to one setting will generally also be a good
solution to another.
Further, the problem is underspecified from the agent’s perspective. The
objective function is unknown to the learning agent, and correct usage of human
reward is not addressed. Therefore, since the human reward is the only feedback
signal received by the agent, any meaningful solution to the interactive shaping
function must map human reward to some objective function. The agent’s task
performance will be dependent on the quality of this mapping. Underspecification
occurs because this mapping is the main open question posed by the problem of
interactive shaping, and therefore it cannot be specified as part of the problem.
Figure 2.1 shows information flow before and during interactive shaping. In
this thesis, I focus on the specification of the agent, varying the human trainer’s
preparation, the display, and the feedback interface only by informal optimization.
Nonetheless, a formal analysis of possible variations among these components is a
valuable direction of inquiry.
In this thesis, I restrict the Interactive Shaping Problem to domains with a
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predefined task performance metric to allow experimental evaluation. Further, the
trainers are assumed to understand a qualitative version of the performance metric.
However, interactive shaping will also be helpful when no metric is defined, as for
example would likely be the case with an end-user training a service robot.
2.4 Notation introduced in this thesis
This section defines notation that is introduced for this thesis. A few expressions—
RH , R̂H , and ĥ—are used throughout the thesis, whereas the rest are found only in
this chapter and Chapter 3.
• RH - the human trainer’s reward function, which we assume to be of the form
RH : S ×A→ R (explained fully in Sections 3.1 and 3.1.1).
• R̂H - a model of RH , R̂H : S × A→ R, also called the “human reward model”
or sometimes simply the “human model” (introduced in Section 3.1).
• e - a time step (e.g., an event), sometimes subscripted with an index—as in
ei—when differentiation between steps is needed for clarity.
– e.ts - the clock time that time step e starts.
– e.tt - the clock time that time step e terminates.
– e.ss ∈ S - the state of the task at the beginning of step e. When the state
at termination is not being considered, e.s or simply s may be used.
– e.st ∈ S - the state of the task at the end of the step e.
– e.a ∈ A - the action taken by the agent during step e. When one arbitrary
step is being considered, a may be used as shorthand.
• Ehist - a set of time steps experienced by the agent. The set Ehist grows with
further training experience. Ehist = {e0, e1, e2, ..., em}.
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• h - a feedback signal received by the agent from an observing human trainer.
The signal is denoted with a subscript, as in hj , when differentiation between
feedback signals is helpful. These signals are converted to ĥ labels, which are
then used to create samples for learning R̂H .
– hj .v ∈ R - the value of the human reward signal.
– hj .t - the clock time the reward signal was received by the agent.
• Hhist - a set of feedback signals experienced by the agent over time, typically
growing with further training experience. Hhist = {h0, h1, h2, ..., hn}.
• ĥ - the agent’s assessment, after accounting for delay in reward, of what re-
ward was intended for specific time step. Section 3.3 explains the process of
calculating ĥ.
• e.ĥ - ĥ for the time step e.
2.5 Related work: learning from a human
Work on human-teachable agents has taken many forms, almost always with the aim
of using more natural modes of communication either to empower people without
programming skills to specify desirable behavior or to use the knowledge of such
people to increase learning speed for some predefined task. Interactive shaping, in
its form as strictly defined in Section 2.3, fits the former goal. In this section, I
describe past work on interactive shaping and then on two other forms of teaching:
through advice/instruction and by demonstration. In addition to these three cate-
gories of teaching modalities, other work has focused on allowing the human to shape
the agent’s learning environment, facilitating the learning process [85, 108]. Chap-
ter 4 discusses the latter goal, where a task is predefined through a programmed
objective function and human interaction facilitates improved learning; related work
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for learning from human input and a predefined reward function is covered in its
Section 4.5.2.
The relative strengths and weaknesses of interactive shaping put it in a unique
space that is not currently occupied by any other approach. Furthermore, we be-
lieve that many of the approaches I review here are complementary to ours: an
ideal learning agent might combine elements from several of them. Indeed, a re-
cent Wizard-of-Oz study (where the learning agent is secretly a human) examined
teaching patterns when humans were given several different teaching methods to
use [42, 110]. In this study, a prevalent pattern was to teach by demonstration, test
the learned skills, and then give reward-style feedback; this pattern is an intuitive
strategy for interspersing different teaching modalities.
2.5.1 Interactive shaping
This thesis is not the first research to address the interactive shaping problem. In
Figure 2.2, a comparison of various past approaches is presented, focusing on those
methods that allow both positive and negative rewards.
When the trainer can only give positive rewards, this method is sometimes
called clicker training, which comes from a form of animal training in which an
audible clicking device is previously associated with reward and then used as a
reinforcement signal itself to train the animal. Previous work on clicker training has
involved teaching tricks to entertainment agents. Kaplan et al. [43] and Blumberg
et al. [8] implemented clicker training on robotic and simulated dogs, respectively.
Blumberg et al.’s system is especially interesting, allowing the dog to learn multi-
action sequences and associate them with verbal cues. Though important to research
on interactive shaping in that they are novel techniques of teaching pose sequences
to their respective platforms, neither is evaluated using an explicit performance
metric and the methods are not framed to be generally applicable to sequential
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decision-making tasks.
The first work we have found to use human reward (both implicit and ex-
plicit in this case) to train an agent is by Isbell et al. [37, 36]. In this research, a
social software agent named Cobot learns human preferences in LambdaMOO, an
online, text-based virtual world where people interact. The agent uses reinforcement
learning “to proactively take action in this complex social environment and adapt
his behavior from multiple sources of human reward.”
Thomaz and Breazeal [105, 107] interfaced a human trainer with a table-
based Q-learning agent in a virtual kitchen environment. Their agent seeks to
maximize its discounted total reward, which for any time step is the sum of human
and MDP reward. This approach, adding a supplementary reward function to the
MDP’s reward function, is a form of what is sometimes called “reward shaping” in
the reinforcement learning literature [70].5 In this work, they also show improved
performance when the trainer can additionally give action guidance. Another study
extended their work to a robotic object-sorting domain [88], using only human
reward (no MDP reward).
Tenorio et al. [101] expand on Thomaz and Breazeal’s algorithms, creating
an algorithm that learns from explicit demonstration as well as human and MDP
reward. As in Thomaz and Breazeal’s work, the two reward signals are added
together and seen as a single signal for the agent. For Tenorio et al.’s algorithm, all
human input comes from verbal commands or feedback.
More recently, Pilarski et al. used a continuous-action actor-critic RL algo-
rithm to learn a myolectric control policy for a simulated robotic prosthetic arm,
using human reward signals as feedback [76]. In their experiments, human subjects
taught a continuing task of matching the robotic arm to various target joint angles
that are repeated in order throughout the task. The policy inputs were robotic





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































joint angles and measures of electrical activity at four different arm muscles, and
the actions consisted of two joint velocities.
From this related research on interactive shaping, I note several patterns that
highlight novel contributions of this thesis or hint at insights in later chapters.
1. Only the algorithms in this thesis are implemented and tested on more than
2 task domains. See Section 3.4 for a list of task domains in this thesis.
2. The positive and negative reward values that the human feedback interface
maps to are highly balanced. In other words, no one has performed experi-
ments where, say, the only positive reward signal maps to a +1 and the only
negative reward signal maps to a −10. This pattern is related to observations
of bias towards positive reward, which are especially important in Chapter 6.
3. Besides the algorithms developed in this thesis, no interactive shaping algo-
rithms explicitly model human reward.
4. In all of the related work that involves learning from positively and negatively
valued reward signals, the authors take a reinforcement learning approach, an
intuitive choice given that the tasks are sequential decision-making problems
and the humans are giving evaluative feedback. Additionally, every algorithm
uses curiously low discount factors. In reinforcement learning, discount fac-
tors are almost always at or near 1. A discount factor of 0.9 is somewhat
low, and 0.7 or 0.75 is quite low. Even Pilarski et al., with γ = 0.99, is effec-
tively low; time steps are 5 milliseconds, so reward one second in the future
retains only approximately 13.4% of its immediate value. These choices of low
discount factors foreshadow my focus on discounting throughout this thesis,
especially in our chief approach to interactive shaping—the tamer framework
(Chapter 3)—and our investigation of different discounting in Chapter 6.
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5. Outside of this thesis, no algorithms explicitly model the delay in human
reward. Instead, they account for delay implicitly through the temporal-
difference bootstrapping of reinforcement learning. But given their fairly
myopic discounting, delay is not accurately modeled; specifically, there is a
minimal response period that should receive no credit but instead receives
large credit (see Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 for relevant discussion).
6. Various methods differ in their ability to handle more than one reward per
time step. Note that the credit assignment method described in Section 3.3
allows our algorithms to attribute an infinite number of reward values to a
time step (within the range bounded by the number of times a trainer can
push a button per time step), despite the mapping of reward keys to +1 and
−1, giving a richer feedback signal than the interface suggests.
7. Some algorithms incorporate demonstration and action guidance from the hu-
man. Others allow the human to affect the task’s state. A few algorithms also
incorporate MDP reward. In this thesis, I consider learning only from human
reward (Chapters 3, 5, and 6) and learning from both human and MDP reward
(Chapter 4).
2.5.2 Learning from advice or instruction
In the context of agent learning, instruction and advice can be thought of as pro-
viding a desired subset of actions when a certain condition is true. For example,
a soccer coach might give advise, ”If you are near one side of your own goal and
a potential pass target is on the other side, do not pass to that target.” Following
their colloquial meanings, instruction and advice differ in how the agent uses them;
instruction commands an agent, whereas advice merely suggests action. Since ad-
vice is merely suggestive, it assumes the presence of another evaluative signal that
provides ground-truth judgement of behavior, such as MDP reward (as we do in
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Chapter 4).
Giving advice or instruction via natural language is a promising way for non-
technical humans to teach agents. Natural language advice was first demonstrated
by Kuhlmann et al. [57], who created a domain-specific natural language interface
for giving advice to a reinforcement learner.
The informational richness of advice is clearly powerful. However, gen-
eral natural language recognition is unsolved, so many current advice-taking sys-
tems [64, 68] require that the human encode her advice into a scripting or program-
ming language, making it inaccessible to non-technical users. The natural language
component of Kuhlmann et al. [57] required manually labeled training samples.
Seeking to learn policy-related language more naturally, Goldwasser and
Roth created a system that translates natural instruction to actionable game rules
for Freecell [31]. Actions were labeled as legal or illegal by a game API, and these
labels were used to improve the translation model. The model’s final translation ac-
curacy ranged between approximately 60 and 90% on various subtopics of the rules,
and in all cases the initial model was improved upon considerably. Such a cor-
rect/incorrect labeling is quite similar to interactive shaping and could potentially
be given by a non-technical user.
In work by Chen and Mooney [17], an algorithm learns how to follow natural-
language instructions in a system of corridors with landmarks and other location-
distinguishing characteristics. Specifically, human users controlled an agent through
the environment to fulfill specific instructions within a corpus, creating demonstra-
tions of how to follow those instructions. Using the set of demonstrations for known
instructions, their algorithm creates a semantic parser that maps novel instructions
to a planned navigation trajectory.
There will likely be times when the trainer knows that the agent has per-
formed well or poorly, but cannot articulate exactly why. In these cases, positive or
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negative feedback will be easier to give than advice.
2.5.3 Learning from demonstration
Another way for a human to teach an agent is to demonstrate a task via remote-
control or his own body, while the agent records state-action pairs from which it
learns a general policy for the task [4]. Using the meaning of “instruction” from
Section 2.5.2, demonstration can technically be seen as a special case of instruction,
where the condition is always the current or next state and the subset of actions
contains only the single action that the human selects. Successes of learning from
demonstration include the task domains of autonomous driving [77], multi-robot
coordination [19], robot soccer [32], and helicopter flight [2].
In Apprenticeship Learning [2], a type of learning from demonstration, the
algorithm begins with an MDP\R (as does the tamer framework; see Section 2.3).
The algorithm learns a reward function R, using inverse reinforcement learning, that
could justify a human’s behavior during a period of control, and the agent follows the
policy that maximizes expected return under that reward function. Apprenticeship
learning differs from interactive shaping by the input the learner gets from humans:
reward for interactive shaping and demonstrations for apprenticeship learning.
Demonstrations and action interventions (changing or influencing autonomously
chosen action) have also been used to learn specific information rather than entire
policies. For example, Ugur et al. had human teachers apply force to change the
default trajectory of a robotic arm. When the robot’s hand made contact with
an object, it would close its grip and attempt to lift the object. If the lift was
successful, the first-contact points from the human-influenced trajectory were later
used as positive samples in learning a classifier for graspable locations of various
objects [111], which can be used to plan a grasping trajectory.
Learning from demonstration has some advantages over interactive shaping.
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First, despite a reward/punish training interface generally being simpler than a
control interface, many people are already familiar with control interfaces through
activities such as driving and playing video games. An interactive shaping interface
will likely be novel, adding to the amount of preparation a trainer needs. But since
it is simpler, an interactive shaping interface may be easier to use than a control in-
terface after reasonable experience. Additionally, learning from demonstration will
often lead to faster learning, since the correct action can be directly communicated
by the demonstrator; during interactive shaping, the correct action can be encour-
aged by reward if it is taken, but if it is not, punishment will only communicate to
take any action other than the one actually taken.
There are some tasks that are too difficult for a human trainer, especially
when demonstration requires the trainer to control the agent. The agent might have
more actuators than can be put in a simple interface (as is common for robots), the
task may require the human to be an expert before being able to control the agent
(e.g., helicopter piloting in simulation), or good task behavior might entail high-
frequency actions or response times that a human cannot provide. In these cases, a
demonstration is infeasible. But if the human can judge the quality of the agent’s
behavior, then he or she should be able to provide feedback via tamer regardless
of the task’s difficulty. Further, demonstration is conventionally delivered without
any means for the trainer to see what the agent has learned. If the policy learned
by the agent produces problematic behavior, the demonstrator may never know and
thus be unable to adapt his or her demonstrations to the learner. On the other
hand, agents always express their learned behavior during interactive shaping, and
the trainer can adjust feedback to address issues with learned behavior. Lastly,
an interactively shaped agent could learn a policy that outperforms the trainer’s
intended policy on the task performance metric that the trainer is attempting to
maximize, an outcome that only occurs through randomness or bias when teaching
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only from demonstration. Chapter 6 explores this possibility through planning to
maximize long-term reward, which does not occur with tamer’s myopic action
selection. This potential ability to outperform the trainer’s desired policy suggests
a powerful scenario combining demonstration and reward. A trainer could give a
rudimentary demonstration while giving reward at critical points, and the agent
could plan a more effective path to accrue predicted human reward; the path might
greatly improve upon the low-quality demonstration, which is still necessary to get




This chapter presents a solution to the Interactive Shaping Problem specified in
Chapter 2, the problem of learning tasks from human-generated reward. 1 This
solution, which we dub the tamer framework, is built upon and investigated further
in Chapters 4 and 5. Chapter 6 examines alternate algorithms that generalize from
tamer.
tamer differs from past approaches to learning from human reward in three
key ways: (1) tamer addresses delays in human evaluation through credit assign-
ment, (2) tamer learns a model of human reward (R̂H), and (3) at each time step,
tamer chooses the action that is predicted to directly elicit the maximum reward
(argmaxaR̂H(s, a)), eschewing consideration of the action’s effect on future state.
tamer is fully implemented. This chapter reports on three user studies in
two domains in simulation and then describes an implementation on a robot that
is informally evaluated. tamer agents, when compared to agents learning from a
predefined reward function (as part of each task’s Markov decision process specifi-
cation), reach qualitatively good performance more quickly. Additionally, note that
tamer differs fundamentally from past work by its discounting of future human
1This chapter encompasses and extends previously published research by the author [50, 47, 49].
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reward; Chapter 6 examines the effect of different discounting assumptions.
Learning agents have the potential to impact our lives greatly, learning control
strategies for applications from autonomous driving to neural prosthetics to com-
pleting time-consuming but mundane tasks such as household chores. As I argue in
Chapter 1, teaching by human-generated reward addresses two areas of agent learn-
ing algorithms that must be improved to make them widely applicable to real-world
tasks: learning speed and an ability to adapt to end-users’ needs without further
programming. In this chapter, I introduce the tamer framework for learning from
human reward, addressing the problem of interactive shaping that was specified in
Chapter 2.3.
In Section 3.1, I introduce the tamer framework, giving intuition for its high-
level algorithmic choices; unlike past work, tamer uniquely treats human reward
as different from MDP reward. Section 3.2 describes a simple tamer algorithm
for domains with low action frequencies, for which credit assignment is trivial, and
Section 3.3 details our approach for assigning credit from human reward in domains
with more frequent actions. In Section 3.4, I describe the instantiated components
of tamer for three tasks, Tetris (more challenging but with infrequent actions),
mountain car (less challenging but with frequent actions), and interactive robotic
navigation. I report and discuss our experimental results on these tasks in Section
3.4 and review related work in Section 2.5.
The experiments in the first two domains compare tamer agents to tabula
rasa reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms. The tamer agents learn good be-
havior much more quickly, and the RL algorithms meet or surpass tamer agents’
performances when given enough learning samples. This complementary role of the
tamer and RL algorithms is explored in Chapter 4.
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3.1 The TAMER framework for interactive shaping
Before I formally present tamer algorithms in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.6, I first motivate
and describe the tamer framework at a high level.
Consider the Interactive Shaping Problem. The agent’s role is by nature
somewhat underspecified: it must learn from human reward such that it maximizes
task performance—which it cannot measure. We hypothesize that the agent best
fills its role by learning a model of the trainer’s reward and selecting actions that
the model predicts will directly result in the most reward. More specifically, tamer
breaks the process of learning behaviors from live human reward into three mod-
ules (Figure 3.1): (1) credit assignment, where delayed human reward is associated
appropriately with recent events; (2) regression on experienced events and their
consequential credited reward to create a predictive model for future reward; and
(3) action selection using the model of human reward. Setting aside the problem of
credit assignment until Section 3.3, I discuss tamer’s approach to learning a model
of human reward and action selection below.
A tamer agent seeks to learn the human trainer’s reward function, which we
assume to be of the form RH : S×A→ R (more on this assumption in Section 3.1.1).
Presented with a state s, the agent consults its learned model R̂H and, if choosing
greedily, takes the action a that maximizes R̂H(s, a).
2 Figure 3.1 shows interaction
between a human, the environment, and a tamer agent within an MDP\R. Since
the agent seeks only to maximize human reward, the optimal policy is defined solely
by the trainer, who could choose to train the agent to perform any behavior that its
model can represent. When the agent’s performance is evaluated using an objective
metric, we expect its performance to be limited by the information provided by the
teacher.
2When describing arbitrary steps that are input to RH or R̂H , I sometimes use (s, a) or (e) as
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(State, Reward) Action 
RH : S ×A
R̂H : S
Figure 3.1: On the left, the traditional scheme of interaction between agent and en-
vironment in a Markov Decision Process. Many different instantiations of the agent
exist in the literature, including algorithms such as Q Learning [112], sarsa(λ) [90],
and lspi [59]. On the right, the framework for Training an Agent Manually via Eval-
uative Reinforcement (tamer).
3.1.1 Modeling human reward
tamer learns a function R̂H that approximates the expectation of reward given by
a human trainer for each possible state-action pair: RH : S ×A→ R. The function
RH , the true expectation of reward, is called the “human reward function” through-
out this chapter. This specific formulation of RH results from four assumptions that
make R̂H more tractable to learn and more practical for action selection:
1. RH does not take non-task information as input. The state and action inputs
to RH are specific to the task being performed. Other observations that might
improve the predictive quality of R̂H , such as the history of past rewards
(Hhist) and indications of the trainer’s attentiveness (e.g., gaze direction), are
not used. This assumption, though, allows R̂H to specify behavior in any
situation—especially without the trainer present—because R̂H is independent
of information beyond the bounds of the task.
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2. Human reward targets state and action at a single point in time. In viola-
tion of this assumption, human reward could be influenced by any subset of
the agent’s state-action history (Ehist). This assumption simplifies tamer’s
learning problem greatly while still allowing enough expressiveness to learn
well. Our credit assignment method, described in Section 3.3, partially ac-
counts for the flaws of this assumption by spreading the credit for a reward
among multiple state-action pairs that are considered possible targets of the
reward. I briefly discuss the violation of this assumption in Section 3.3.5. In
Section 7.1’s list of potential future projects, I consider approaches that avoid
this assumption under the item “Non-Markovian models of human reward”.
3. The specific distribution of reward for a state-action pair does not contain eval-
uative information that is not already captured by the expectation of reward for
the pair. Whether human reward is delivered and its value when delivered ap-
pears to be highly stochastic. In reinforcement learning, a stochastic reward
function can be replaced by a reward function that outputs the expectation of
the original without changing the values of state-action pairs for any specific
policy. In this spirit, tamer algorithms learn a deterministic model of human
reward that approximates the expectation of reward. Some intuitively ap-
pealing extensions to the algorithms in this thesis would require relaxing this
assumption. For instance, the agent could use its confidence in its assessment
of the expectation of reward to either influence when it explores or to com-
municate a need for further training, creating an paradigm related to active
learning (similar to some past work on learning from demonstration [18]).
4. Human reward is not dependent on transitions between states. Trainers likely
give reward based on both actions and their consequences, which would be
captured by an alternate human reward function RH : S × A × S → R,
where the second state input results from the action taken during the first
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state input. As for other assumptions, tamer ignores the resultant state to
simplify the input space. This assumption also avoids requiring the agent to
predict future state while choosing an action, a significant restriction. Like
the second assumption, the relaxation of this assumption is addressed in the
item “Non-Markovian models of human reward”, found in Section 7.1’s list of
potential future projects.
Removing any of these assumptions results in a richer representation of human re-
ward. But with any larger input space the number of learning samples needed to
learn a good policy will likely grow. Further, removing the first or fourth assump-
tions would reduce the applicability of R̂H . We leave for future work an investigation
of the correct balance of representational richness and simplicity.
Learning R̂H is a supervised learning problem, given a credit assignment method
that appropriately uses delayed reward to create labels for state-action pairs (see
Section 3.3). Intuition and some evidence [36] suggest that a human trainer’s re-
ward function RH (as we have defined it) is a moving target for learning. Intuitively,
it seems likely that a human trainer will raise his or her standards as the agent’s
policy improves, expecting more to get the same reward. Though we have not rig-
orously studied the claim that a human’s reward function is a moving target, our
experiments do indicate that both the ratio of positive to negative reward and the
frequency of feedback change over time (Section 3.4.3); however, the distribution
of state-action pairs also differs over time, so our experiments merely suggest that
RH changes. Considering this conjecture that RH is a moving target function and
that the tamer agent should be able to exploit new data as it becomes available,
the regression algorithm should both be able to handle changes in the target func-
tion and allow quick, online updates. Quickly incorporating new feedback increases
the agent’s responsiveness, which we expect to improve the human trainer’s level
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of engagement and to increase the relevance of feedback by presenting the most
current behavior for evaluation by the trainer. Additionally, we believe that the
algorithm should generalize to a large proportion of, and possibly all of, the unseen
samples (i.e., across states and possibly actions). Examples of such algorithms in-
clude k-nearest neighbors and incremental gradient descent on a linear model over
generalizing features like Gaussian radial basis functions. (Both are used at various
points in our experiments).
3.1.2 Action selection
Autonomous learning agents, as I speak of them, receive feedback from a predefined
reward function within an MDP (i.e., reinforcement learning agents [90]). For those
autonomous agents that modify their behavior by learning an estimate of each state-
action pair’s value, the principal challenge is to assign credit from received reward to
the entire history of past state-action pairs. In domains where the only discriminat-
ing reward is at the end of the task, assigning this credit can be particularly difficult.
A key insight of the tamer framework is that the problem of credit assignment in-
herent in reinforcement learning is not necessarily present with an attentive human
trainer. We hypothesize and indeed observe that the trainer evaluates an action or
short sequence of actions with a model of the long-term consequences, making the
evaluation a full judgement on the quality of the behavior—in direct contrast with
evaluation from a traditional reward function. Further, the trainer can deliver his or
her feedback within a small temporal window after the behavior. Assigning credit
within that window presents a challenge in itself, which I discuss in Section 3.3, but
it is much easier than assigning credit for an arbitrarily delayed reward signal as in
reinforcement learning. Assuming that credit is properly assigned within the tem-
poral window, a trainer can directly label behavior. As I have described, modeling
the trainer’s reward function RH is a supervised learning problem. Action selec-
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tion follows trivially by exploiting R̂H , the outputs of which predict the trainer’s
full judgement on a state and action. Therefore, tamer’s process of learning a
policy from human reward reduces an apparent reinforcement learning problem to a
supervised learning problem with non-trivial but easier credit assignment.
More specifically, to choose actions within some state s, a tamer agent
directly exploits predictions of expected human reward from the learned model R̂H .
When acting greedily, a tamer agent chooses the action argmaxa[R̂H(s, a)].
The tamer framework is agnostic to exploration, leaving action selection as a
module to be specified by the agent designer. However, we have found that greedily
choosing the action that is expected to receive the highest human reward provides
sufficient exploration for many tasks, including all of those described in this thesis.
This counterintuitive finding is easily justified. In a given state, a good trainer can
negatively reinforce an undesired action, eventually dropping its expected reward
below that of another action, resulting in a new (exploratory) action choice. A
non-greedy action selection method may be needed if there are actions of which
the trainer is not aware or does not know the value. Otherwise, the trainer should
be able to guide the tamer agent’s exploration sufficiently under greedy action
selection.
3.1.3 Comparison with reinforcement learning
Before formally presenting the first tamer algorithm, I first compare the framework
to reinforcement learning, focusing on their respective assumptions. The tamer
framework for shaping agents shares much common ground with RL, but there are
some key differences that are important to understand to fully appreciate tamer.
In reinforcement learning, agents seek to maximize return, which is a dis-
counted sum of all future reward. In contrast, a tamer agent does not seek to
maximize a discounted sum of all future human reward. Instead, it attempts to
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directly maximize the reward attributable to the chosen state-action pair without
consideration of the pair’s impact on future states.3 A tamer agent does this be-
cause the trainer’s reward signal is assumed to be a direct label on the quality of
recent state-action pairs.
Correspondingly, the human’s reward function RH is not an exact replace-
ment for a reward function R within an MDP. Indeed, tamer’s interpretation of a
human’s RH is closer to that of an action value function than of an MDP reward
function. Although it may be possible for a reinforcement learning algorithm to use
RH in lieu of a reward function, naively doing so ignores fundamental differences
between MDP reward and human reward. In Chapter 6, we explore the relation-
ship between human and MDP reward, validating the necessity of tamer’s myopic
action selection in a large class of tasks; in that chapter, we subsequently identify a
task manipulation that allows an algorithm that does consider long-term reward —
a generalization of tamer— to learn effectively.
Additionally, in this chapter we use MDP\Rs both to investigate how to
learn in the absence of a reward function and because the reward function within
an MDP dictates the optimal policy; without R, the human’s reward function is
the sole determinant of good and bad behavior, fitting the description of interactive
shaping.
3.2 TAMER algorithm for low action frequencies
Algorithm 4 shows the tamer algorithm for tasks in which the agent acts infre-
quently enough that the human can unambiguously give reward to a single state-
action pair. This algorithm uses a simple form of credit assignment; human reward
accrued during one step’s action is credited to the previous step’s state action pair.
3I sometimes refer to the objective of a tamer agent as maximizing “immediate reward”. I use
this phrase as shorthand for the longer, more precise description in the previous sentence.
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Algorithm 4 The TAMER algorithm for infrequent actions
Main thread
1: i← −1
2: while true do
3: i← i+ 1
4: if trainer is engaged and i ≥ 2 then





9: ei.a← argmaxaR̂H(ei.s, a)
10: takeAction(ei.a)
11: wait for next time step
12: end while
Human interface thread
1: while true do
2: if new reward h with value h.v is received then
3: ĥ← ĥ+ h.v
4: end if
5: end while
In Section 3.3, we explore more general forms of credit assignment, one of which
later extends this algorithm to create the full tamer algorithm (Algorithm 5).
This algorithm uses two threads. The main thread loops once per time step
and the human interface thread loops constantly (in practice, usually with a small
delay between loop iterations) to receive human reward as it is given.
After the agent initiates a step counter i, it enters the loop of the main thread
(line 2), which iterates once per time step. At the start of each loop, the agent incre-
ments i and then updates R̂H if the trainer is engaged (lines 4–6). The advantage of
considering trainer engagement is that the agent can act interminably with a static
policy when the trainer is disengaged. Determination of trainer engagement is an
interface design issue. In our first implementation of tamer, if the human does not
give reward (i.e., ĥ = 0), we conservatively assume that the trainer is not currently
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training, and R̂H is consequently not updated. In our most current implementation,
the trainer has a button to flip a boolean flag that determines whether a training
session is occurring. Both work well, but we prefer the latter approach, which al-
lows a trainer to give zero feedback meaningfully. These two implementations are
discussed more extensively in Section 3.3.3. If the model update does occur, the
agent creates a supervised learning sample with features from s and a and label ĥ
to update R̂H (line 5). Throughout this chapter, ĥ denotes the reward label for a
state-action pair; ĥ is tamer’s estimate of the intended reward for the state-action
pair, as inferred from raw rewards, each of which are denoted by h, with value
h.v and delivery time h.t (see the definition of this notation and the definition of
interactive shaping in Chapter 2 for more detail).
The updateModel() function’s second argument is a sample for supervised
learning, where the features are ei−2.s and ei−2.a and the label is ĥ. ei−2 is labeled
with ĥ under the assumption that the action ei−2.a is not fully observed until ei−2
terminates and ei−1 starts, and the trainer is then able to give reward for the dura-
tion of ei−1, making the label for ei−2 known at the start of ei. A trainer interacting
with Algorithm 4, as in the Tetris experiments described in Section 3.4, is instructed
to wait until an action is complete before giving feedback. Some trainers have diffi-
culty following this instruction; in light of our experiences during experimentation,
we consequently recommend using credit assignment as described in Chapter 3.3,
even for slow domains. Nonetheless, this simpler algorithm is effective enough to
create positive results, and it is useful for explicative purposes and to describe the
agents in the Tetris experiments.
The subroutine updateModel() is specific to the supervised learning algo-
rithm used in a particular instantiation of tamer. For example, gradient descent
would adjust the parameters of R̂H , whereas k-nearest neighbors would simply add
the new sample to memory. Note that if features are extracted from state and ac-
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tion, this algorithm hides the extraction step within the function R̂H and possibly
within updateModel().
After the potential model update, ĥ is set to 0 (line 7), and the agent obtains
the new state description, assigning its value to step experience ei (line 8). The agent
then greedily chooses the action that, according to the human reward model R̂H ,
yields the largest predicted reward (line 9). Although we have found that greedy
action selection is sufficient in our work thus far, more sophisticated action selection
methods may be needed in some situations and would also fit well within the tamer
framework. Once the action is selected, the agent executes the action and then waits
for the next time step (lines 10 and 11).
The human interface thread loops constantly, checking for input from the
trainer. If new input h is observed, its value h.v is added to the value of ĥ (thus
allowing for any single action to receive multiple feedback instances).
3.3 TAMER algorithm for high action frequencies
In some task domains, the frequency of time steps is too high for human trainers
to respond to specific state-action pairs before the next pair occurs. In simulation,
it is generally possible to lower the frequency of time steps; but doing so may
change the character of the task, and in physical domains (e.g. helicopter flight)
it is likely impossible. Although we have not studied exactly where the frequency
threshold is, our experience and previous studies of human response times (Figure
2) [35] have made it clear that having several seconds between time steps is enough
for specific labeling and, conversely, having several time steps per second is too
frequent for specific labeling. However, as mentioned in the previous section (3.2),
credit assignment may be desirable even for low-frequency domains.
For faster domains, credit from the human’s reward must be appropriately
distributed across some subset of the previous time steps. In our approach, each
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human reward signal is shared among recent state-action pairs. In the rest of this
section, I develop and analyze tamer’s credit assignment method and then give the
general tamer algorithm, which includes credit assignment. Section 3.3.1 introduces
the specific credit assignment problem and some assumptions we make in specifying
it. In Section 3.3.2, I describe how to calculate the probability that a single reward
signal is targeting a single time step (i.e., an event with a state-action pair). Sec-
tion 3.3.3 explains how to aggregate all rewards to provide a label for a single time
step. Section 3.3.4 compares this labeling method to a prior method used in some
of our experiments, and Section 3.3.5 discusses the labeling method’s strengths and
limitations. Lastly, in Section 3.3.6, I introduce the full tamer algorithm that uses
this credit assignment technique, generalizing Algorithm 4. The description here of
our credit assignment method relies heavily on the notation defined in Chapter 2.4.
3.3.1 Feedback delay
To handle delayed feedback, we first attempt to understand the extent of delay.
Figure 3.2 shows histograms and fitted probability density functions for the delay
in human subjects’ responses in visual searching tasks of different complexity [35].
Inspired in part by these results, we define a probability density function fdelay that
estimates the probability of the trainer’s feedback delay. Thus, for some point in
time that the trainer targets with feedback, this function provides the probability
that the feedback occurs within any specific time interval. Feedback on a point is
considered feedback on the state-action pair (e.s, e.a) for the step e within which the
point falls. Put more simply, in this forward view the question is, “Given a known
target of feedback, when will it be rewarded?” However, in practice, a learner has
the backward view, asking, “Given known feedback, when was the point in time that
the feedback targets?” Since different points within the same event e equivalently
connect to it, we can more generally ask, “Given known feedback, which event e does
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the feedback target?” These two perspectives are illustrated in Figure 3.3, where
delay is relative to the known event. Given the nature of our learning task, we take
the backward view and define fdelay with support over negative times, considering
the time of the feedback in question to be 0.
Stepping forward from the backward-view question, we define a problem
statement of credit assignment, which we address in this section: If human reward
signals are received with probabilistic, unobserved delay from the point in time they
target, how can R̂H be learned such that it approximates RH , the expectation of
reward for each state-action pair? In other words, how should the algorithm create
labels for experienced state-action pairs, assuming an unbiased estimator will train
from the generated samples? The rest of Section 3.3 addresses this question. The
algorithm I describe for labeling time steps, delay-weighted, aggregate reward, gives
an approximate solution to the problem statement above.
3.3.2 Calculating probability that a human reward signal targets a
time step
Delay-weighted, aggregate reward is built upon calculations of the probability that
a human reward signal targets a specific time step. I describe this calculation here
and then explain its use in the full calculation of delay-weighted, aggregate reward
in Section 3.3.3. In addition to the notation established in Section 2.3, we define the
boolean function targets : Hhist × Ehist → {0, 1} to be an unknown (and generally
unknowable) function that indicates whether a human reward signal targets a time
step.4
Under this notation, the probability that a reward h targets a time step e is
4The credit assignment method in this section does not assume that each state-action pair
results in exactly one human reward signal. Specifically, note that i = j for ei and hj does not
imply targets(hj , ei).
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parameter sigma did not vary greatly over set
size. Both mu and tau increased as a function
of set size. However, the increase in tau was
much greater than the increase in mu.
The results of the RT distribution analysis
of the memory search task stand in contrast
to the pattern of results observed for the
visual search task. In the memory search
task, much of the increase in mean RT as a
function of set size was a result of an increase
in the parameter tau, whereas in the visual
search task, much of the increase in mean
RT was a result of an increase in the param-
eter mu. Thus, the results of Experiment 1
offer a clear demonstration of the differential
patterns of mu and tau between the two tasks.
This difference in the pattern of change be-
tween the RT distributions in the two tasks
is also illustrated in Figure 5. In Figure 5,
the obtained RT distributions of Subject 2
for correct negative responses for each set
size for each of the two tasks are presented.
It is clear in Figure 5 that the leading edge
of the distribution increases with set size for
the visual search task. However, for the mem-
ory search task, the leading edge stays rela-
tively constant while the distribution becomes
more positively skewed as a function of set
size.
It was previously noted that if a serial
search process underlies performance in the
visual search task and in the memory search
task, and if the rate of each serial comparison
process is assumed to be relatively constant,
then the increase in mean RT should be
largely reflected in the distribution parameter
mu. The distribution analysis results of the
visual search task are consistent with a serial
search process as the increase in mean RT is
largely a result of an increase in the parameter
mu, or an increase in the leading edge of the
RT distribution. However, the results of the
distribution analysis for the memory search
task showed that much of the increase in
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Figure 5, Obtained negative response time distributions (bar graphs) and theoretical fits'of the convolution
model (dots) for Subject 2 for the memory search task (left panel) and the visual search task (right panel)
of Experiment 1.
Figure 3.2: Results from a study of the distribution of human response times for visual
searches of different levels of complexity [35]. Subjects pushed a button upon identifying
an n-sized visual pattern, making this task similar to that of a human trainer—watching
behavior and evaluating it. Graphs show histograms of response times and a probability
density function (constrained to the sum of a normal random variable and an exponential
random variable) fit to the histograms. Figure reprinted with the author’s permission.





Figure 3.3: These two plots show the forward and backward views of the probability of









Probability that a human reward 
signal targets a time step
time (relative to hj)
Figure 3.4: This plot illustrates the calculation of the probability that a specific
reward h targets a single time step e, using the distribution Uniform(-0.8 seconds,
-0.2 seconds) for probability density function fdelay. The probability is calculated
as P (targets(h, e)) =
∫ h.t−e.tt
h.t−e.ts fdelay(x)dx.




This calculation is illustrated in Figure 3.4 for a uniform distribution as fdelay. The
integral bounds are the time lapsed from the start and end of the time step e to the
reception of feedback h. Since feedback must come after its target in time, these
time-lapse values are negative.
Figure 3.2 indicates that human trainers cannot respond in less than approx-
imately 0.2 seconds. We therefore generally recommend specifying fdelay such that
it does not have support after -0.2 seconds.
Differences in individual response times, the complexity of the task, and other
factors will likely affect the actual distribution of response delays in any one training
episode. Therefore calibrating fdelay to a specific trainer and task may improve the
accuracy of R̂H , an approach we do not explore.
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3.3.3 Delay-weighted, aggregate reward
Section 3.3.2 considered how, given a single human reward signal, to calculate credit
for a specific candidate time step. In this section, I broaden to describe how to
create a label for each sample (e.s, e.a) that will lead an unbiased estimator to
approximate the expectation of human reward, RH , for a general occurrence of
(s, a), assuming infinite samples and that the expectation does not change over
time. The label created by the described technique (and the technique itself) is
termed delay-weighted, aggregate reward ; this label is denoted e.ĥ. As I will discuss
at the end of this section, though this label will not learn the expectation RH(s, a)
exactly, it has desirable qualitative characteristics and can learn effective policies in
practice. Delay-weighted, aggregate reward, e.ĥ, is defined as the sum of rewards
weighted by each reward’s probability of targeting e:
e.ĥ =
h∈Hhist∑






In principle, fdelay may have a long tail; in other words, when a human reward
signal is observed, there’s some small chance that it was meant to target an event
that occurred in the distant past. However, in practice, we expect that most of
the probability mass of fdelay will be within a second or two of the observed re-
ward. Thus, to make the repeated calculation of e.ĥ computationally efficient, we
maintain a window of recent time steps, removing from the credit assignment mod-
ule’s memory those older time steps that have less than εp potential probability of
being targeted by future rewards. In other words, a time step e is removed once
P (targets(h, e)) < εp for all possible h such that h.t > tcurr where tcurr is the current
time (i.e. for any future h).
One issue with delay-weighted, aggregate reward is that we do not know its
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Figure 3.5: An illustration of an example calculation of ei.h, using the start and
stop times of ei (ei.ts and ei.tt), the times and values of three reward signals hj ,
hj+1, and hj+2, and a Uniform(-0.8 seconds, -0.2 seconds) distribution for feedback
delay density, fdelay. At top, the three probability calculations are shown for spe-
cific rewards, the timing of which is shown by the short red vertical bars (black in
grayscale). At bottom, I show the calculation of how much probability mass is no
longer available to future rewards (i.e., “used up”), based on the time difference
between the current time tcurr and ei.tt. In this example, no probability mass is
still available, so
∫ 0
tcurr−ei.tt fdelay(x)dx = 1 and the calculation of ei.h is complete;
no future rewards can affect the value of ei.h. In the plot, values and elements that
are relative to a specific reward—rather than absolute time—or tcurr are in blue (or
gray in grayscale). All values are in seconds. If we assume that all rewards have a
value of 2, ei.h here is (0 × 2) + (0.333 × 2) + (0.25 × 2) = 1.167 by Equation 3.1.
If an intermediate ei.h had been calculated earlier when tcurr = 3.9 and probability





3.25−t fdelay(x) dx dt∫ 3.9
−∞
∫ 3.45−t




= 1.143 by Equation 3.3.
value creates a delay in learning that would be especially pronounced in long-tailed
distributions. If the agent instead uses a human reward signal immediately—while
still in areas of the state-action space that are similar to those targeted by the reward
signal—to update R̂H , then it can quickly adjust its behavior, avoiding repetition
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of recent mistakes. We also expect such responsiveness to engage the trainer more
effectively by immediately communicating the impact of feedback. However, learning
from a state-action pair before its label is known does have trade-offs. The sooner the
label is used for learning, even temporarily, the more it relies on possibly inaccurate
predictions of the reward to come, adding noise or bias to the agents’ behavior.
Accordingly, our approach to learning from incomplete samples is parametrized to
balance this trade-off.
To improve responsiveness to feedback, we generalize Equation 3.1 to create





e.ts−t fdelay(x) dx dt∫ tcurr
−∞
∫ e.tt−t
e.ts−t fdelay(x) dx dt
h∈Hhist∑
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e.ts−t fdelay(x) dx dt in the denominator expresses how
much total targeting probability is “used up” for time step e. The total targeting
probability, expressed in the numerator, is the integral over all possible reward
times of the probability of targeting e. Thus, to extrapolate from a step that still
has remaining target probability, we multiply the accumulated probability-weighted
reward by the inverse of the proportion of total targeting probability that is no
longer available to future rewards. Figure 3.5 illustrates the calculation of e.ĥ.
This formulation inherently assumes that human reward within small windows of
contiguous time steps generally correlates highly enough that recent reward yields
a good approximation of immediately forthcoming reward. This generalized form of
e.ĥ allows reward to be immediately incorporated into R̂H , creating intermediary e.ĥ
values for temporary samples, which are replaced as newer e.ĥ values are calculated.
Thus flaws in this approximation have only a short-term effect on behavior.
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This approach trades responsiveness for the added noise of extrapolating from
unfinished steps. The trade-off is balanced by creating a threshold parameter cmin
that determines the proportion of total targeting probability that must be “used
up” before these intermediate samples are added to R̂H . In other words, a sample




e.ts−t fdelay(x) dx dt > cmin. A parameter of
0 maximizes responsiveness, and a parameter of 1 results in no extrapolation (i.e.,
Equation 3.1 can simply be used as a label) and thus no resultant noise. In informal
testing, both extremes of cmin resulted in effective learning, but intermediate values
gave the most subjectively satisfying balance between responsiveness and noise.
3.3.4 Implemented TAMER credit assignment methods
To date, two different credit assignment methods have been used in experiments
of tamer algorithms. The current method uses delay-weighted, aggregate reward
(defined as e.ĥ in Section 3.3.3) as the label for e.
Before finalizing this method, we conducted the mountain car experiments
described in Section 3.4.2, in which the agent is assigned credit by what we term
delay-weighted, individual reward. When comparing the current and prior tech-
niques, I will refer to them more succinctly as “aggregate reward” and “individ-
ual reward”, respectively. In the prior individual-reward method, the agent cre-
ated a label for every possible pair of time steps (e’s) and feedbacks (h’s) for
which P (targets(h, e)) is nonzero; thus each label corresponded to an individual
reward, not a weighted sum of rewards as in the aggregate-reward method. For this
individual-reward method, the label for a time step e and reward h was simply h.v
and the weight for that sample was P (targets(h, e)), giving a higher impact when
there was a higher probability of h targeting e.5 In contrast, the weights for samples
5In this discussion, I assume for clarity that sample weights are influenced only by the partic-
ular credit assignment method. However, other influences might be desirable, such as weighting
more recent samples higher. We have not experimented with any of these other influences in our
implementations.
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under the aggregate-reward method are always 1.6
Both aggregate and individual reward techniques created qualitatively similar
teaching experiences when tested informally by an author in mountain car. We
changed to labeling by aggregate reward primarily for its qualitative characteristics.
Specifically, when a trainer gives multiple rewards for a single time step e (a frequent
occurrence), e.ĥ aggregates multiple feedbacks into a single label. To illustrate why
this trait is desirable, we consider an event e that results in 10 rapid +1 button
presses under a corresponding interface. For the aggregate-reward method, e.ĥ
would roughly be 10 divided by the number of time steps that a single feedback
signal might be targeting. Its weight would be 1. The older, individual-reward
method would have simply yielded 10 samples with labels of 1 and weights ≤ 1; each
label would be unrelated to the number of rewards given, a meaningful indicator of a
trainer’s intended intensity of feedback. Additionally, the individual-reward method
would have created 10 times as many samples, increasing tamer’s computational
load (though the extrapolation described in Section 3.3.3, if employed, may slow the
aggregate-reward method).
Thus, labeling by aggregate reward is comparatively appealing for its ability
to respond to multiple reward signals in an intuitively appropriate manner. However,
our mountain car experiments were run before we saw the appeal of labeling by
aggregate reward. Our analysis in Section 3.4.3 suggests that the empirical results
would not differ dramatically had we used individual reward.
6The implemented version of individual reward differs further, in two less significant ways, from
aggregate reward. Both differences reflect small refinements made since the mountain car data was
collected. First, after each time step, a reward h used for credit assignment is created from the sum
of manually delivered reward during that step, and h.t is set to the end of the step. Second, in lieu
of a method for stopping and starting training sessions, trainer engagement was determined by the
presence of reward. Thus, any h such that h.v = 0 was not used to update R̂H . Therefore, unlike
aggregate reward, individual reward does not allow learning from steps that have no probability of
having produced reward signals.
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Temporal generalization from e.h








Figure 3.6: An illustrative example of temporal generalization from e.ĥ.
3.3.5 Characteristics of TAMER with delay-weighted, aggregate
reward labels
As mentioned in Section 3.3.3, labeling samples for an unbiased estimator with
aggregate reward does not guarantee that R̂H = RH with infinite samples. (Recall
that RH represents the expectation of human reward for any state-action pair, which
I short-handedly call the human reward function, and R̂H is the learned model of
RH .) I now explain a flaw of e.ĥ labels and then discuss why we nonetheless use
them in practice.
Since feedback for a time step generally contributes to the e.ĥ calculation
for temporally proximal time steps, an unbiased estimator over e.ĥ-labeled samples
would exhibit temporal generalization. In other words, following the example in
Figure 3.6, if some (s2, a2) is often experienced immediately before some (s3, a3),
the learned values R̂H(s2, a2) and R̂H(s3, a3) will generally be nearer to each other
than the true expectations RH(s2, a2) and RH(s3, a3). This temporal generalization
occurs because the formulation of e.ĥ makes its value generally dependent on those
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time steps before and after e.
Though it is easy to create pathological examples for learning R̂H from e.ĥ-
labeled samples, this aggregate reward method has been effective in practice. Fur-
ther, Section 3.3.4 describes its desirable handling of the case of multiple rewards
targeting one step. Alternatively, a single reward signal might be a response to a
higher-level event made of multiple atomic time steps: one reward targeting multi-
ple steps. Intuitively, e.ĥ labels also accommodate violations of our assumption that
each reward signal targets a point in time, since any one reward signal generally
affects the labels for multiple recent time steps.
3.3.6 The full TAMER algorithm
Delay-weighted, aggregate reward (e.ĥ labels) is incorporated into the infrequent-
action tamer algorithm (Algorithm 4) to create the full tamer algorithm, shown
in Algorithm 5. This extended algorithm uses additional notation introduced pre-
viously in this section.
If fdelay is a distribution with support given only to the previous time step
(thus making fdelay dynamic if step duration varies), Algorithm 5 is equivalent to and
thus a generalization of Algorithm 4. One exception is that I remove the concept of
trainer engagement. Engagement is left out for descriptive clarity, since any distinct
start/stop point would cut reward-gathering for at least one step, making the step
incomplete. In our implementations, there is a button to end or start a training
session, and the agent conservatively removes from memory any samples that are
incomplete because of changes in engagement.
I now describe Algorithm 5 in detail. In accordance with our credit as-
signment technique, the start and end times and state-action pair of each step are
recorded to the credit assignment window in lines 6 and 8. tamer separates record-
ing of the end time to allow the step to be on record before the action executes (when
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2: while true do
3: i← i+ 1
4: tcurr ← current time
5: if i− 1 ≥ 0 then
6: ei−1.tt ← tcurr
7: end if
8: ei.ts ← tcurr
9: for all e ∈ Ehist do







12: updateModel(R̂H , (e.s, e.a, e.ĥ)) // add completed sample
13: Ehist ← Ehist \ e // remove sample from memory
14: end if
15: end for
16: for all h ∈ Hhist do
17: if
∫ 0
e.ts−h.t fdelay(x)dx = 1 for all e ∈ Ehist then




22: ei.a← argmaxaR̂H(ei.s, a)
23: Ehist ← Ehist ∪ {ei} // record new experience
24: takeAction(ei.a)
25: wait for next time step
26: end while
Human interface thread
1: while true do
2: if new reward h with value h.v is received then
3: h.t← current time




the end time is still unknown), making it possible to credit a time step for reward
that occurs before it finishes, which avoids the need to store rewards in memory.
In lines 9 to 15, the model is updated as follows. For each time step that
cannot receive at least εp credit for a future reward (expressed in lines 9 and 10), the
label e.ĥ for the step’s sample is calculated as in Equation 3.1 (line 11), the model
R̂H is updated with e (line 12), and e is removed from the agent’s experiential
memory (line 13). To keep explication simple, this description of the full algorithm
does not extrapolate from time steps that have received credit but have not yet
reached the threshold εp for removal (thus parameter cmin is absent). However,
to add extrapolation, the agent updates R̂H with unfinished samples containing
extrapolated labels that are replaced as more complete labels become available. The
extrapolation is done by Equation 3.3, as explained in Section 3.3.3. Specifically,
to “replace” a sample ei with its newer version, the model must be rolled back to
before ei was added without affecting the impact of other samples that should not
be removed. A general solution is to maintain a “forward-only” variant of R̂H that
is learned from only finished samples that never need be removed and also keep a
temporary R̂H that is constructed each time step from the forward-only version—
adding all unfinished samples each round—and is used for action selection.
Once the update of R̂H occurs, lines 16–20 of the algorithm remove from
Hhist any reward signals that can no longer impact the labels for future time steps
or steps still active in the credit assignment module (in Ehist). These removals save
memory and reduce the computational cost of line 11. The algorithm then proceeds
equivalently to Algorithm 4, except also adding each new experience ei to the set of
experiences in memory, Ehist, at line 23.




The full TAMER algorithm was defined in Section 3.3.6. However, in order to in-
stantiate the algorithm in a particular domain, six components need to be specified:
• the representation of R̂H , which implicitly includes any feature extraction from
state and action;
• the updateModel() method that learns R̂H given a stream of incoming step-
reward samples;
• fdelay, the probability density function for delay from an event to its resultant
reward;
• εp, the threshold for considering a sample “finished”;
• cmin, the extrapolation parameter that balances responsiveness and action
noise; and
• the training interface, including a binary definition of trainer engagement.
We have successfully implemented tamer on 5 task domains.7 The corre-
sponding algorithms have been evaluated with different focuses. In this chapter, I
first present results on two contrasting task domains—Tetris and mountain car—
using multiple human subjects as trainers. For these two tasks, I focus on the
comparative performance of tamer agents and agents learning without teaching
(from hard-coded reward). Another task domain is interactive robot navigation.
For this domain, I focus on the flexibility of tamer to learn multiple, qualita-
tively different policies when the algorithm differs only by what reward it receives
from the trainer. I give proof-of-concept results for which the author is the trainer,
7In addition to these 5 task domains, Sridharan employed tamer to teach policies in 3v2 keep-
away soccer[87].
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demonstrating tamer’s applicability to robots. For each implementation, I provide
a bulleted description corresponding to the above six components.
Chapter 4 describes a tamer implementation for a balancing cart pole task,
and Chapter 6 includes a tamer algorithm for a grid world task as well as an
algorithm that generalizes tamer.
For readability, in the following sections I separate algorithmic descriptions
and results for Tetris and mountain car from those of the interactive robot navigation
task; the experiments for the first two domains focus on comparing tamer and
autonomous algorithms, whereas the results from the robot task demonstrate the
flexibility of a single tamer implementation to learn multiple behaviors.
3.4.1 Instantiations for comparison to RL algorithms
In the Tetris and mountain car domains, a full MDP is specified to compare the
tamer agent learning within the corresponding MDP\R to reinforcement learning
agents learning within the MDP. Though the tamer agent actively seeks to maxi-
mize predictions of human reward (by R̂H), the true objective of the human-agent
system is to maximize some task performance criterion, whether it be the trainer’s
subjective evaluation or an explicitly defined metric. For this reason, we define the
task performance metric τ to be the same metric as that of the RL agents, the
cumulative MDP reward that would be received throughout all episodes in a run.
In each domain, R (unobserved by the tamer agent) was easily communicated to
the trainer, who was effectively instructed to train his or her agent to earn the high-
est sum of environmental reward per trial episode. Also, in each domain the state
and action are displayed graphically to the human trainer. Both task domains were
adapted from implementations within RL-Library [94].
The first domain, Tetris,8 is a puzzle computer game in which pieces of
8Our Tetris specification follows that described by Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis [5].
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various shapes (called “tetrominos”) fall from the top of the screen, and the player’s
task is roughly to fit each piece with previous pieces below to make solid horizontal
lines. Each such line disappears upon filling its last hole(s), and the pieces above
move down one position. Play ends when a piece cannot be placed because previous
pieces are stacked too high, and the object of our specification of Tetris is to clear
as many horizontal lines as possible before play ends. Tetris has a large state space,
a variable describing the type of falling tetromino piece and a vector of 200 boolean
variables describing which cells of the game board are filled. Following the precedent
of all other work on Tetris cited in this chapter, we consider the final placement of
a falling Tetris piece to be a single action. Thus the number of possible actions per
time step is variable, and the time step frequency in Tetris—less than one action per
second—allows human trainers to easily reward individual actions. For each piece
placement, the MDP reward is the number of lines cleared during that action, from
0 to 4. For the second Tetris experiment only, we made two important changes to
the RL-Library version of Tetris. First, after positive reward the screen immediately
flashes a transparent green color. After negative valued reward (i.e., punishment),
the screen flashes red. These flashes were added to improve the trainer’s confidence
that her reward is being received. Secondly, the most recent piece to be placed is
drawn in black to make clear that feedback can currently be given on that specific
piece’s placement.
In the second domain, mountain car, a simulated car must get to the top
of a hill. The car begins between two steep hills and must go back and forth to
gain enough momentum to reach the goal. Mountain car has a continuous, two-
dimensional state space; its variables are position and velocity. In the specification
we use, three actions are available: +c acceleration, −c acceleration, and no accel-
eration. At each time step except the final step at the goal, the MDP reward is
-1. In our experiments in this chapter, actions occurred approximately every 150
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milliseconds, preventing trainers from labeling specific actions. Also, we modified
the RL-Library task to show the agent’s action to the trainer and to start agents
each episode in a random location within bounds around the bottom of the hill.
These two domains complement each other. Tetris has a complex state-action
space and low time step frequency, whereas mountain car is simpler but occurs at a
high frequency.
Tetris Instantiation
We conduct two experiments of training tamer agents to play Tetris in Section 3.4.2,
each with similar instantiations. These instantiations of tamer on Tetris are im-
plementations of infrequent-action tamer (Algorithm 4). Thus, for the full time
that the agent places the current piece, the trainer can give reward to the previous
piece’s placement. The components of tamer are specified as below.
• The representation of R̂H is a linear model over the state-action features.
These features are described below, including the expanded feature set used
in the second experiment.
• The updateModel() method is incremental gradient descent. The step sizes
for during the first and second experiments were respectively 0.0000025 and
0.000005 divided by the number of features.
• fdelay, εp, and cmin are not applicable for Algorithm 4.
• For the training interface, ’p’ and ’n’ keys respectively gave +1 and −1 reward
in the first Tetris experiment, and ’/’ and ’z’ keys do the so in the second Tetris
experiment. In the second experiment, total reward for a placement—creating
a single label—was limited to the range [−4, 4]. A computer screen displays
the Tetris game in action. A trainer is considered engaged during a time step
if and only if the trainer gives a non-zero label for that step.
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To create the state-action features that are input to R̂H , state features are
first extracted from both the current state and the deterministic next state (before
the new Tetris piece appears). The next state is merely the previous state with
the new blocks in place—which the action dictates—and any full horizontal lines
removed. The difference between these two state-feature vectors create the state-
action features that are input to R̂H . The state features are (with those unique to
the second experiment italicized)
• the 10 column heights;
• the 9 differences in consecutive column heights;
• the maximum column height;
• the number of holes, defined as empty spaces below blocks;
• the sum of well depths, where a well is a vertical column of empty space, the
top space of which has blocks or Tetris-board borders immediately to the left
and right and only empty space above;
• the maximum well depth; and
• the 23 squares of the previous 23 features.
Because the squares of column heights (and the maximum column height) can reach
relatively large values, we divide these features by 40, a value chosen to ensure the
corresponding state-action features stay roughly within in the range [−3, 3]. Also, a
constant feature of value 1 is added to the state-action features. The features that
were used in both experiments were developed by Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis [5], and
the sum of well depths and the maximum well depth have also been used previously
to specify Tetris policies [27, 9]. The squared features are novel aspects of our
representation. Feature extraction is illustrated in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: A screenshot of Tetris under random control, where the pre-
vious piece placement is blackened. The extended state-feature extraction
would result in the column heights (0, 3, 2, 0, 2, 5, 4, 0, 0, 0), differences in consec-
utive column heights (3,−1,−2, 2, 3,−1,−4, 0, 0, ), maximum column height 5, 4
holes, sum of well depths 5, the maximum well depth 3, and the 23 squares
(0, 9, 4, 0, 4, 25, 16, 0, 0, 0; 9, 1, 4, 4, 9, 1, 16, 0, 0; 25; 16; 25; 9) of the previous features.
State-action features are calculated from state features; the state-action features for
the previous placement are the previous state features subtracted from these state
features.
Mountain car instantiation
For mountain car, we implemented the full tamer algorithm as described in Al-
gorithm 5, except that it employs our earlier credit assignment technique, delay-
weighted individual reward, which was explained in Section 3.3.4.9
• The representation of R̂H is a linear model over features defined as Gaussian
radial basis functions, described below.
• The updateModel() method is incremental gradient descent with a step size of
0.001.
• fdelay is a Uniform(-0.8 seconds, -0.2 seconds) distribution.
• εp and cmin are not applicable for delay-weighted individual reward.
9For a line-by-line description of this mountain car algorithm with delay-weighted individual
reward, see [47].
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Figure 3.8: A screenshot of the mountain car task. The action is shown by location
of the light blue vertical bar on the left (accelerating left), center (no acceleration),
and right (accelerating right, as in this screenshot) of the car.
• the training interface: ’p’ and ’n’ keys respectively give +1 and −1 reward. A
computer screen displays car and its most recent direction of acceleration as
in Figure 3.8. A trainer is considered engaged during a time step if and only
if the trainer gives a non-zero label for that step.
The features for R̂H are 2-dimensional Gaussian radial basis functions over
state, one set per action, following the specification given by Sutton and Barto [90].
Specifically, for each action, the state space is divided equally into a 15 × 15 grid
of RBFs, with means ranging from the minimum to the maximum possible values
of each state dimension. The squared “width” of each RBF, σ2, is 0.08, where the
unit is the distance in normalized state space between adjacent Gaussian means10
For each action, there is also a feature with value 0.1 when that action is input and
0 when it is not.
3.4.2 Comparative results and discussion
Our experiments in this section test three hypothesized benefits of interactive shap-
ing via tamer: (1) compared to agents learning from MDP reward, shaping de-
creases how many samples are needed to learn a “good” policy, (2) an agent can
learn in the absence of a coded evaluation function, and (3) lay users can designate
10Normalization linearly maps the value of each state variable to [0,1].
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behavior effectively (unlike programmed behavior). For the experiments, human
trainers observed the agents in simulation on a computer screen.
Human reward was given via two keys on the keyboard, which mapped to 1
and −1. This mapping was chosen for two reasons. First, making the outputs of the
keys either both positive or both negative would create a counterintuitive training
interface. For example, mapping both keys to a positive value would make multiple
“punishment” key presses more desirable than a single “punishment” key press, a
clearly undesirable outcome. Second, given that a “reward” key maps to a positive
value and a “punishment” key maps to a negative value, only the relative scaling of
the two values matters; i.e., one value is −c times the other. Though this scaling
constant c is a worthwhile direction for future investigation, the most effective value
of c is not a dimension of this chapter’s investigation, and we use the most obvious
and intuitive value, c = 1. This mapping is the same as or similar to that of related
works that explain their exact mappings [105, 101, 76].
The trainers were read instructions—including that keys could be pushed
multiple times for stronger effect—and were not told anything about the agent’s
features or learning algorithm. In our initial Tetris experiment, we gathered data
from 9 human trainers. In a later experiment, 27 subjects trained Tetris agents that
used a different state-action feature set. 19 human subjects trained mountain car
agents. In both the first Tetris experiment and the mountain car experiment, at least
a fourth of the trainers did not know how to program a computer. Experimental





Tetris is notoriously difficult for temporal difference learning methods that model a
value or an action-value function (in contrast to those that maintain only a policy
representation), especially when the algorithm updates incrementally (after each
action, using only the most recent learning sample). In our own work, we were able
to get sarsa(λ) [90] to clear approximately 30 lines per game at best, using a very
small step size α and running for hundreds of games. Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis [5]
report that they were unable to get optimistic TD(λ) to make “substantial progress”.
rrl-kbr [81] does somewhat better, getting to 50 lines per game after 120 games
or so. I show this result, the results of other Tetris learning algorithms, and results
from our first Tetris experiment in Table 3.1.12
Algorithms that update a value function from a batch of samples fare better.
Two of the three such algorithms of which we are aware reach a peak performance
of clearing several thousand lines per game [5, 28]. However, both algorithms’
performances drop substantially from their peak, descending to less than half of
their maximum. Indeed, this “unlearning” occurs with all but one of the value-
function-based techniques for which such results are reported. The one exception is
the third algorithm to use batch updates to learn a value function, an approximate
value iteration algorithm that uses a discount factor [75] below what is correct for
the Tetris MDP. This algorithm achieves a non-zero score (according to a visual
assessment of the corresponding plot) after approximately 2000 games.
Policy search algorithms, which do not model a value or reward function,
attain the best final performance, reaching at least hundreds of thousands of lines
per game [9, 92, 11, 103], though they require many games to reach such perfor-
mance and do not learn within the first 100 games. Notably, the linear function and
12We should note that Ramon et. al. rejected a form of their algorithm that reached about 42
lines cleared on the third game. They deemed it unsatisfactory because it unlearned by the fifth
game and never improved again, eventually performing worse than randomly. Ramon et al.’s agent
is the only one we found that approaches the performance of our system after 3 games.
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corresponding features used by Szita and Lorincz are identical to that of Bertsekas
and Tsitsiklis’ batch algorithm, λ-policy iteration. Experimental investigation un-
dertaken by Kalyanakrishnan [41] suggests that whereas the linear representation
introduced by Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis can support high-valued policies, the same
representation does not provide good enough approximations of value functions to
stably learn high-valued policies.
In our first experiment, 9 subjects—graduate students and acquaintances of
the authors—first practiced for two runs. Data from the third run is reported and
compared to the performance of other Tetris-learning algorithms. Trainers were
given 10 games to train their agents and were allowed to quit once they thought
their agent had reached peak performance, after which the agent continued to run
with the learned, static policy. Of the algorithms that incrementally model an
actual function, tamer learns most quickly and to the highest final performance,
reaching a mean of 65.89 lines per game during the third game (Table 3.1 and
Figure 3.9).13 In this first experiment, tamer agents learn much more quickly than
all previously reported agents and reach a final performance that is higher than all
other incrementally updating algorithms.
In our second experiment, 27 trainers from the general undergraduate popu-
lation at the University of Texas at Austin were given 45 minutes to train an agent
after one 3 minute practice.14 This time limit differs from the episode limit used in
the first experiment. With this data, we examine performance of the learned policy
after intervals of 80 time steps (i.e., piece placements). Each static policy is tested
over 20 episodes and the mean is considered one subject’s sample at that interval.
13Most trainers stopped giving feedback by the end of the fifth game, stating that they did not
think they could train the agent to play any better. Therefore most agents are operating with a
static policy by the sixth game. Most score variations come from the stochasticity inherit in Tetris,
including the highest scoring game of all trainers (809 lines cleared), which noticeably brings the
average score of game 9 above that of the other games.
14The data for this experiment is also presented as the Teaching condition of the critique experi-
ment in Chapter 5. The experiment was a collaborative effort by Brian D. Glass, Bradley C. Love,
W. Todd Maddox, the author, and his advisor.
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Table 3.1: Results of various Tetris agents. The four algorithms immediately below
tamer use a value function for action selection. The policy function for the other
five algorithms is not created by modeling values.
Method Mean lines cleared Games
in game 3 at peak for Peak
tamer 65.89 65.89 3
λ-policy iteration [5]
no learning 3183 1500
until game 100
RRL-KBR [81] ∼5 ∼50 120
Approx. dynamic programming [28]
no learning until 3,500-5,000 unreported
game ∼360,000
Approximate value iteration [75]
no learning until 20,000-25,000 ∼6000
game 100
Natural policy gradient [40]
no learning 5,000-7,000 ∼6000
until game 100
Genetic algorithm [9]
∼0 (no learning 586,103 3000
until game 500)
Noisy cross entropy [92]
∼0 (no learning 348,895 5000
until game 100)
CMA-ES [11]
∼0 (no learning 36,000,000 ∼22,500
until game 1500)
Noisy cross entropy [103]
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Figure 3.9: The mean number of lines cleared per game by each experimental group
in our first Tetris experiment.
Using time steps instead of episodes gives another perspective on learning speed,
which is especially important for Tetris, where episodes can last tens or many thou-
sands of time steps. For this experiment, trainers were stopped without finishing
their last episode. The last episode was often much longer than the others, since it
had been prolonged by the agent beginning to play well. Thus the first episode to
feature high performance in this data often remains unfinished, and so we do not
examine performance during training. Additionally, unlike in the first experiment,
trainers were not told to stop training when satisfied with their agent’s perfor-
mance. The tamer agent in this second experiment uses a larger and improved
set of features, specified in Section 3.4, that achieves higher peak performance. In
Figure 3.10, I present agent performance by interval and the observed distribution of
performance after the last interval test that all subjects completed. The mean per-
formance after this final common interval is 618.32 lines per game with a standard
error of 130.91. If we instead look at the final interval for each subject, which may
go beyond 720 time steps of training, the mean rises to 770.8741. This improvement
of approximately 10 times the number of lines cleared in the first experiment shows
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that tamer’s performance is unsurprisingly connected to the representation of R̂H .
Because games played by well-trained policies last so long, the trainers who found
success early did not finish many games. Indeed, one trainer did not finish a single
game; six did not finish three games. Therefore, I do not report performance by
game.
Additionally, of the Tetris algorithms that model an actual function, our
gradient descent, linear tamer algorithm is one of two algorithms that clearly do
not unlearn in Tetris. The other algorithm, by Petrik and Scherrer [75], also learns
with a discount factor below that of the MDP. We suspect that both algorithms’
low reliance on bootstrapping—via low discount factors—reduces their sensitivity
to their model’s approximation error. Discounting future human reward is discussed
in Section 2.5.1 and extensively examined in Chapter 6.
During this second experiment, subjects were prompted, “If you have played
Tetris before, please rate your Tetris playing skills.” They answered on 1–7 Likert
scale, where higher numbers correspond to better skills. The Pearson correlation
between self-rated playing skill and final agent performance (after 720 tetromino
placements) is weakly positive, r(35) = 0.09, and insignificant, p = 0.69. This
result suggests that the ability to perform a task may be only weakly related to
the ability to teach the task through interactive shaping. If so, then shaping would
be an especially favorable teaching method when the teacher lacks the expertise
to provide quality demonstrations. However, the conjecture that expertise is not
needed for interactive shaping needs further examination.
Mountain car
The Tetris results demonstrate tamer’s effectiveness in a domain with actions that
are infrequent enough for a trainer to precisely target them with reward. In con-
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Figure 3.10: Results from the second Tetris experiment. The figure on the left shows
performance in offline testing of the learned model R̂H at increments of 80 tetromino
placements. Error bars express standard error. On the right, the distribution of
performance after 720 time steps of training.
domain with quick, frequent actions. We compare tamer to the reinforcement
learning algorithm sarsa(λ), a common RL algorithm that has been applied suc-
cessfully to mountain car in the past [90]. Here, sarsa(λ) learns from MDP reward
with the same function approximator as the tamer algorithm (a linear model over
Gaussian RBF features, using gradient descent updates). Two sarsa(λ) agents
were used: one tuned for total cumulative MDP reward across all previous episodes
(Figure 3.12) after 3 episodes and one tuned for after 20 episodes, which I will re-
spectively refer to as Sarsa-3 and Sarsa-20. We tuned via a hill-climbing algorithm
that varied one parameter (α, λ, or ε in the standard notation of sarsa(λ) [90]) at
a time, testing the agent’s performance under each value for that parameter, tak-
ing the best-performing value, and then repeating (for fifty or more iterations).15
The specific number of episodes, 3 and 20, were chosen to represent different em-
phases on the trade-off between learning quickly and reaching the best asymptotic
15The parameters resulting from tuning for Sarsa-3 are α = 0.835, λ = 0.592, and ε = 0.00000879.
For Sarsa-20, the parameters are α = 0.424, λ = 0.384, and ε = 0.
For both algorithms, the action-value function Q is represented by a linear model over Gaussian
RBF features. For each action, 1600 RBF means are located on a 40×40 evenly space grid over the
state space, where the outermost means in each dimension lie on the extremes of the dimension.
Additionally, an activation feature of 0.1 is added for each action, creating a total of 4803 state-
action features. When an action is input to Q, the features for all other actions are zero. The
squared width σ2 of the Gaussian RBFs is 0.2, following Sutton and Barto’s definition of an RBF’s
“width” and where the unit is the distance in normalized state space between adjacent Gaussian
























Mean Reward in Mountain Car































Figure 3.11: Error bars show a 95% confidence interval (with an assumption that
performance between human-agent teams is distributed normally and each run is
an independent sample). (a) The mean MDP reward (-1 per time step) received for
the mountain car task for the second and third agents (i.e., training runs) shaped
by each trainer under tamer and for sarsa(λ) agents, using parameters tuned for
best cumulative reward after 3 and 20 episodes. (b) Mean performance of agents



































Mean Cumulative Reward in Mountain Car
TAMER, Over 2nd and 3rd Runs
Sarsa-3
Sarsa-20
Figure 3.12: Mean cumulative MDP reward received for the mountain car task.
performance.
For this mountain car experiment, 19 human subjects—also graduate stu-
dents and acquaintances of the authors—trained agents. The tamer agents were
shaped for three runs of twenty episodes by each trainer. We consider the first run
a practice run for the trainer and present the combined data from second and third
runs. Results are shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. Figure 3.11(a) shows that the
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tamer agents, on average, consistently outperformed the Sarsa-3 agents and out-
performed the Sarsa-20 agents for the first five episodes, after which Sarsa-20 agents
showed comparable performance. Under the guidance of the best trainers (Fig-
ure 3.11(b)), tamer agents consistently outperform any Sarsa agent, and, under
the worst trainers, they perform somewhat worse than the Sarsa-20 agent. Im-
portantly, tamer agents, on average, also outperformed each Sarsa agent in mean
cumulative MDP reward through the length of a run (Figure 3.12). Since each
time step incurred a -1 MDP reward, Figure 3.12 is also a measure of sample size.
The four trainers who did not have a computer science background achieved mean
performance as good or marginally better than the fifteen who did. Overall, the
results, though less dramatic than those for Tetris, support our claim that tamer
can produce faster learning than algorithms that learn from MDP reward.
3.4.3 Additional results
Having presented the main experimental results in Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.2—focusing
on tamer’s comparative effectiveness and its accessibility to non-programmers—I
now present further analysis of the data gathered from the Tetris and mountain
car experiments. Section 3.4.3 presents an analysis of training patterns, specifically
looking at the frequency of feedback and the ratio of positive to negative reward.
Then Section 3.4.3 examines the consequences of assigning credit by individual re-
ward versus aggregate reward (first discussed in Section 3.3.4).
Patterns among trainers
For both Tetris and mountain car, I now describe patterns involving the frequency
of feedback and the ratio of positive to negative reward. For each, we look at how
they change over time and their relationship to performance. The Tetris data comes
from the larger, second experiment with 27 subjects. In this section, performance
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in mountain car is measured online, during the duration of training, whereas perfor-
mance in Tetris is tested offline after 720 tetrominos have been placed, as I describe
in Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.2 respectively.









The sums of positive and negative reward are each padded by one to prevent the
numerator and the denominator from being zero. As has been observed previ-
ously [109], trainers gave more positive reward than negative reward over the entire
training run (720 piece placements in Tetris and 20 episodes in mountain car). This
finding is quite consistent; the one exception among the 46 trainers examined here is
a mountain car trainer whose ratio is exactly 1. Note that the 8 Tetris trainers whose
agents could not clear even 10 lines a game (Figure 3.10)—in many cases averaging
less than a line cleared per game—still all gave more positive than negative reward.
We also find that the ratio of positive to negative reward over the entire run has a sig-
nificant and strong positive correlation with performance: [r(25) = 0.45, p = 0.02]
for Tetris and [r(17) = 0.57, p = 0.01] for mountain car. Additionally, the ratio
generally increases with time, with the balance tipping further towards positive re-
ward as training progresses; a paired t-test comparing the ratio during the first 160
tetromino placements to the ratio during tetromino placements 561–720 reveals a
significant increase [t(26) = −10.12, p < 0.0001], and a comparison of the first 5
episodes of mountain car training to episodes 16–20 also shows a significant increase
[t(18) = −2.77, p = 0.01].
Feedback frequency was calculated as the proportion of time steps with non-
zero reward. In our experiments, feedback frequency drops with time; paired t-tests
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over the same training intervals show significant decrease: [t(26) = 2.46, p = 0.02] for
Tetris and [t(18) = 3.05, p = 0.007] for mountain car. These observations agree with
those of Isbell et al. [36] but contrast with those by Thomaz and Breazeal [109]. In
mountain car, feedback frequency over the entire training run correlates significantly
with performance [r(17) = 0.52, p = 0.02], a strong positive relationship. This
correlation also holds for the frequency over only the first episode and performance
(still over the full training run) [r(17) = 0.49, p = 0.03]. In Tetris, however, feedback
frequency does not significantly correlate with performance: [r(25) = −0.06, p =
0.75] for full-run frequency and [r(25) = −0.22, p = 0.27] for first-episode frequency.
The causal relationships between these variables is unclear. For instance,
the positive correlation between performance and positive-to-negative reward ratio
could be explained by multiple hypotheses: that higher performance earns higher
reward, that the trainers who give more positive feedback give better feedback,
some third hypothesis, or by the combined effects of these hypotheses. Therefore,
these results suggest future directions of controlled experimentation to test various
hypotheses that might guide the choice among and preparation of trainers. Further,
we find a highly consistent pattern of trainers giving more positive than negative
reward. This observation is fundamental to the analysis in Chapter 6.
Impact of credit assignment
Though we do not expect that our change in credit assignment techniques from
delay-weighted, individual reward to delay-weighted, aggregate reward will create
a large performance difference, we nonetheless quantitatively test this difference on
data that is already on hand. To this end, we used the 19 training logs from the
third runs of our mountain car experiment and tested the static policy learned from
each log, allowing a maximum of 500 steps per episode before restarting the episode,
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Figure 3.13: A comparison of aggregate and individual reward credit assignment
techniques. For legend entry “x y z”, x is the R̂H model type, y indicates whether
aggregate or individual crediting was used, and z indicates whether all samples were
used to learn R̂H or only samples with non-zero labels were used.
the log (the x-axis); whether R̂H was learned and represented by k-nearest neighbors,
where k is the square root of the current sample size, or by a linear model using 2-
dimensional radial basis features (RBFs) and incremental gradient-descent updates;
and whether updates occurred always or only when reward had been received. We
additionally test between the conditions of whether credit assignment uses individual
or aggregate reward. This final condition is of chief interest. We ask, when the other
conditions are held constant, does crediting with individual or aggregate reward
produce better performance?
The condition of whether updates occur only when reward is received deviates
from our current strategy—always update when training—because the data was
gathered without trainers having the ability to toggle whether they are currently
training; trainer engagement instead was determined by the presence of reward
during a time step, yielding “reward-only” updates. For individual rewards, reward-
only updates only occur on time steps during which non-zero reward was received,
following the algorithm used online during data gathering as described by Knox
and Stone [47]. For aggregate rewards, reward-only updates can be implemented
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variously, since a time step’s sample is made over multiple subsequent time steps,
some of which may receive reward while others do not; in these experiments, reward-
only updates only occur with aggregate rewards when the sample has non-zero
aggregate reward.
In this analysis, there is no clear winner. In the highest-performing pairing,
the aggregate method is slightly better overall. But in another pairing, individual
credit is typically a bit better. And in the other two pairings, the superior method
changes with the number of episodes of learning. Most importantly, the results
across the pairings are all close.
Considering that the training occurred in the first place under individual,
reward-only learning with a linear model and that trainers adapt to the specific
learning algorithm, these results are positive for the aggregate method. In other
words, this offline analysis suggests that the aggregate method is at least as good
as the individual method. Considering further that the aggregate method is qual-
itatively more elegant and results in far fewer samples to be processed or stored—
indeed, of the 10 or so slowest experimental instances to complete (of the 912 tested),
all were of the individual method with unlimited episodes of learning—the aggregate
method appears superior. Thus, tamer now uses aggregate credit assignment.
To fully test which method is better would require online training with both
methods in several learning domains. However, because the change in the credit
assignment method is relatively minor, we are satisfied with this offline analysis.
3.4.4 Instantiation and results for interactive robot navigation
Here I present an instantiation of tamer for a third task, interactive robot naviga-
tion. Unlike the experiments reported in Section 3.4.2, the results in this section aim
to demonstrate the flexibility of tamer to learn multiple interesting behaviors, each
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.14: (a) The MDS robot Nexi. (b) A picture of Nexi being trained by the
author. The artifact used for trainer interaction can be seen on the floor immedi-
ately behind Nexi, and the trainer holds a presentation remote by which reward is
delivered.
in a different training session, without changing the algorithmic instantiation.16
In this task, a Mobile-Dextrous-Social (MDS) robot named Nexi can sense
the location and orientation of itself and a training artifact. The artifact is a small
object that can be easily moved by the trainer. The robot’s actions are to move
forward, turn left, turn right, or stay still. Using its sensory data as context, the
robot is taught a number of qualitatively different behaviors. Pictures of Nexi and
a training session are shown in Figure 3.14.
This task differs from all other tasks for which tamer is currently imple-
mented in three important ways.
1. The agent is a physically embodied mobile robot. Much of tamer’s motivation
involves robotic agents. However, learning and acting in the physical world—a
challenging environment to sense—brings new difficulties; to say that tamer
is applicable to robots, we should show that it works on an actual robot.
16The research described in this section was conducted at the MIT Media Lab in collaboration
with both Cynthia Breazeal and Peter Stone.
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2. The task is interactive. In other tamer tasks, the training is interactive, but
the task itself is not; in this task, the environmental state can be directly
changed by the trainer. We expect that many personal and service robots will
operate in environments in which humans appear as relevant state, such as
with human-robot collaboration on an assembly line. Only this task captures
such a scenario.
3. The task environment is designed with the expectation that multiple interest-
ing behaviors can be taught and performed in it. Other tasks and tamer
implementations certainly can accommodate multiple qualitatively different
behaviors, but they were designed with a single task performance metric in
mind.
Though evaluation in this domain is limited with respect to who trains the
tamer agent (the author), multiple target behaviors are trained, giving the eval-
uation a different dimension of breadth than the previous experiments. Indeed, a
primary motivation of implementing tamer for this task is to demonstrate its ability
to flexibly learn different behaviors.
The robot estimates its environmental state through a Vicon Motion Capture
system that determines the 3-dimensional locations and orientations of the robot
and the training artifact; in estimating its own position and orientation, the robot
employs dead reckoning, using both the Vicon data and information from its wheel
encoders. The duration of time steps varies by the action chosen. Moving forward
and staying last 1.5 seconds, whereas turns occur for 2.5 seconds. When moving
forward, Nexi attempts to move at 0.075 meters per second, and Nexi seeks to turn
at 0.15 radians per second. Since changes in intended velocity—translational or
rotational—require a period of acceleration, the degree of movement during a time
step was affected by whether the same action had occurred in the previous time
step.
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The MDS robot Nexi
The Mobile-Dextrous-Social robot platform is designed for research at the intersec-
tion of mobility, manipulation, and human-robot interaction [16]. It was built by
a team led by Cynthia Breazeal at MIT that includes the Laboratory for Percep-
tual Robotics at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, Xitome Design, Meka
Robotics, and digitROBOTICS.
The mobile base of the MDS platform has 2 degrees of freedom, with two
powered wheels and one unpowered, stability-adding wheel. This design of this base
is an adaptation of the uBot-5 platform developed at the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst [58]. The 2 degrees-of-freedom hands and the 17 degrees-of-freedom face
are unused in the work reported here, except periodic blinking. In extensions of this
work, we plan to use the robot’s social expressiveness to communicate its intention
to the trainer (more on this topic the “transparency” item in the future research
list in Chapter 7).
In addition to the Vicon system described above, the robot has a number
of other sensing capabilities. These include a laser-range finder mounted at its
torso, a color camera at each eye, a 3D infrared depth-sensing camera embedded in
its forehead, and a four-microphone array in its head. Additionally, each joint is
monitored by high-resolution encoders and current sensing.
The MDS platform supports on-board and off-board computation. On-board
computation is responsible for sensor management, low-level control, and wireless
communication, whereas off-board computation performs higher-level processes of
perception, cognition, learning, and behavior. The MDS robot Nexi runs on the r1d1
cognitive architecture, which we integrated with tamer. Note that this research
does not use the full capabilities of Nexi; rather, we largely restrict our use of
the sensing and acting functions to those that are necessary to teach interactive
navigational tasks.
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TAMER algorithm for interactive robot navigation
We implemented the full tamer algorithm as described in Algorithm 5, assigning
credit by the current method of delay-weighted aggregate reward (see Section 3.3),
with the following components.
• The representation of R̂H and the updateModel() method are both subsumed
by the k-nearest neighbors algorithm. In addition to the action, the two
features input to R̂H are the distance and angle to the human from the robot’s
perspective. The passage below gives more detail.
• fdelay is a Uniform(-0.8 seconds, -0.2 seconds) distribution.
• Since fdelay does not have a long tail, εp is simply 1.
• cmin, which controls extrapolation from unfinished samples, is 0.5.
• The training interface is different from that described in Section 3.4.2 in two
ways. First, the trainer’s visual perception of the robot and its environment
clearly differs from perception of a simulated environment. Second, the pos-
itive and negative reward buttons—which still map to +1 and −1—are on a
presentation remote that can be held in the trainer’s hand. Also, an additional
button on the remote toggles the training session on and off (see Section 3.3.6
for details of such toggling). Another button both turns training off and forces
the robot to stay still. This safety function is meant to be used when the robot
appears likely to collide with an object in the environment.
From the robot’s estimation of the position and orientation of itself and
the training artifact, two features are extracted and used as input to R̂H . The
first feature is the distance in meters from the robot to the training artifact, and
the second is the angle in radians from the robot’s position and orientation to the
artifact.
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R̂H is modeled using k-nearest neighbor with a separate sub-model per ac-
tion (i.e., there is no generalization between actions). The number of neighbors k
is dynamically set to the square root of the number of samples gathered for the
corresponding action, rounded down to the nearest integer. The distance metric is
the Euclidean distance given the 2-dimensional feature vectors of the queried state
and the neighbor’s state.
To help prevent a single highly negative reward during early learning from
making Nexi avoid the targeted action completely, we bias R̂H toward values of
zero. This biasing is achieved by reducing the value of each neighbor by a factor
determined by its distance d from the queried state. The bias factor is calculated as
the maximum of linear and hyperbolic decay functions: max(1− (d/2), 1/(1 + 5d)),
where d is the same Euclidean distance metric used to choose nearest neighbors.
Models with zero samples output predictions of 0. When multiple actions
have the same predicted reward from the current state and one of those actions was
taken in the previous step, that same action is taken again. If the previous action is
not part of the tie, one of the tied actions is chosen randomly. Accordingly, at the
first time step, during which all actions are tied with a value of 0, a random action
is chosen.
Results and discussion
I now describe the results of training Nexi and discuss challenges and lessons pro-
vided by implementing tamer in this domain. Five different behaviors were suc-
cessfully taught by the author:
• Go to – The robot goes to the artifact and stops before it with little space
between the two.
• Keep conversational distance – The robot goes to the artifact and stops
at an approximate distance from the training artifact that two people would
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typically keep between each other during conversation (about 2 feet).
• Look away – The robot should turn away from the artifact, stopping when
facing the opposite direction. The robot never moves forward.
• Toy tantrum – When the artifact is near the front of the robot, it does not
move, as if the artifact is a toy that is in the robot’s possession. Otherwise,
the robot turns from side to side, as if in a tantrum to get the toy back. The
robot never moves forward.
• Magnetic control – When the artifact is behind the robot, it acts as if
the artifact repels it. The repulsion is akin to one end of a magnet repelling
another magnet that faces it with the same pole. Specifically, when the artifact
is near the center of the robot’s back, the robot moves forward. If the artifact
is behind its left shoulder, it turns right, moving that shoulder forward. And
vice-versa for the right shoulder. If the artifact is not near the robot’s back,
the robot does not move.
Figure 3.15 provides an iconic illustration of each behavior. Videos of the successful
training sessions—as well as some earlier, unsuccessful sessions—can be seen at
http://www.cs.utexas.edu/~bradknox/videos/nexi. All of the videos were
taken during a one-day period of training and refinement of the implementation of
the tamer algorithm, where we specifically adjusted action durations, the effects of
chosen actions, and the communication of the robot’s perceptions to the trainer.
Nearly all sessions that ended unsuccessfully failed because of issues of trans-
parency, which the author addressed before or during this period. By “issues of
transparency”, I mean mismatches between the state-action pair currently occur-
ring and what the trainer believes to be occurring. The specific points of confusion






Figure 3.15: An iconic illustration of the five interactive navigational behaviors that
were taught to the MDS robot Nexi. Each gray square represents a category of
state space. The arrow indicates the desired action in such state; lack of an arrow
corresponds to the stay action.
• the start and end of actions – As mentioned previously, there can be a delay
between the robot taking an action (e.g., turn right at 0.15 rad/s) and the robot
visibly performing that action. This delay occurs specifically after any change
in action. This offset between the robot’s and the trainer’s understandings of a
time step (i.e., the duration of an action) can cause reward to be misattributed
to the wrong action. The durations of each action were chosen to ensure that
the robot will carry out an action long enough that its visible duration can be
targeted by the trainer.
• the action being carried out – Though this point of confusion overlaps with
the previous one, its cause is different. tamer was interfaced with a com-
plex code base meant to give wide and varied functionality to Nexi. One such
function calculated and executed a trajectory to a given waypoint. In early im-
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plementations, waypoints were used to execute the abstracted atomic actions
that tamer chooses from. However, in rare cases, the robot would calculate
strange trajectories, such as turning a full circle rightward to move a small
angle leftward. During training, such trajectories suggested that the robot
was taking a different action than it was. To solve this, the default navigation
system was overwritten to make the robot simply try to move at a constant
rotational or forward velocity, without planning to reach waypoints.
• the state of the training artifact – The position of the artifact, unlike that
of the robot, was estimated from only Vicon data. When the artifact moved
beyond the range of the infrared Vicon cameras, its position was no longer
updated. The most common source of failed training sessions was a lack of
awareness by the trainer of this loss of sensing. An audible alarm was added
that fired whenever the artifact could not be located, alerting the trainer that
the robot’s belief about the artifact is no longer changing.
Though the transparency issues above are specific to the robotic platform used, we
nonetheless suspect that they are illustrative of the types of challenges that are likely
to occur with physically embodied agents.
The go to behavior was taught successfully early on, after which the author
attempted to train the magnetic control behavior. When the go to behavior was
learnt, moving the artifact beyond sensory range caused no problems; putting the
artifact in the middle of the training area would make the robot move there. How-
ever, with the magnetic control, the robot was being “pushed”. Consequently, once
the artifact was out of range, the robot was even farther outside the training area,
closer to possible collisions. And the artifact had to be close to the robot to control
it. In these cases, the artifact could not be used to bring the robot back. Worse, the
trainer did not know the artifact was not being sensed, so the artifact was often not
brought back in range, and the robot continued to falsely believe that the artifact
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was relatively near it. Many sessions were aborted in this manner, almost always
with confusion about why the robot had apparently been learning well and then sud-
denly starting acting unpredictably. After the out-of-range alarm was added, the
remaining four behaviors were taught successfully in consecutive training sessions.
Though the robotic aspect of this task brought unique challenges, the within-
task interactivity—the presence of trainer-controllable features—created at least
two insights. First, interactivity empowered the trainer by facilitating capturing of
behaviors. In the animal learning literature, a trainer captures behavior by eliciting
it or simply waiting for it and then giving reward [79, 12]. Captured behavior gives
an initial approximation of the desired behavior that the trainer can then shape.
The robot trainer’s initial strategy was to watch what the robot first does. If the
initial action was correct for the current artifact position, then positive reward was
given. If it was incorrect, negative reward was given until the correct action was
chosen. When a previously “punished” action was later desired, the prediction
of human reward was so low that the robot wouldn’t try the action until all other
actions were predicted to receive even lower rewards. This race to the bottom would
quickly reach a point where the trainer could not elicit an action. We partially
addressed this issue through the distance-based biasing described at the beginning
of Section 3.4.4, which reduces the strength of generalization in R̂H ; however, a
number of negative rewards early during training could still be problematic. A
breakthrough occurred when the trainer began moving the artifact to a location
such that the initial action was correct and then giving positive reward. The feature
space for that action was “painted” with positive rewards while moving the artifact
to all areas of the feature space where the action was desired. Only after this
painting—giving a strong positive bias to predictions of reward for that action in
any state–was negative reward given to change the action, after which the new action
was likewise painted. This positive-reward painting strategy is a form of capturing,
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and it is only possible with interactive features. I summarize this strategy as follows:
if the robot misbehaves during early training, try to change the context so that the
misbehavior is correct and then give positive reward.
The second insight is based upon the magnetic control behavior. Here, human
reward is used to train a previously unknown control interface. This control interface
could then be used for further learning. For example, the robot could be controlled
to give demonstrations for imitation learning. With trainer-controllable features,
initial training could form the lower level of a learning hierarchy, in which relatively
simple behaviors are trained and then composed together to perform a more complex
behavior.
3.5 Summary
At a high level, the tamer framework breaks the process of interactively learning
tasks from human reward into 3 modules: assigning credit from delayed reward
to recent behavior, supervised learning of a model of human reward, and selecting
actions based on the human reward model. In contrast to agents that learn from the
output of an MDP’s reward function, tamer works in the absence of a predefined
evaluation metric (i.e., reward function), can reach good performance with relatively
few samples, and facilitates teaching new behaviors by almost any user, regardless of
his or her programming skills. And unlike previously deployed algorithms that learn
from human-delivered reward, tamer treats human reward differently than MDP
reward. Our approach is argued intuitively in Section 3.1, shown to be effective
for teaching agents to perform multiple tasks in Section 3.4, and given empirical
backing in comparison to other existing approaches by our analysis in Chapter 6
(which ultimately opens the door to mapping human reward to a subset of the
various types of MDP reward).
In comparison to algorithms that learn from MDP reward, our experimental
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data suggests that tamer can greatly reduce the samples required to learn a good
policy. The data also suggests that well-tuned agents learning from MDP reward are
generally better at maximizing final, peak performance after many more trials. In
the following chapter, we explore how to learn from both human and MDP reward
(when available), leveraging their complementary strengths. We test eight different
techniques for combining a model of human reward, R̂H , with a reinforcement learn-
ing algorithm. The two most successful techniques, both of which only affect action
selection, achieve better results than either tamer or the reinforcement learning
algorithms can achieve in isolation.
This chapter focuses primarily on the tamer algorithm. Insights about hu-
man trainers motivate tamer, but we do not consider how a trainer’s feedback is
affected by decisions in the design of the agent, the training interface, or the in-
structions to the trainer. Chapter 5 describes two experiments that examine such
manipulations of the trainer.
In Chapter 6, we explore the crucial question of how predicted values of
future human reward should be discounted, which tamer answers differently from
past work. Relatedly, I discuss what may possibly the most important advantage of
interactive shaping over other many forms of teaching: the agent can improve upon
the policy that the trainer intends to teach. Such successful outcomes would occur if
a human trainer, through reward, could teach the goals of a task rather than a policy.
Unfortunately, tamer itself does have the ability to improve its policy by planning;
tamer’s myopic action selection does not attempt to maximize its accumulation of
human reward. In Chapter 6, we justify tamer’s myopic behavior by identifying
a problem with seeking maximum long-term human reward (the “positive circuits”
problem). However, we then find a method for modifying the task to avoid this
problem, pointing forward to algorithms for interactive shaping that build upon yet




Chapter 3 introduces tamer and compares interactive shaping to algorithms that
learn from a reward function that is pre-programmed as part of the task’s Markov
decision process (MDP) specification. This comparison shows that interactive shap-
ing can greatly reduce the samples required to learn a good policy. However, tamer
is designed to learn only from human reward; when MDP reward is also available,
both feedback signals should be used. This chapter examines how to learn from
both human and MDP reward, leveraging the fast learning exhibited by the tamer
framework to hasten a reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm’s climb up the learn-
ing curve.1 In other words, whereas Chapter 3 focused on a learning scenario in
which the human teaches new behavior for a task that might have previously been
undefined, this chapter instead examines how to use human teaching to improve the
learning of a predefined task.
In a sequential setting, we test eight plausible tamer+rl methods for com-
bining a previously learned human reward function, R̂H , with MDP reward in a
reinforcement learning algorithm. Results for two of these sequential tamer+rl
algorithms consistently demonstrate better final performance and better cumulative
1This chapter is built from previously published work by the author [48, 52].
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performance than either a tamer agent or an RL agent alone.
We then adapt the most successful methods to learn simultaneously from both
reward sources, enabling human feedback to be incorporated at any time during the
reinforcement learning process. We call these algorithms simultaneous tamer+rl.
To enable simultaneous learning, I introduce a technique that appropriately deter-
mines the magnitude of the human model’s influence on the RL algorithm throughout
time and state-action space.
The tamer framework guides the design of agents that learn by shaping—using
signals of approval and disapproval to teach an agent a desired behavior. In Chap-
ter 3, I describe tamer fully. As originally formulated, tamer was limited to
learn exclusively from the human feedback. Experimental analysis of tamer shows
that shaping can greatly reduce the number of samples required to learn a good
policy. Comparisons with autonomous learning agents also suggest that human
reward—directly evaluative yet flawed—and reward from a Markov Decision Process
(MDP)—indirectly evaluative yet containing a flawless specification of behavior—
are complementary signals that could be used together when a reward function is
available.
As designed, tamer does not permit human training to be combined with
learning from an MDP reward function. When the human trainer should be the
determinant of correct behavior, tamer is well suited for learning. However, for
predefined tasks, a human user who already has significant task knowledge should
fill a different role. We seek to enable non-technical users to transfer such knowledge
to the agent through signals of human reward, reducing the cost of learning without
hurting the agent’s final, asymptotic performance. More specifically, when the task
is predefined and a hard-coded reward function is available, an agent should ideally
be able to learn from both human and MDP reward. This chapter examines how
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to best combine interactive shaping via the tamer framework with reinforcement
learning (RL) from MDP reward.
In this chapter, we test eight plausible methods for combining a model of
human reward—learned by tamer—with MDP reward in a reinforcement learning
algorithm, SARSA(λ) [90]. After some motivating background material in Sec-
tion 4.1, Section 4.2 describes the eight combination techniques.
In Section 4.3, we examine the case where learning from human reward occurs
only prior to RL (i.e., learning from MDP reward): sequential tamer+rl. Since hu-
man interaction occurs before the combination of the human reward model with RL,
the specific combination technique used has no effect on the human trainer. There-
fore, this sequential learning scenario allows deep analysis of different tamer+rl al-
gorithms without requiring distinct human data for each one. We deem a tamer+rl
technique successful if, after a large, predetermined number of runs, either the cu-
mulative MDP reward received by the learning agent or its final performance level
is greater than it would be if using the RL algorithm alone or if greedily exploiting
the human reward model, as a tamer agent would. By these criteria for success,
several methods achieve positive results. I discuss which of these methods are most
effective and analyze why some methods work and others do not help. Additionally,
we evaluate the successful techniques’ performances at a range of parameter values
to determine the ease of setting parameters effectively, a critical aspect of using
tamer+rl algorithms in practice.
We remove this sequential constraint in Section 4.4, developing and test-
ing tamer+rl algorithms that learn simultaneously from both human and MDP
reward. The principal benefit of simultaneous learning is its flexibility; it gives a
trainer the important ability to step in as desired to alter the course of reinforce-
ment learning while it is in progress. We demonstrate the success of extensions of the
two best-performing techniques from our sequential experiments, action biasing and
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control sharing, in this simultaneous setting. To meet demands introduced by the
simultaneous setting, we develop a method to moderate the influence of the model of
human reward on the RL algorithm. Using this method, simultaneous tamer+rl
increases the human model’s influence in areas of the state-action space that have
recently received training and slowly decreases influence in the absence of training,
leaving the original MDP reward and base RL agent to learn autonomously in the
limit. Without this improvement, the sequential techniques would be too brittle for
simultaneous learning.
4.1 Reinforcement learning and TAMER
In this section, I describe the reinforcement learning component the tamer+rl
algorithms and then motivate the chapter through comparison of the MDP reward
signal typically used in RL to a human reward signal.
4.1.1 Markov decision processes and reinforcement learning
In Chapter 2, I gave an introduction to Markov decision processes (MDPs) and rein-
forcement learning. In this chapter, I focus on augmenting value-function-based RL
methods with tamer-based learning from a human’s reward signal. To represent
value-function-based methods, our experiments use the RL algorithm SARSA(λ) [90]
to learn the action-value function (i.e., a Q-function), for reasons discussed in Sec-
tion 4.3.1.
4.1.2 The MDP reward signal
The reward signal within an MDP is often characterized as sparse and delayed. To
illustrate, consider a Markov Decision Process that describes a chess game. Within
a typical formulation, the reward function would yield zero reward for any state-
action pair that does not terminate the game. A state-action pair that transitions
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to a win might receive a +1 reward, a loss would receive a −1 reward, and a stale-
mate would receive a 0 reward. This reward signal is sparse because discriminating
reward is rarely received. It is delayed because any non-terminating state-action
pair, regardless of its quality, receives 0 reward, and so the agent must wait until
the end of the game to receive any information from the environment that helps it
determine the quality of that state-action pair. Further, even immediate, discrimi-
nating reward must be considered as only one component of an evaluation that also
includes predictions of discounted future reward from paths down an exponentially
branching tree of possible state-action pairs. These challenges represent the credit
assignment problem of reinforcement learning; MDP reward informs the value of
all previously experienced state action pairs. In short, MDP reward only indirectly
evaluates behavior.
However, MDP reward can be described as flawless in its specification of be-
havior ; along with the transition function, MDP reward determines optimal behavior—
the set of optimal polices that, for each state, choose the action with the highest
possible return.
4.1.3 The human reward signal
In this chapter, we combine a model of human reward (R̂H : S×A→ R) learned by
tamer with an RL algorithm learning from MDP reward. The tamer framework
is described fully in Chapter 3 and summarized as a reader’s aid in Appendix A.
tamer circumvents the sparse and delayed nature of the MDP reward signal by
replacing it with a human reward signal.
Under the assumptions of tamer, a human reward signal is directly evalu-
ative, containing information about whether the targeted behavior is good or bad
in the long term. Unlike MDP reward, human reward is not sparse in its dis-
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crimination2—each reward fully distinguishes between approved and disapproved
behavior—and it can be delivered with trivial delay, as subjects demonstrate in our
user studies of tamer agents (Section 3.4.1 and when γ = 0 in Section 6.4).
Note though that human reward is, in general, fundamentally flawed. Hu-
mans make mistakes, often have low standards, get bored, and have many other
imperfections, so their evaluations will likewise be imperfect.
Though flawed, human reward can be exploited to more efficiently learn
good, if not optimal, behavior, as I report in Chapter 3. In Section 3.4.2, we com-
pare implemented tamer agents to reinforcement learning agents in two contrasting
domains: Tetris and mountain car. In short, we find that the interactively shaped
agents strongly outperform RL agents in early training sessions, quickly exhibiting
qualitatively good behavior. As the number of training episodes increases, how-
ever, many of the autonomous agents surpass the performance of tamer agents.
This chapter aims to combine tamer’s strong early learning with the often superior
long-term learning of autonomous agents.
4.1.4 TAMER+RL
In Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3, I argued that MDP reward only indirectly evaluates
behavior yet specifies optimal action and that human reward directly evaluates
behavior but is flawed. This observation fits the aforementioned experimental results
well. With more direct feedback, tamer agents were able to learn much more
quickly. But the signal was flawed and tamer agents, in some cases, plateaued at
lower performance levels than autonomous learning agents.
The tamer framework does not use MDP reward. This characteristic can be
a strength. It allows lay users to fully determine the goal behavior without defining
and programming a reward function. However, it can also be a weakness. When
2However, human reward can be sparsely delivered.
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the goal behavior is previously agreed upon and a reward function is available, a
tamer agent is ignoring valuable information in the reward signal—information
which complements that found in the human reward signal.
In this chapter, we ask how one could use the knowledge of a previously
trained tamer agent to aid the learning of a RL agent. For all tamer+rl ap-
proaches, only MDP reward is considered to specify optimal behavior. R̂H provides
guidance but not an objective, contrasting with the tamer-only approach (described
in Chapter 3) that addresses the Interactive Shaping Problem. From previous re-
sults, we expect that the gains in performance will be most pronounced in early
learning.
4.2 Candidate techniques for combining TAMER and
RL
Here I propose and specify eight techniques for combining tamer and subsequent
RL. We assume that the RL algorithm learns an action-value function Q, where
Q(s, a) is an estimate of return from (s,a) under the current policy. Thus our
experimental analysis will not apply to policy search algorithms.
One goal of this research is to create tools that allow human knowledge to
be added to reinforcement learning algorithms. For these tools to be practical, they
should be generally and easily applicable to any RL algorithm that learns a Q-
function. With that in mind, we placed the following restrictions on our methods
for combining tamer with RL:
1. The combination techniques should be independent of the model representa-
tions used for R̂H and Q.
2. The influence of R̂H needs to recede with time or with repeated visits to the
same or similar states to keep the set of optimal policies unchanged.
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3. We restrict the RL parameters to those which were found (through parameter
tuning, described later) to yield good cumulative performance when the RL
algorithm runs without any human influence. We do not tune parameters of
the RL algorithm for each technique, but rather keep them constant across all
techniques.
I list below the eight tamer+rl methods that we tested for combining
tamer with subsequent reinforcement learning. Symbols with a prime character
(e.g., Q′) signify that they are replacing the already existing, corresponding non-
prime symbols in either the MDP specification or in the agent’s feature vector or
Q-function. The parameter β moderates the magnitude of R̂H ’s influence on the
pure RL algorithm. When not otherwise stated, β has a constant value.
1. R′(s, a) = R(s, a)+(β ∗ R̂H(s, a)). Here, the MDP reward is replaced with the
sum of itself and the weighted prediction of human reward. The initial weight
β is an algorithmic parameter and is decayed by a constant factor at some
recurring point. The weight β must decrease in the limit to avoid changing





φ s,a.append(R̂H(s, a)). This technique assumes that the Q-function
is learned over a feature vector that is drawn from some state-action pair. To
the original feature vector
−→
φ s,a, it adds R̂H(s, a) as one additional feature,
aiming to embed the knowledge contained in R̂H(s, a) in the feature vector
such that the RL algorithm can use it as much or as little as is needed. For
linear models over the features, to bias initial action towards choosing as the
tamer agent would in early learning, this technique has an input parameter
that sets the initial weights corresponding to the added feature (one weight
per action).3
3This reliance on a linear function is our only violation of the three restrictions above (violating
the first restriction). If the input parameter is zero, it does not violate the restriction.
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3. Initially train Q(·, ·) to approximate (β ∗ R̂H(·, ·)). Treat R̂H as theQ function.
For our experiments, we randomly created 100,000 state-action pair samples
for the Q function to train on.
4. Q′(s, a) = Q(s, a) + [β ∗ R̂H(s, a)]. This method adds a weighted prediction of
human reward to Q(s, a) for any occasion that it is used, including for action
selection and for updating Q (e.g., while calculating temporal-difference error).
5. A′ = A∪ argmaxa[R̂H(s, a)]. To the set of possible actions, this method adds
the action that the greedy tamer agent would choose. An input parameter
sets the Q value of the new action uniformly across states.
6. Q′(s, a) = Q(s, a) + [β ∗ R̂H(s, a)] only during action selection. This technique
differs from the fifth technique by not directly affecting updates to the Q
function. The weight β decreases in the limit to allow unbiased control by the
RL algorithm.
7. P (a = argmaxa[R̂H(s, a)]) = min(β, 1). Otherwise original RL agent’s action
selection mechanism is used. This method effectively either lets the RL agent
choose its action normally or has the tamer agent choose while the RL agent
observes and updates as if it were making the choice. The action is chosen
by R̂H with probability min(β, 1), where β decreases in the limit to allow full
control by the RL algorithm.
8. R′(st, a) = R(s, a) + β ∗ (φ(st) − φ(st−1), where φ(s) = maxaR̂H(s, a). This
technique converts R̂H into a potential function φ to determine supplemental
reward.
Note that the Method 1 treats R̂H(s, a) as MDP reward or a component of it,
and Method 8 similarly uses R̂H to change the reward signal, but only uses state-











Figure 4.1: A conceptual diagram of sequential tamer+rl. The human interacts
directly with the tamer agent. After training completes, the model of human
reward, R̂H , is used by the RL algorithm along with MDP reward. Note that the
task environment and MDP reward are not explicitly shown here; both the tamer
agent and the augmented RL agent interact with the environment, but only the RL
agent receives MDP reward.
information contained in R̂H . Methods 3 and 4 interpret human reward as estimates
of expected return from (s, a). Method 5 simply gives an extra action and biases the
learner towards choosing that action early on. Methods 6 and 7 bias action selection
towards exploiting R̂H without affecting the updates to Q. These two approaches
can be loosely interpreted as using R̂H to perform demonstrations for the SARSA(λ)
algorithm, creating something akin to imitation learning [4].
4.3 Sequential TAMER+RL
For Section 4.3, I focus on the scenario in which a human trainer has already trained
a tamer agent, and the learned human reward function, R̂H , is available to guide
a reinforcement learning agent (illustrated in Figure 4.1). As I explain in this chap-
ter’s introduction, the sequential scenario has at least one crucial benefit: human
data is independent of the combination technique and the parameters of the RL
algorithm, allowing a thorough exploration of different tamer+rl algorithms with-
out incurring the cost in time and added variance of repeating training for each
condition of our experiments.
We conduct two sets of sequential tamer+rl experiments. The first set
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examines all eight combination methods and both optimistic and pessimistic initial-
ization of the sarsa(λ) agent’s Q function. Sections 4.3.1–4.3.3 describe this first
set. Then, in the second set of experiments, we conduct a deeper analysis of those
combination techniques that were found successful in the first set. This analysis
includes multiple task domains and a report of each technique’s sensitivity to its
combination parameter β. This further analysis is described in Sections 4.3.4–4.3.6.
4.3.1 Sequential TAMER+RL experiments
To test the eight techniques for combining tamer and reinforcement learning, we use
sarsa(λ) as our reinforcement learning algorithm and test it within the mountain
car domain. Recall from Section 3.4.1 that mountain car involves a simulated car,
starting at a random location near the bottom of two adjacent hills, trying to get up
one hill to a destination point on top. To gain enough momentum to climb the hill,
the car must choose acceleration to go back and forth on the hills. To approximate
Q(s, a), the sarsa(λ) algorithm maintains a linear model over features generated by
three (one for each action) two-dimensional grids of Gaussian radial basis functions
(RBFs). At each time step, the linear function approximator updates via gradient
descent.
sarsa(λ) with Gaussian RBFs is known to perform well in mountain car [90],
though more effective algorithms do exist. However, our goal for the completed
research on tamer+rl is not to study the interaction between tamer and different
RL algorithms but rather to establish that they can be combined effectively and to
study the different ways for doing transfer. We have no reason to expect qualitatively
different results with other value-function based RL algorithms, but we leave an
investigation of possible differences as future work.
We use two differently parametrized versions of sarsa(λ), each of which has
six tuned parameters used by sarsa(λ) or for generating state-action features. I
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will refer to the two parameter sets as the optimistic set and the pessimistic set.
For one set, state-action values are optimistically initialized at 0. For the other
set, state-action values are pessimistically initialized, starting at approximately -
120, based on our observation that a good policy can reach the goal in roughly 120
seconds or less from any state. Each set was tuned4 to receive the highest amount
of cumulative reward over 500 learning episodes (i.e., to take the least total time
getting to the goal 500 times).
For these experiments, we used the tamer algorithm described in Chapter 3,
learning from the training data first described in Section 3.4.2. The algorithm
represents R̂H as a linear model and updates R̂H by incremental gradient descent.
For each action, a set of two-dimensional Gaussian radial basis functions over state
are calculated as described by Sutton and Barto [90] and input to R̂H . These
tamer agents employ the earlier individual reward crediting technique described in
Chapter 3. For all tamer algorithms described this chapter, the delay probability
distribution fdelay is Uniform(0.2 seconds, 0.8 seconds).
Training sessions by two trainers provide two static, previously learned hu-
man reward functions R̂H , each outputting approximately within the range [-1.0,
1.0]. One session was chosen because it yielded a function, which I will call Ĥ1, that
performed near the middle—in terms of total MDP reward—of the functions created
4Parameters were tuned via a hill climbing algorithm that selected one of the features, tested
out many different values for that feature, and then repeated. Tuning was stopped when there
was no noticeable improvement over a few iterations. The six tuned parameters are the internal
discount factor γ; the step size α for updates; λ for eligibility traces; ε for ε-greedy action selection;
the width σ2 of the Gaussian RBFs, following Sutton and Barto’s definition of an RBF’s “width”
[90] and where the unit is the distance in normalized state space between adjacent Gaussian means;
and the number of RBF features j. The optimistic parameter set is {γ = 1, α = 0.08, λ = 0.87, ε =
0.003125, σ2 = 0.163125, j = 4800}, and the pessimistic parameter set is {γ = 1, α = 0.15, λ =
0.84, ε = 0.00625, σ2 = 0.08, j = 4800}. For each action, the means of the 2-dimensional RBFs
are placed along a 40 × 40 grid in state space. There were also some hand-tuned parameters: In
addition to its RBF features, each action has an additional, constant feature of value 0.1. For each
action, this feature and its RBF features are 0 when another action is input to Q. sarsa(λ) uses
replacing traces, ε is annealed after each episode by a factor of 0.99, and the weights of the linear
model of Q are each initialized to 0 in the optimistic case and -10 in the pessimistic case.
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by the 19 participants from the mountain-car experiment described in Chapter 3,
making it representative of a typical trained tamer agent. The other was chosen
because it yielded the best function (called Ĥ2) of the 19.
Recall that three combination techniques—1, 6, and 7—eventually decrease
their combination parameter β so that, in the limit, the algorithm is effectively
sarsa(λ) acting on and learning from the original MDP. For these sequential
tamer+rl experiments on all eight techniques, this decrease is achieved by anneal-
ing β by a factor of 0.98 at the end of each episode. Also, for the same experiments,
β = 1 for technique 7 at start, initially giving full control to R̂H .
For each technique that requires an input combination parameter (expressed
as β for some techniques), we test four to six different parameters, all powers of
ten. In the following section, I report the results using the best parameter for each
technique, as determined by mean cumulative reward.
4.3.2 Sequential TAMER+RL results
Success of a tamer+rl combination technique can be defined by four criteria. Two
such criteria are to achieve a higher final performance than either SARSA(λ) alone—
which I term “sarsa(λ)-only” for clarity—or by exploiting the static, previously
learned R̂H directly—which I term “tamer-only”. The third and fourth criteria are
to receive more reward over 500 episodes—cumulative performance—than either
sarsa(λ)-only or tamer-only. Since sarsa(λ)-only performs best with optimistic
initialization, we will compare the combination methods to optimistic sarsa(λ)-only
exclusively.
Final performance To evaluate the final performance level achieved under each
combination, we look at the mean reward received over the last 100 episodes, shown
in Figure 4.2. (Looking at many episodes removes some of the effects of the stochas-
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Figure 4.2: The mean reward received per episode by each of the eight combination
techniques over the last 100 episodes of 30 or more runs of 500 episodes. Each bar
graph describes experiments using different trained R̂H functions. The two R̂H func-
tions display the effect of two different levels training quality. The performance of
sarsa(λ)-only under optimistic and pessimistic initialization and the mean reward
received by the static tamer-only policy exploiting R̂H are given for comparison.
Error bars show 95% confidence intervals, assuming that mean reward over a run is
normally distributed.
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tic initial start state for each episode.) The combination techniques are generally
quite effective at improving the final performance of sarsa(λ). With pessimistic
initialization, all of the techniques improve performance except Methods 2 and 5,
which are the worst two methods with respect to cumulative reward as well. Also,
Method 8 only marginally improves performance with one R̂H . However, under
optimistic initialization, the combination techniques’ final performance improves
on that of sarsa(λ)-only less often and to a lesser extent than the corresponding
pessimistic techniques. Under optimistic initialization, only Method 1 consistently
has better final performance than sarsa(λ)-only. Consequently, I focus my subse-
quent writing on pessimistic initialization; the reader should assume that I speak of
the pessimistic set when I do not explicitly state which initialization method I am
discussing.
Cumulative reward From Figure 4.3, we can evaluate the second condition
for success—the mean reward received across all 500 episodes during all runs. For
the most part, each combination technique performs similarly with both Ĥ1 and
Ĥ2. Nearly every technique performs better with pessimistic initialization than with
optimistic initialization, which I discuss in Section 4.3.3. The best technique for both
R̂Hs is pessimistic Method 6, Q
′(s, a) = Q(s, a) + [β ∗ R̂H(s, a)] only during action
selection, followed by the similar Method 7, P (a = argmaxa[R̂H(s, a)]) = min(β, 1).
Methods 1, R′(s, a) = R(s, a) + (β ∗ R̂H(s, a)); 6; and 7 are the only techniques
which perform better under both initialization types than optimistic sarsa(λ)-only.
Method 4, where Q′(s, a) = Q(s, a) + [β ∗ R̂H(s, a)], also outperforms optimistic
sarsa(λ)-only across both R̂Hs.
Method 3, training Q(s, a) to approximate (constant ∗ R̂H(s, a)), improves
upon sarsa(λ)-only a small amount under pessimistic initialization, but does not
consistently outperform optimistic sarsa(λ)-only. Method 8 exhibits small im-
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Figure 4.3: These bar graphs are identical to those in Figure 4.2, except that the
statistics are calculated over all 500 episodes, allowing us to assess cumulative agent
performance under each combination method. (Also note the difference in the range
of the y-axes.)
provement under Ĥ2, but overall is the least influential method. Method 5 is the
only one that differs greatly between R̂Hs, showing significant improvement with Ĥ2
and much worse performance with Ĥ1. Method 2, adding R̂H(s, a) as an additional
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Figure 4.4: Learning curves using Ĥ1 and pessimistic initialization. The first plot
focuses on the early learning trials. The plot that shows the full run has been
smoothed for readability.
state-action feature, consistently performs worse than sarsa(λ)-only.
Figure 4.4 shows learning curves for each technique with Ĥ1 and pessimistic
initialization. The two plots display performance early in the run and across the
entire run.
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4.3.3 Sequential TAMER+RL discussion
In this section I discuss which combination methods effectively transfer knowledge
from R̂H to sarsa(λ). I identify patterns among the results, give explanations for
the failures of certain methods, and discuss the impact of using optimistic versus
pessimistic initializations.
Comparing the combination techniques The relative performance of the
tamer+rl techniques is qualitatively similar across the two R̂Hs. For the “typical”
human reward function, Ĥ1, several of the pessimistic combination techniques im-
prove both cumulative reward and final performance compared to running sarsa(λ)-
only or merely acting as a static tamer-only agent, satisfying all of our standards
for success (Section 4.3.1). The same techniques also perform well for the “best”
available human reward function, Ĥ2, outperforming sarsa(λ)-only for both success
criteria and achieving better final performance than the static tamer-only agent.
However, only Methods 6 and 7 achieve better cumulative reward than the high
performance tamer-only agent.
To determine whether the sarsa(λ)-only agents would, if given more time,
reach the final performance level of the successful methods, we ran 10 runs of
sarsa(λ)-only over 1000 episodes. The optimistic and pessimistic initializations
respectively average -102.809 and -98.842 reward per episode during the last 100
episodes (starting after the 900th). Almost all of the pessimistic combination meth-
ods that outperform sarsa(λ)-only in final performance in the 500 episodes exper-
iments also outperform it when sarsa(λ)-only is given 1000 episodes. Therefore
combining sarsa(λ) with tamer actually achieves performance levels that are oth-
erwise unreachable in twice the training time—and possibly ever.
From the results, we notice two patterns:
• Initially manipulating the model of Q correlates with poor performance. Three
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of the worst four combination methods—2, 3, and 5—each involve an initial
manipulation of the learning model. Method 3 changes the initial parameters
of the model. Methods 2 and 5, the two worst performing methods, each
change the input space of the model. If this pattern is a factor in performance,
a plausible explanation is that the sarsa(λ) parameters are effective for the
model under which they were tuned but are not robust to changes to the
model.
• Gently pushing the behavior of the learning agent toward what the tamer-
only agent would do and removing the influence of R̂H slowly and smoothly
correlates with good performance. Three of the four methods that outperform
sarsa(λ)-only in both cumulative reward and final performance—Methods 1,
6, and 7—exert influence on the agent through a weight that decays expo-
nentially. The worst four methods do not use a decaying weight. Further,
the two methods that create a form of demonstration (affecting action choice
and nothing else) differ in the subtlety of their influence. Method 6 increases
the Q-value during action selection by the weighted prediction of human re-
ward. Contrastingly, R̂H has all-or-nothing influence in Method 7. Either
the tamer+rl agent chooses the action via R̂H or the sarsa(λ) algorithm
chooses based on the current Q-function. The gentler Method 6 achieves sig-
nificantly better cumulative performance (though it performs roughly equiva-
lently during the last 100 episodes).
Aside from the possible influence of the above patterns, there is another
plausible reason for the consistent failure of Method 2 (adding R̂H(s, a) as an extra
state-action feature) across R̂Hs, initialization types, and success criteria (i.e., final
performance or cumulative reward). Temporal difference learning algorithms such
as sarsa(λ) often learn poorly when using function approximators over features
that generalize any learning across large areas of the state-action space [13]. Within
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the linear model we created over state-action features, changing the weight for the
R̂H feature during a single update affects every state-action pair.
The impotence of Method 8, which uses a potential function over states,
φ(s) to augment reward, suggests that the human reward signal more or less only
carries information about the relative desirability of actions given a state, rather
than information about the relative value of states. It is possible, though, that
this characteristic of human reward occurred because the human trainers adapted
to the tamer system, which would not use such state information. From different
perspectives, both Chapters 5 and 6 investigate how algorithmic choices affect the
feedback of the trainer.
Taking into account both final performance and cumulative reward, Method
6 appears to be most effective. Under both R̂Hs, it yields the best cumulative reward
and essentially ties for the best final performance.
Optimistic versus pessimistic initialization Despite sarsa(λ) alone perform-
ing best with optimistic initialization, once it is combined with these eight methods,
sarsa(λ) almost uniformly performs best with pessimistic initialization. Upon ex-
amining the step-by-step changes in state-action values during the first few episodes
for several optimistically initialized methods, we noticed that any method which bi-
ases early behavior towards a certain action (given the state) is actually making the
other actions have relatively higher state-action values. This effect occurs because
when state-action values are optimistically initialized, they can only go down. So
by biasing early behavior, we make the desired behavior look less desirable (from
a Q-value perspective). Further, the only way that the agent can learn that the
undesired state-action pairs are not as good as their optimistic initial values is by
choosing those actions (which are all those actions that the tamer-only agent would
not make!) and learning that they are overvalued.
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action in s 
Figure 4.5: A simple illustration of the effects of initializing the Q-function opti-
mistically or pessimistically. Here, initial actions are correctly biased towards the
optimal action, a1. With optimistic initialization, the Q(s, a1) decreases, making a1
seem less desirable than suboptimal a2—the opposite of our intended effect. Pes-
simistic initialization, on the other hand, yields the intended effect. The optimal
action a1 is made relatively more desirable by biasing early action selection toward
it.
Observing that the techniques were not performing especially well under
optimistic initialization, we instead tried pessimistic initialization. We set our model
weights so that the initial state-action values were all approximately -120. Note that
such an initialization is only pessimistic with regards to a good policy. It is actually
optimistic for a low-performing policy. With such an initialization, biasing early
actions towards good behavior increases the state-action values of the generally
higher value state-action pairs that are being experienced while leaving pessimistic
the state-action values of other, generally lower value state-action pairs (excepting
the effects of function approximation). We believe that this initialization effect,
illustrated in Figure 4.5, explains why the combination methods improve the RL
algorithm more with pessimistic initialization.
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4.3.4 Further analysis of the successful combination techniques:
performance on two tasks and parameter sensitivity
Recent sections (4.3.1 to 4.3.3) introduce and test eight tamer+rl techniques that
each use R̂H to affect the RL algorithm in a different way. From here to Section 4.3.6,
we extend the work of previous sections by evaluating tamer+rltechniques on a
second task, narrowing our focus to the most successful techniques, and analyz-
ing the sensitivity of each technique to its combination parameter β. All of the
experiments from this section onward use a reimplementation of our tamer and
tamer+rl code, moving from a Python codebase to a Java one. This reimplemen-
tation is briefly discussed in Section 4.3.5.
Of the eight techniques, four are largely effective when compared to sarsa(λ)-
only and tamer-only agents5 on both mean reward over a run and performance at
the end of the run. We now focus on those four techniques, which we believe can
be used on any RL algorithm that learns an action-value function and uses that
function to select actions. Below, I list the techniques with names we create to fa-
cilitate deeper discussion. As before, in my notation β is a predefined combination
parameter and a prime (e.g., Q′) after a function means the function replaces its
non-prime counterpart in the base RL algorithm.
• Reward shaping: R′(s, a) = R(s, a) + (β ∗ R̂H(s, a))
• Q augmentation: Q′(s, a) = Q(s, a) + (β ∗ R̂H(s, a))
• Action biasing: Q′(s, a) = Q(s, a)+(β∗R̂H(s, a)) only during action selection
• Control sharing: P (a=argmaxa[R̂H(s, a)])= min(β, 1). Otherwise use base
RL agent’s action selection mechanism.
These four techniques are numbered 1, 4, 6, and 7 in Section 4.2. Now that
5In sequential tamer+rl, R̂H is constant, and thus so is the tamer-only agent’s policy.
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we are narrowing our focus to the four most successful techniques, I briefly discuss
each technique and situate it within related work.
I now briefly discuss these techniques and situate them within related work.
In the RL literature, reward shaping adds the output of a shaping function to the
original MDP reward, creating a new reward to learn from instead [24, 65]. As I
confirm in the coming paragraph on Q augmentation, the reward shaping technique
used here is not the only way to do reward shaping, though it is the most direct use
of R̂H for reward shaping.
If R̂H is considered a heuristic function, action biasing is the same action se-
lection method used in Bianchi et al.’s Heuristically Accelerated Q-Learning (HAQL)
algorithm [6]. Control sharing is equivalent to Fernandez and Veloso’s π-reuse ex-
ploration strategy [29]. Note that both control sharing and action biasing only
affect action selection and can be interpreted as directly guiding exploration toward
human-favored state-action pairs.
Q augmentation is action biasing with additional use of R̂H during the Q-
function’s update. Wiewiora et al.’s related look-ahead advice [114] uses a discounted
change in the output of a state-action potential function, γφ(st+1, at+1)− φ(st, at),
for reward shaping and to augment action values during action selection. Interest-
ingly, look-ahead advice is equivalent to Q augmentation when R̂H is used for φ, the
state and action space are finite, and the policy is invariant to adding a constant
to all action values in the current state (e.g., policies derived from ε-greedy and
softmax action selection).
A unified framing of reward shaping and action biasing Here, we
provide a novel framing of reward shaping and action biasing that unifies them under
one expression that differentiates between the two techniques by a single parameter.
The goal of sarsa(λ) and many other reinforcement learning algorithms is
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to learn the current policy’s expected return, which for a state action pair (s0, a0)
is Q(s0, a0) =
∑T
t=0E[γ
tR(st, at)]. When shaping rewards by R̂H , this equation
changes to Q(s0, a0) =
∑t
t=0E[γ







tR̂H(st, at)] (we leave β out of the equa-
tions to increase readability). Therefore, learning from shaping rewards can be seen
as learning a different Q function for each signal: Q = QR +QH .
For reward shaping, the discount factors of the returns for the two signals are
equivalent. However, if the discount factor of QH , γH , is zero, then QH(s0, a0) =∑t
t=0E[γ
t
HR̂H(st, at)] = R̂H(s0, a0). Therefore, Q = QR + R̂H . If R̂H is known to
the agent (as it is for a tamer agent), then only QR needs to be learned and no
part of its error will come from the known R̂H component. Thus, greedy action
selection with γH = 0 yields Q(s, a) = QR(s, a) + R̂H(s, a), which is the action-
biasing method.
Since MDPs typically have discount factors at or near one, reward shaping
and action biasing can be seen as two extremes along a spectrum of possible γH val-
ues. Additionally, if both QR and QH specify the same set of optimal policies, then
Q (where Q = QR +QH still) also specifies that set of optimal policies. Intuitively,
we want the agent to learn QH such that it encourages actions that are optimal
for the MDP. Thus, the comparison between action biasing and reward shaping is a
referendum on the assumptions that create QH . Action biasing follows the assump-
tions of tamer, whereas reward shaping assumes that predictions of human reward
can be learned from equivalently as MDP reward.
4.3.5 Experiments for further sequential TAMER+RL analysis
I now describe these further sequential tamer+rl experiments. We first confirm
that the newer, Java codebase does not produce qualitatively different results from
Section 4.3.1 in mountain car. We then evaluate the algorithms’ effectiveness on
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a different task. Additionally, we analyze the results at a range of combination
parameter values (β values) to identify challenges to setting β’s value without prior
testing.
Using the same R̂H representation, a linear model of RBF features; task set-
tings; sarsa(λ) parameters; and training records from the tamer+rl experiments
described in Section 4.3.1,6 we repeat the experiments on the mountain-car task,
using all four combination techniques found to be successful in Section 4.3.2 and a
range of β combination parameters. We then test these tamer+rl techniques on
a second task, cart pole (shown in Figure 4.6), using an R̂H model trained by an
author. We again use sarsa(λ), choosing parameters7 that perform well but sac-
rifice some performance for episode-to-episode stability and the ability to evaluate
policies that might otherwise balance the pole for too long to finish a run. The
R̂H for cart pole was learned by k-nearest neighbor (kNN) with a separate kNN
model for each action, where k is the square root of the number of samples gathered
for the corresponding action. Additionally, the R̂H for cart pole is learned with a
different credit assignment scheme than in previously described tamer+rl exper-
iments (Section 4.3.1). The previous R̂H ’s were learned with the earlier individual
reward crediting technique, whereas the R̂H for cart pole used in this section and all
R̂H ’s in Section 4.4 were learned with the more current aggregate reward crediting
6The models we create—Ĥ1 and Ĥ2—from the original training trajectories perform a bit better
than did the corresponding models under the original tamer+rl implementation, which points to
one or more small implementation differences. The only difference we observe is that the linear
model of R̂H (and Q as well) contains an additional feature of constant value 1.
7Following the notation I used previously for mountain car, the sarsa(λ) parameters for cart
pole are {γ = 0.999, α = 0.05, λ = 0.86, ε = 0.085, σ2 = 0.13, j = 8192}. These parameters were
chosen by decreasing the α value from the best-performing parameter set according to hill-climbing
parameter search algorithm similar to that used to obtain parameters for mountain car. Decreasing
α increased episode-to-episode performance consistency but slowed the agent’s increase in mean
performance. For each of the 2 actions, the means of the 4-dimensional RBFs are placed along an
8 × 8 × 8 × 8 grid in state space. An additional feature of constant value 1 was added. We also
hand-tuned certain parameters before automated tuning: sarsa(λ) used replacing traces, ε was
annealed after each episode by a factor of 0.9995, and the weights of the linear model of Q were
each initialized to 0, creating a pessimistic output of 0 for any state-action pair.
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Figure 4.6: A screenshot of the cart-pole task. The dark blue cart is accelerated left
and right with the goal of keeping black pole between the red angular boundaries
and the cart from moving too far left or right, beyond the edges of the track. The
action is shown by the vertical light blue bar.
technique. Both crediting techniques are described fully in Chapter 3. For both
tasks, sarsa(λ) uses a linear model with Gaussian RBF features to represent the
Q-function and initialize Q pessimistically, as was found effective in Section 4.3.2.
In these and later experiments, R̂H outputs are typically in the range [-2, 2]. The
β parameter for reward shaping, action biasing, and control sharing is annealed by
a factor of 0.97 at the end of each episode for both tasks.
Like mountain car, the cart-pole task is also adapted from RL-Library [94].
Recall that in mountain car, the goal is to quickly move the car up a hill to the
goal. The agent receives -1 reward for all transitions to non-absorbing states. In
cart pole, the goal is to move a cart so that an attached, upright pole maintains
balance as long as possible. The agent receives +1 reward for all transitions that
keep the pole within a specified range of vertical. Cart pole has four state variables:
the pole’s angle and angular velocity and the cart’s position and velocity. There are
two actions, accelerating +c or −c.
We evaluate each combination technique on four criteria; as in the previously
described tamer+rl experiments, full success requires outperforming the corre-
sponding R̂H ’s tamer-only policy and sarsa(λ)-only both in end-run performance
and cumulative reward (or mean reward across full runs, equivalently).
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4.3.6 Results and discussion for further sequential TAMER+RL
analysis
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the results of our experiments for sequential tamer+rl.
For now, I only show results for the β combination parameters that accrue the
highest cumulative reward for their corresponding technique.
Qualitatively, our mountain car results reproduce those in Section 4.3.2. Ac-
tion biasing and control sharing succeed on all four criteria and significantly outper-
form other techniques in cumulative reward. Reward shaping and Q augmentation
also improve over sarsa(λ)-only by both metrics and over the tamer-only policies
in end-run reward.
On cart pole, action biasing and control sharing again succeed fully. This
time, Q augmentation also meets the four criteria for success, though it performs
significantly worse than action biasing and control sharing. Most interestingly, re-
ward shaping, at its best tested parameter, does not significantly alter sarsa(λ)’s
performance on either metric.
By choosing the best β parameter value for each technique, the tamer+rl
experiments thus far reported sidestep the issue of how to use an effective value
without first testing a range of values, which would erase the gains in learning speed
if parameter testing is counted as part of learning. With experiments in two tasks,
we can begin to address this problem by examining each technique’s sensitivity to
β parameter changes and whether certain ranges of β are effective across different
tasks. Figure 4.9 shows the mean performance of each combination technique as β
varies. Examining the charts, we consider several criteria:
• performance at worst β value,
• range of beneficial β values,











































































































































Figure 4.7: A comparison of tamer+rl techniques with sarsa(λ) and the tamer-
only policy on mountain car over 40 or more runs of 500 episodes. Ĥ1 and Ĥ2 are
models from two different human trainers. The top chart considers reward over the
entire run, and the second chart evaluates reward over the final 10 episodes. Error
bars show standard error. The third and fourth charts display mean performance

































































































Figure 4.8: The same tamer+rl comparisons as in Figure 4.7, but on cart pole
over runs of 150 episodes. A single R̂H was used. End-run performance for cart
pole is the mean reward during the last 5 episodes.
Evaluating the techniques on these three criteria creates a consistent story
that fits with our analysis of the techniques at their best β parameter values (in Fig-
ures 4.7 and 4.8). The two combination methods that only affect action selection—
action biasing and control sharing—emerge as the most effective techniques without
a clear leader between them, and they are followed by Q augmentation and then
shaping rewards.
From an RL perspective, the weakness of reward shaping may be counter-
intuitive. When researchers have combined human reward with RL in the past




































































Figure 4.9: Performance of each technique with each tested R̂H over a range of β
parameters on two tasks: cart pole (CP) and mountain car (MC). Note changes in
y-axis scaling. (“CP H” denotes learning with the R̂H for cart pole.)
ward is seen as an analog to MDP reward that should be used similarly. However,
though reward shaping is generally cast as a guide for exploration, it only affects
exploration indirectly through precariously tampering with the reward signal. Ad-
ditionally, in Chapter 6 we show that learning action values with R̂H as the reward
function and a discount factor of 1 is highly problematic given the characteristics of
human reward. Following the “unified framing of reward shaping and action biasing”
in Section 4.3.4, reward shaping is equivalent to adding two Q-functions together,
one from MDP reward and one from predictions of human reward, using the same
discount factor, which is 1 in these experiments. Therefore, reward shaping creates
the same problems that we identify in Chapter 6.
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Action biasing and control sharing affect exploration directly, without ma-
nipulating reward. Thus, they achieve the stated goal of reward shaping while
leaving the agent to learn accurate values from its experience. Following this line
of thought, Q augmentation is identical to action biasing during action selection,
boosting each action’s Q-value by the weighted prediction of human reward. In
addition to this direct guidance on exploration, Q augmentation also changes the
Q-value during the sarsa(λ) update’s calculation of temporal difference error. As
discussed in Section 4.3.4, Q augmentation is nearly equivalent to a form of reward
shaping called look-ahead advice [114]. Additionally, Q augmentation assumes cer-
tain compatibilities between Q and R̂H that may not exist. In the learning curves
in Figures 4.4(a) and 4.8, the agent’s performance starts relatively high and quickly
decreases and does not surpass the original performance for at least 10 episodes. We
suspect that this dip in performance occurs because the agent is moving from using
one policy representation, R̂H , to differentiate between actions to another policy
representation, Q, and the agent must unlearn the policy from R̂H to accurately
approximate return with Q.
In short, we observe that the more a technique directly affects action selec-
tion, the better it does, and the more it affects the update to the Q-function for each
transition experience, the worse it does. Q augmentation does both and achieves
performance between those techniques that do only one. Further, both techniques
assume certain compatibilities between the two reward functions. Q augmentation
assumes that R̂H is informative in a specific way about the differences in return
between actions; reward shaping assumes that the predictions of human reward can
be used equivalently to the MDP reward.
Taken altogether, these experiments validate our conclusions from Section 4.3.2
and yield new, firmer conclusions about the relative effectiveness of each technique,
endorsing action biasing and control sharing over the two other previously success-
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ful techniques. And more generally, these results endorse (1) manipulating action
selection directly and (2) leaving the action-value model’s update unmolested.
These two conclusions endorse a conservative approach in which only the
RL algorithm’s experience is changed by R̂H . With even further exploration of the
characteristics of human reward, as in Chapter 6, we may find other ways to learn
the QH defined in Section 4.3.4 that are less conservative but more effective.
4.3.7 Summary of sequential TAMER+RL
This section (4.3) introduced, tested, and analyzed results from eight tamer+rl
methods for combining a model of human reward R̂H , learned within the tamer
framework, with the reinforcement learning algorithm sarsa(λ). We obtain posi-
tive results for a number of the techniques when pessimistically initializing the Q-
function. Specifically the combination methods action biasing and control sharing
outperform both of their component algorithms—sarsa(λ)-only and tamer-only—
in both cumulative reward and final performance level on two different tasks. These
two most successful techniques both manipulate action selection without directly
affecting sarsa(λ)’s update of the Q-function.
4.4 Simultaneous TAMER+RL
To this point, we have assumed that the human training finished prior to any re-
inforcement learning. Such “sequential” learning is sometimes appropriate; for in-
stance, when a difficult-to-simulate MDP reward function is tied to potentially costly
learning trials but the agent can train in simulation with human reward without sig-
nificant cost. An example of this type of task might be a robot that interacts with
workers on a factory line; the MDP reward function would be tied to the factory
output, but initial training could occur with only human training and replacing the
product that will eventually be created with a prop or some cheaper alternative.
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However, this sequential assumption is generally limiting. At any time during
an RL agent’s learning curve, as long as the agent’s policy is still sub-optimal, a
human trainer could still improve learning by teaching the agent. For example,
after numerous learning trials, RL agents often plateau (i.e., “converge”) on a local
maximum. At this point, a human could teach the agent to transcend the current
local maximum, clearing new paths for learning that would otherwise remain hidden
indefinitely.
In this section, we investigate how to modify sequential tamer+rl algo-
rithms to allow a trainer to step in as desired to alter the course of reinforcement
learning while it is in progress. We call this scenario and the algorithms that address
it “simultaneous” tamer+rl. Specifically, the agent should learn simultaneously
from two feedback modalities—human reward and MDP reward—as one fully inte-
grated system. As in the sequential tamer+rl approaches, we examine techniques
that use only R̂H from tamer in the RL algorithm, otherwise leaving the two algo-
rithms as separate modules.
Since tamer empirically compares most favorably against RL algorithms in
early learning, we expect the greatest gains to come from training near the beginning
of learning. However, training at any suboptimal point along the learning curve
should benefit the agent, and we hope to do little harm if the agent is already
performing optimally and the trainer’s feedback cannot help.
In Section 4.2 I listed desirable restrictions on the tamer+rl combination
methods, sequential or simultaneous. Here, we identify some characteristics that
are specifically desirable for simultaneous learning:
1. behavioral consistency: The agent’s behavior should not be erratic, making it
difficult to give feedback to specific actions.
2. responsiveness to the trainer: The agent should quickly and obviously demon-
strate that it is learning from human reward to maintain interactivity. Addi-
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tionally, quick responses aid a trainer’s own process of learning how to teach
effectively.
3. trainer can give feedback to the MDP-only policy: If a trainer comes in midway
through learning, the trainer should be able to capture the good aspects of what
has already been learned and criticize the negative aspects. In other words,
feedback should not immediately dominate MDP-only learning.
4. training should affect the agent locally: R̂H ’s influence on the RL algorithm’s
learning and/or action selection should be larger in more recently trained areas
of the state-action space and smaller in areas trained less recently.
The first two characteristics are desirable for any tamer system, with or
without RL. However, simultaneous learning—and its inclusion of RL-based action
selection during training—presents new challenges for maintaining behavioral con-
sistency. For instance, control sharing abruptly shifts between two policies, which
can create erratic behavior with many different actions in a small time period, in-
creasing the difficulty of giving clear feedback. Also note that the second and third
characteristics are in opposition; fully responding to the trainer’s reward requires
abandoning the policy learned by MDP reward. Our module for determining human
influence, described in the following section, strikes a balance by ramping up the
influence of R̂H with increased human reward, keeping the RL policy early on.
4.4.1 Determining the immediate influence of R̂H
Simultaneous learning allows human trainers to insert themselves at any point of
the learning process. Consequently, R̂H ’s influence should increase in areas of the
state-action space with recent human reward—but not in areas that have not been
targeted with feedback—and decrease in the absence of human reward, leaving the
set of optimal policies unchanged in the limit. Thus, we must do more than annealing
















Figure 4.10: A conceptual diagram of simultaneous tamer+rl. Contrasting with
the sequential scenario (Figure 4.1), the human interacts with the agent that results
from the combination of R̂H , which can be modified any time, and the RL agent.
The task environment and MDP reward are not explicitly shown; the composite
agent interacts with the task environment and receives MDP reward.
We determine R̂H ’s influence through a novel adaptation of the eligibility
traces often used in reinforcement learning [90]. I will refer to our adaptation as
the eligibility module. Its interaction with tamer and the RL algorithm are shown
in Figure 4.10. The general idea of this eligibility module is that we maintain an
eligibility trace for each state-action feature8 that represents the recency of training
while that feature was active (i.e., non-zero). Then, the eligibility traces and a
time step’s feature vector together calculate a measure of the recency of training in
similar feature vectors, as shown in Figure 4.11. That measure is multiplied by a
constant scaling parameter cs to create the β term introduced in Section 4.2. The
implementation follows.
Let −→e be the vector of traces and −→f be the feature vector, where feature
extraction is defined such that feature values exists within the range [0, 1], feature
values correlate with an intuitive level of feature activation, and the feature vector
8The feature vector is extracted from the current state-action pair; each feature value should
range between 0 and 1. We advise using features that generalize across state space (e.g., Gaussian
RBFs). The state-action features need not match those of either R̂H or Q.
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is always non-zero. In our experiments described in the next section, we fit these
constraints with scaled features from Gaussian RBFs and one constant feature. The
eligibility module can be viewed as a function over −→e , −→f , and cs that outputs β
within the range [0, cs]. A guiding design constraint is that when
−→e = −→1 (i.e., each
trace in −→e is the maximum allowed), the normalized dot product of −→e and any −→f ,
denoted n(−→e ·−→f ), should equal 1 (since it weights the influence of R̂H). To achieve
this, we make n(−→e ·−→f ) = −→e · (−→f / ‖ −→f ‖1) = (−→e ·
−→
f ) / (‖ −→f ‖1) = β / cs. Thus,
at any time step with normalized features
−→
f , the influence of R̂H is calculated as β =
cs(
−→e ·−→f )/(‖ −→f ‖1). This formula has a desirable mathematical characteristic; for a
given −→e , β is higher when relatively large feature values correspond to large trace
values—indicating the current state-action pair is similar to the recently trained
state-action pairs—and β is smaller when large feature values correspond to small
trace values.
We decay the traces at each time step, −→e := stepDecayFactor ∗ −→e . Using
a different decay factor, the same operation occurs at the end of each episode. If
training is occurring, the traces are updated after they are decayed using accumu-
lating traces capped at 1: ei := min(1, ei + (fi ∗ a)), where ei and fi are the ith
elements of −→e and −→f , respectively, and a is a constant factor that moderates the
speed of accumulation.
Though this eligibility module is inspired by eligibility traces used in TD(λ),
it differs from eligibility traces in several key ways. This module maintains a vec-
tor of traces similarly to how TD(λ) maintains eligibility traces. However, unlike
eligibility traces, it only increases the traces during training. In addition, rather
using the traces to determine the extent to which each feature’s corresponding Q-
value parameter is updated, we use them to output a measure in [0, 1] that roughly
indicates how recently nearby states have been trained.


































































Figure 3: Performance of each technique with each tested Ĥ over a range of β parameters on two tasks: Cart Pole (CP) and Mountain Car
(MC). Note changes in y-axis scaling.
unchanged in the limit. Thus, we must do more than an-
nealing a combination parameter, as is done in sequential
learning.
We determine Ĥ’s influence through a novel adaptation
of the eligibility traces often used in reinforcement learn-
ing (Sutton and Barto, 1998). We will refer to it as the eli-
gibility module. The general idea of this eligibility module
is that we maintain an eligibility trace for each state-action
feature7, normalized between 0 and 1, that represents the
recency of training while that feature was active (i.e., non-
zero). Then, the eligibility traces and a time step’s feature
vector together calculate a measure of the recency of train-
ing in similar feature vectors. That measure, multiplied by
a constant scaling parameter cs, is used as the β term intro-
duced in Section 3.1. The implementation follows.
Let −→e be the vector of traces and −→fn be the feature vec-
tor normalized such that each element of −→fn exists within
the range [0, 1]. The eligibility module is designed to make
β a function of −→e , −→fn, and cs with range [0, cs]. A guiding
design constraint is that when−→e is a unit vector, the normal-
ized dot product of−→e and any−→fn, denoted n(−→e ·−→fn), should
equal 1 (since it weights the influence of Ĥ). To achieve this,
we make n(−→e ·−→fn) = −→e · (−→fn / ￿ −→fn ￿1) = (−→e ·−→fn) /
(￿ −→fn ￿1) = β / cs. Thus, at any time step with nor-
malized features −→fn, the influence of Ĥ is calculated as
β = cs(−→e ·−→fn)/(￿ −→fn ￿1). This formula has a desirable
mathematical characteristic; for a given−→e , β is higher when
relatively large feature values correspond to large trace val-
ues — indicating the current state-action pair is similar to the
recently trained state-action pairs — and β is smaller when
large feature values correspond to small trace values.
Using accumulating traces capped at 1, the trace is up-
dated with−→fn during training: ei := min(1, ei +(fn,i ∗a)),
where ei and fn,i are the ith elements of −→e and −→fn, re-
spectively, and a is a constant factor that moderates the
speed of accumulation. During time steps without training,−→e := decayFactor ∗ −→e .
4.2 Simultaneous learning experiments
Our experiments test the effectiveness of simultaneous
TAMER+RL when training starts either at the beginning of
7The feature vector is extracted from the current state-action
pair. We advise using features that generalize across state space
(e.g., Gaussian RBFs). The state-action features need not match
those of either Ĥ or Q.
learning or after some learning has occurred. We again use
Mountain Car and Cart Pole, and we focus on the two best-
performing combination techniques, action biasing and con-
trol sharing. For the eligibility module, the scaling parame-
ter cs for Mountain Car and Cart Pole is respectively 100 and
200 for action biasing and 2 and 1 for control sharing. These
values were chosen to be on the upper end of each method’s
effective β values in Figure 3. The accumulation factor a
for eligibility is 0.2. Training in Mountain Car occurs either
for 16 episodes, starting at episode 1, or for 12 episodes af-
ter 20 episodes of SARSA(λ)-only learning. In Cart Pole,
training at start occurs for 12 episodes, and training after 25
episodes of SARSA(λ)-only learning lasts 8 episodes. The
start times are chosen to represent the beginning of learning
and also a point at which the SARSA(λ) agent has learned
a policy that is much improved but still quite flawed.8 The
number of episodes corresponds to an informal assessment
of how many episodes are needed to satisfactorily train the
agent; training at later start times progresses more quickly.
The trainer has a button that starts and stops training during
the designated training episodes, letting the human observe
without the agent updating Ĥ or the eligibility module.
An added experimental challenge is that the training is in-
extricably bound to one specific run, whereas sequential ex-
periments can reuse the same training session for any num-
ber of parameters and combination techniques, limiting the
depth of analysis that can be done for a set number of trainer-
hours. Mountain Car and Cart Pole training sessions typi-
cally took around 8 minutes and 15 minutes each, respec-
tively. Consequently, each experimental condition was lim-
ited to 3 runs of training for a total of 12 runs on each task.
4.3 Simultaneous learning results and discussion
The results of our simultaneous TAMER+RL experiments
are shown in Figure 4. Though the sample size is too
small to show statistical significance, there is a clear pattern
of both action biasing and control sharing outperforming
SARSA(λ). The condition that is closest to SARSA(λ) in
terms of standard error, control sharing on Cart Pole where
training begins after 25 episodes, still receives almost twice
the reward of SARSA(λ). We also observe that training at
the beginning of learning is more effective than training after
some autonomous learning, as we expected. Seeing this, one
8Note that sequential TAMER+RL differs from simultaneous
TAMER+RL where training occurs at the start because the sequen-
tial algorithm begins with a pre-trained Ĥ . The training episodes











−→e · (−→f / ￿ −→f ￿1)
−→e · (−→f / 1)
Figure 4.11: A simple graphic illustration of the calculation of −→e · (−→f / ‖ −→f ‖1)
= (−→e ·−→f ) / (‖ −→f ‖1), which is near 0 when the currently “active” features have
not been active during recent training and is near 1 when these features have been.
Here, consider
−→
f to be a set of Gaussian radial basis functions that form a 4 × 4
grid over a 2-dimensional state space. (For simplicity, the action is not considered
here.) In the top scenario, the state is somewhere in the top left square and the
active features overlap heavily with recently trained state. Thus, the output is near
one, possibly 0.9. In the bottom scenario, the stat is in the bottom-right quare
where there is less overlap, resulting in a lower output such as 0.05.
following URL: http://www.cs.utexas.edu/~bradknox/papers/tamerrl.
4.4.2 Simultaneous learning experiments
Our experiments test the effectiveness of simultaneous tamer+rl when training
starts either at the beginning of learning or after significant learning. We again use
the mountain car and cart pole tasks, and we focus on the two best-performing com-
bination techniques, action biasing and control sharing. For both tasks, sarsa(λ)
uses the same Q-function representation and parameters as in Section 4.3.5. Also,
R̂H is learned by k-Nearest Neighbors for both tasks, as it was for cart pole in
Section 4.3.5.
In the eligibility module, features are extracted almost identically as they are
for sarsa(λ). There are three differences. First, the outputs of the Gaussian RBFs
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are scaled to the range [0, 1]. Second, β’s application in control sharing cannot be
action-specific, so the eligibility module’s features for control sharing are a single
grid over the state space (not one grid per action). Third, the RBF width σ2 = 0.08
for cart pole.
The scaling parameter cs used to determine β for mountain car and cart pole
is respectively 100 and 200 for action biasing and 2 and 1 for control sharing. These
values were chosen to be near the upper end of each combination method’s effective
β values in Figure 4.9. The accumulation factor a for eligibility is 0.2. For mountain
car, the eligibility module’s traces are annealed by a factor 0.9998 each time step
and are not annealed at the end of each episode; for cart pole, traces were annealed
by 0.99996 each step and 0.98 after each episode.
Training in mountain car occurs either for 16 episodes, starting at episode
1, or for 12 episodes after 20 episodes of sarsa(λ)-only learning. In cart pole,
training at start occurs for 12 episodes, and training after 25 episodes of sarsa(λ)-
only learning lasts 8 episodes. The start times are chosen to represent the beginning
of learning and also a point at which the sarsa(λ) agent has learned a policy that
is much improved but still quite flawed.9 The number of episodes corresponds to
an informal assessment of how many episodes are needed to satisfactorily train the
agent; training at later start times progresses more quickly. The trainer (the author)
has a button that starts and stops training during the designated training episodes,
letting the human observe without the agent updating R̂H or increasing any traces
within the eligibility module. At all times, whether training is occurring or not, the
agent continues to learn a Q-function.
An added experimental challenge is that the training is inextricably bound
to one specific run, whereas sequential experiments can reuse the same training ses-
9Note that sequential tamer+rl differs from the case of simultaneous tamer+rl where training
occurs at the start because the sequential algorithm begins with a pre-trained R̂H . The training
episodes are not counted in sequential tamer+rl experiments.
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sion for any number of parameters and combination techniques. Thus the depth of
analysis that can be done for a set number of trainer-hours is much more limited
with simultaneous tamer+rl. Mountain car and cart pole training sessions typi-
cally took around 8 minutes and 15 minutes each, respectively. Consequently, each
experimental condition was limited to 3 runs of training for a total of 12 runs on
each task.
4.4.3 Simultaneous learning results and discussion
The results of our simultaneous tamer+rl experiments are shown in in Figures 4.12
and 4.13. Though the sample size is too small to show statistical significance, there is
a clear pattern of both action biasing and control sharing outperforming sarsa(λ).
The condition that is closest to sarsa(λ) in terms of standard error, control sharing
on cart pole where training begins after 25 episodes, still receives almost twice the
reward of sarsa(λ). We also observe that training at the beginning of learning is
more effective—in terms of mean reward through a run—than training after some
MDP-only learning, as we expected.
Seeing that training is most effective at the start of learning, one might ask
whether the n episodes of MDP-only learning before training is helping or whether
the prior learning should be abandoned to start from scratch. We can quantitatively
evaluate this question. Resetting after n episodes is the same as simply training
from the start and stopping n episodes early. So if we ignore the first n episodes of
the later-training group and the last n episodes of the training-at-start group, the
comparison of the groups’ mean reward addresses this question. In other words, for
a task with run size m, we examine two conditions per combination technique: (1)
from the trajectories where training began at the first episode, the performance of
the the agent from episodes (1, 2, ...,m−n) is averaged, and (2) from the trajectories
































































































Figure 4.12: Simultaneous tamer+rl results on mountain car. Unlike sequential
tamer+rl, performance during training episodes is counted. In the top graph,
mean reward is calculated over runs of 500 episodes in mountain car and 150 episodes
in cart pole. Standard error is shown. In the lower two plots, learning curves are
shown at two different scales: the top plot shows mean performance in the earlier
episodes of the run and the bottom plot shows mean performance over the entire run.
The number in each legend entry indicates the episode number at which training
started. A vertical gray bar is placed at the point where the later training period
started, the 20th episode.
(n+1, n+2, ...,m) is averaged. Thus, each condition is examined over m−n episodes,



























































































Figure 4.13: Learning curves for simultaneous tamer+rl on cart pole, following
the same format as Figure 4.12.
the conditions is that the later-training group (i.e., starting at n) starts training after
already learning from MDP reward, so we can reasonably conclude that performance
differences arise from the presence or lack of MDP-only learning prior to training.
Of four such comparisons (2 techniques x 2 tasks, shown in Figure 4.14), the
later-training group outperforms three times and is roughly equal once, suggesting
that the prior learning does indeed help.10
10The only other known difference between conditions is that agents with prior learning were
given less episodes of training than those that were trained, as was described earlier in this section.


























































































Figure 4.14: A comparison of simultaneous tamer+rl performance with and with-
out MDP-only learning before training. The lighter blue bars indicate the mean
performance of agents that received 20 or 25 episodes of MDP-only learning before
the human began teaching. The episodes of prior learning are not counted towards
mean reward. The agents corresponding to darker blue bars had no such learning
prior to training. Standard error is shown.
For clarity, I note that we do not aim to quantitatively compare sequential
and simultaneous tamer+rl. Our results in Figure 4.14 conclusively show the ben-
efit of training after some MDP-only learning, when it’s too late to learn sequentially.
Therefore, simultaneous learning provides benefits that sequential learning cannot.
And when training without MDP reward is relatively costless, sequential learning
allows an agent to be thoroughly taught before beginning more costly learning with
MDP reward; thus, sequential learning likewise provides benefits that simultaneous
learning cannot. Neither learning scenario is strictly better than the other.
These results, shown in Figures 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14, demonstrate the poten-
tial effectiveness of simultaneous tamer+rl with the eligibility module.
4.5 Related work on transfer learning for RL
tamer+rl is a novel learning paradigm; this research is the first to specifically
consider how to combine a model of human reward with MDP reward. As such,
there is little work that solves exactly the same problem. However, from a higher-
without prior learning in the subset of episodes examined here.
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level perspective, it fits within the general research area of transferring knowledge
to aid reinforcement learning. In this section, I review past work on transferring
knowledge to aid reinforcement learning, relating various works to methods that we
tested for tamer+rl in this chapter. I first look at transfer from general sources of
knowledge and then from humans. For related work on agents learning from human
teachers without MDP reward, I refer the reader to Chapter 3.
4.5.1 General transfer
Transfer learning for reinforcement learning typically focuses on how to use infor-
mation learned in a source task to improve learning in a different target task. Our
type of transfer differs: the task stays constant and we transfer from one type of
task knowledge (an R̂H function) to a different type (a Q function).
Some approaches create inter-task mappings from a source MDP to a target
one. Such mappings have been used in the target task to initialize the Q func-
tion [99], as we did in Method 3, and to use recorded (s, a, r, s′) experience tuples
from the source task to estimate the transition and reward functions for model-based
RL [97]. Other approaches derive a policy from the source task and use that policy
to guide learning in the target task. For example, Fernandez and Veloso [29] created
an agent that uses a policy from a previous task to aid learning in a task that dif-
fered only in its reward function. The agent learns whether to choose from the old
policy, choose from the policy it was currently learning, or explore. This approach
is also similar to our Method 5. From a policy πs derived from a learned source
task, Taylor and Stone [98] compare the results of three techniques: adding πs(s)
as an extra action (similar to Method 5), increasing the Q-value of the Q(s, πs(s))
(similar to Method 4), and adding a state variable that takes the value πs(s) (similar
to Method 2).
Other forms of transfer can occur within the same task. Reward shaping [24,
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65] is changing the output of the reward function to learn the same task, as we
did for the technique of the same name (Method 1 in Section 4.2). The difference
of the shaped reward function and the original one can be seen as the output of
a shaping function. With a few assumptions, Ng et al. [70] prove that such a
function f , if static, must be defined as f = φ(s′) − φ(s), where φ : S → R,
to guarantee that shaping the reward function will not change the set of optimal
policies. Method 8 is a good-faith attempt to convert R̂H to a potential function
for reward shaping. Additionally, the reward shaping tamer+rl method anneals
the output of its shaping function, avoiding Ng et al.’s theoretical constraint.11
Whitehead and Ballard
This section and Section 4.3.4 situate each of the eight combination methods
within related work. Though all methods at least share similarities with previous
work, some are unique and novel, as is transferring from a model of human reward
to a reinforcement learning algorithm.
4.5.2 Transfer from non-expert humans
Sridharan [87] extended some of the work reported in this chapter (and reported
previously in the work that this chapter is built upon [48]), showing that tamer+rl
action biasing improves an RL agent’s learning in the domain of 3v2 keepaway.
He tests a “bootstrapping” approach for determining β that sets it by a metric of
agreement between the Q-function policy and the R̂H -policy, where more agreement
yields a larger β.
The only other algorithms for agents to learn from both human and MDP
reward employ a form of reward shaping (which we introduce in Section 4.3.4) [107,
101]. Each of these projects is described in Section 2.5.1. A key difference in their
approaches and the reward shaping technique in this chapter is that their algorithms
11However, mountain car violates one of their assumptions, as there are mountain car policies
that never reach the absorbing goal state.
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directly apply the human reward value to the current reward (instead of modeling
reward and using the output of the model as supplemental MDP reward).
Judah et al. consider a learning scenario that alternates between “practice”,
where actual world experience is gathered, and an offline labeling of actions as
good or bad by a human critic [38]. Using a probabilistic technique with a few
assumptions, the human criticism is input to a loss function that lessens the expected
value of candidate policies while also automatically determining the level of influence
given to the criticism. From some mixed results and comments from frustrated
subjects, they predicted that redesigning their system to be more interactive and
to let the human train periodically—characteristics of simultaneous tamer+rl—
would improve performance.
Other recent work has employed non-expert humans to aid RL algorithms.
Subramanian et al. [89] asked humans to identify useful options (a certain type of
high-level action composed of multiple base-level actions) and features relevant to
those options. Subjects then gave demonstrations of each option behavior, which
were used to learn policies for the options. Cobo et al. [21] choose state features from
their ability to predict actions in human demonstration data. With these features,
the performance of a monte-carlo RL algorithm is greatly improved over simply re-
gressing to imitate human actions given state and over the RL algorithm on raw
state. In more recent work, Cobo et al. [20] additionally use human demonstrations
to divide the state space of an MDP into subtasks and create a distinct state ab-
straction for each subtask. Kuhlmann et al. [57] created a system that incorporates
natural-language advice (e.g., ”When in X situation, do Y.”) into a reinforcement
learning agent by providing a state-action feature for each piece of advice that in-
dicates whether that state-action pair would violate the advice, would follow the
advice, or is irrelevant to the advice.
Learning from demonstration has also been used to improve reinforcement
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learning, using preprogrammed policies [113, 78] or humans [95, 86] to provide
demonstrations for an agent that observes and learns. These approaches are similar
to control sharing (Method 7 in Section 4.2). An advantage, though, of human re-
ward over demonstration is that human reward permits learning the relative values
of actions, allowing techniques like action biasing (Method 6 in Section 4.2) to gen-
tly push the behavior of the RL agent towards the policy endorsed by R̂H , whereas
pure demonstration is all or nothing—either the demonstrator or the learning agent
chooses the action. Additionally, trainers can reward state-action pairs visited by
the agent’s policy, whereas demonstrations might not ever visit areas of the state
space that the learning algorithm visits.
4.6 Summary
tamer+rl learns from human reward—a direct but flawed evaluation of behavior—
and predefined MDP reward—which specifies optimal behavior through indirect
evaluation. Combined, these two complementary sources of reward can produce
performance superior to what is learned from either source alone.
In this chapter, we test eight combination techniques in a sequential learning
setting, where RL follows human training, and two techniques emerge to consistently
yield the greatest benefit to the RL algorithm: action biasing and control sharing.
Both techniques affect the RL algorithm only during action selection, adding a bias
towards experiencing human-approved state-action pairs. We further adapt these
two techniques to a simultaneous learning scenario using an eligibility module to
determine the influence of the human reward function over time and state-action
space. The simultaneous versions also successfully improve learning over the RL
algorithm alone, whether training starts at the beginning of learning or after con-
siderable MDP-only learning.
We examine combining tamer with value-function based algorithms in this
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chapter. Some of the combination techniques presented here would likely improve
policy-search algorithms, such as Method 2 or an adaptation of Method 3 that uses
R̂H as the initial policy function. Intriguingly, Sridharan found that tamer+rl
with action biasing improved the performance of a policy-search algorithm, cross
entropy, on Tetris [87].
This chapter ends this thesis’ investigation of tamer+rl methods. In the
following core chapters (5 and 6), we again consider the pure interactive shaping
problem without MDP reward. However, Chapter 6 sheds light on the relative




How Humans Teach Agents: A
New Experimental Perspective
To effectively design agents that leverage available human expertise, we need to un-
derstand how people naturally teach. In this chapter, I describe two experiments
that ask how differing conditions affect a human teacher’s feedback frequency and the
computational agent’s learned performance.1 For both experiments, tamer agents
fulfill the pupil’s role. The first experiment considers the impact of a self-perceived
teaching role in contrast to believing one is merely critiquing a recording. The second
considers whether a human trainer will give more frequent feedback if the agent acts
less greedily (i.e., choosing actions believed to be worse) when the trainer’s recent
feedback frequency decreases. From the results of these experiments, we draw three
main conclusions that inform the design of agents. More broadly, these two studies
continue a growing tradition of using agents as highly specifiable social entities in
experiments on human behavior, extending this paradigm to learning agents.
1The this chapter is adapted from published work by the author and his advisor in collaboration
with Brian D. Glass, Bradley C. Love, and W. Todd Maddox [46].
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This thesis aims to create agents with relatively natural interfaces that allow anyone—
including non-programmers—to guide the learning process of an agent. But to ef-
fectively design such agents, we need to understand how people naturally teach. In
this chapter, we ask how human teachers can be affected by changes in their beliefs
and in the pupils’ behaviors. This chapter is distinguished from the other chapters
of this thesis for putting the human trainer in focus, not the agent’s algorithm.
Specifically, we examine effects on the frequency with which teachers give
feedback and the quality of the behavior learned from their feedback. I describe two
experiments, each of which addresses this question by using a computational agent
as the pupil of a human subject. The agents are built within the tamer framework,
as presented in Chapter 3 and summarized for readers’ convenience in Appendix A.
For these experiments, we vary the conditions under which the humans teach and
then look for differences in training statistics and agent performance.
In what we call the critique experiment—a test of the impact of taking on the
role of teacher—there are two conditions: one in which subjects know the agent is
learning from their feedback and another in which subjects believe they are merely
critiquing a recording of a learning agent. We predicted that the participants’
assumed roles would affect what the agents learn from the resulting feedback and
the frequency at which trainers give feedback. Against our intuitions, the results of
the critique experiment indicate that changing the trainer’s role has little effect on
these two dependent variables. These results suggest that either the manipulation
was ineffective, the quality of the trainers’ feedback was not greatly altered by
whether they considered themselves to be teaching, or the learning agents were
unaffected by such changes in training.
Attempting to directly study the relationship between trainer engagement
and the agent’s learned task performance, we conducted a second experiment wherein
the agent in one condition directly responds to changes in recent feedback frequency.
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This experiment, called the feedback-frequency experiment, considers whether a hu-
man trainer will give feedback more frequently if the agent acts less greedily (i.e.,
“exploring” or choosing actions believed to be worse) when the trainer’s recent
feedback frequency decreases. The results indicate that tying non-greedy action to
a trainer’s feedback frequency increases the overall frequency—and thus, the num-
ber of learning samples available. However, the effect on performance is unclear,
which I discuss later in Section 5.3.2. The feedback-frequency experiment yields two
contributions that inform the design of agents than can learn from human teachers.
First, these results provide a strategy for increasing trainer engagement—
lowering performance, especially when engagement drops—that could be incorpo-
rated in any agent that learns from a human teacher. Traditionally, learning agents
receive feedback from encoded objective functions, called “reward functions” in re-
inforcement learning (RL) [90]; reward functions give regular feedback after each
discrete time step. But human teachers are more complex than an encoded objec-
tive function—creating new challenges for learning—and yet can be more effective,
especially given their ability to adapt to their pupils. The experiment described
here adds to the currently small base of knowledge on how to create agents whose
learning algorithms and behavior are designed with a respect for human trainers’
strengths and limitations.
The second contribution of the feedback-frequency experiment is a proof-by-
example that the common practice of categorizing all actions as either exploitation—
greedily choosing actions currently thought to be best for the task—or exploration—
trying other actions to learn whether they are actually superior—is insufficient when
a human is in the learning loop. Since the human is reacting and adapting to
the agent, the agent can take actions to intentionally affect the human’s behavior.
Rather than exploiting to get the highest appraisal or exploring to try new actions,
the agent’s actions might instead be used to communicate to, or even reinforce
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behavior of, the human trainer.
Additionally, this chapter comprises a more general contribution. Social
agents, including social robots, provide an emerging opportunity to study human
social behavior [69, 14, 22]. A computational agent’s behavior can be parametrized
and recorded much more thoroughly than can a human’s behavior. Thus such studies
allow more controlled conditions at the potential cost of less authentic interactions,
yielding a different perspective from studies that use humans opposite the subjects,
a perspective that has its own strengths and weaknesses. As our final contribution of
this chapter, these experiments illustrate this new experimental method, providing
an instantiation of the previously unexplored version in which the agent learns during
an interaction that is itself affected by the agent’s learning (i.e., socially-guided
machine learning [104]). Also, I discuss the motivation for studying human behavior
through human-agent interaction in the context of these experiments.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, I discuss
related work and then describe the learning paradigm and algorithm used in the
experiment. Section 5.2 explains the experimental designs and results, which are
then discussed in Section 5.3 along with our observations from the general practice
of studying human behavior with interactive agents.
5.1 Related work and background
In this section, I first motivate our experiments by discussing related work in Sec-
tion 5.1.1. Then in Section 5.1.2 I provide brief background on tamer and the task
that the tamer agents are taught.
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5.1.1 Related work
Agents learning from human teachers
The field of agents that learn from humans is young but already has a rich and
varied literature, which I review in Section 2.5. The concept of an agent using ac-
tions to affect a human teacher, though usually left out of the conversation about
such human-oriented learning agents, has been explored previously. Nicolescu and
Mataric [71] speak of “communication by acting,” which is using behavior to com-
municate intentions and needs. They specifically consider how a robot can ask for
help after failure and conduct experiments in which the robot repeatedly tries to
execute a failed behavior to signal a need for help. A difference between their ap-
proach and ours is that, in their work, the human’s requested assistance comes after
learning, so the robot improves its current performance through assistance but it
does not improve its autonomous performance (i.e., when no human is present).
In various work by Thomaz and Breazeal, agent transparency is emphasized as a
way to improve the trainer’s mental model of the agent and, consequentially, the
quality of training as well. In one study [107], a software agent pauses to gaze at
objects affected by potential immediate actions before choosing its action. The num-
ber of gazes is determined by the number of actions that the agent has learned to
value within some bound of the maximally valued action; thus more gazing signals
a higher level of uncertainty. Compared to agents that do not engage in this gaze
behavior, the gazing agents received more action guidance from human trainers at
times of high uncertainty and less guidance at times of low uncertainty.2 In other
work [106], Thomaz and Breazeal discuss the use of emotive facial expressions, gaze,
and gestures to communicate the agent’s state to the teacher, providing informa-
tion to guide subsequent teaching. For example, the agent could communicate the
2The gaze behavior apparently creates more time before action—more time to give guidance—
which itself may have some confounding effects that could be examined in future research.
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unexpectedness of an outcome, acknowledgement of achieving a goal, or the object
of the agent’s attention.
How humans teach
The general question of how humans teach has been studied extensively. I review
some of the more relevant work here.
Some work has specifically examined how humans teach social robots or other
agents. Thomaz and Cakmak [108] examined how people teach a robot affordances
(i.e., action-effect relationships) to manipulate objects. Among their findings, they
observed that humans point out affordances that are rare in systematic exploration
of the object configuration and action spaces. They also found that people often
remove the object before the robotic action completes, possibly indicating that the
remaining part of the action would not have caused a desirable effect. Kim et
al. observed how people talk while teaching a robot and found that “people vary
their vocal input depending on the learner’s performance history” [44]. In work
by Koachar et al. [42], human subjects teach a complex task to a fake agent in
a Wizard-of-Oz experiment. The teachers could give reward-based feedback, give
demonstrations, teach concepts by example, and test the agent’s skills. The authors
found that “teaching by [feedback] was never employed by itself and in the 82% of
cases where it was used, it followed another teaching type in all but 2 cases. 58%
of the teachers who used feedback used it exclusively after testing.” A consistent
finding across all of these studies is that human teachers break implicit and explicit
expectations built into the learning system (e.g., removing an object before an action
is complete), suggesting that agents should be robust to at least some such violations.
Looking particularly at teaching by explicit reward and punishment, there
has been much research on how humans and other animals learn [12] and, comple-
mentarily, how people should teach [80, 79]. However, little has been said about how
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people actually do teach by explicit reward and punishment and, complementarily,
how pupils should learn from it—as this chapter does. One exception is by Thomaz
and Breazeal [105], who had people teach a task to a software agent by reward and
punishment. They found that people gave more reward than punishment and that
people appeared to be using the feedback mechanism to give guidance to the agent,
again interestingly breaking protocol.
Studying human social behavior with human-agent interaction
Here I discuss the practice of studying human-human interaction using human-
agent interaction experiments. I do not include in this category studies that draw
conclusions that are only of interest to the human-robot interaction or human-agent
interaction communities. I save our discussion of the motivation for using agents in
lieu of humans for Section 5.3.4, where I can interweave our experimental results.
Replacing humans with agents in experiments on human social behavior has
been proposed by numerous researchers [69, 14, 62, 22]. Of the relevant social
robotics studies which we are aware, all used both human-human and human-robot
interaction [34, 83]. In one [63], people converse with either a human, a Wizard-of-
Oz robot (i.e., a robot controlled by a human but pretending to be autonomous),
or an openly remote-controlled robot. Researchers examined which direction sub-
jects moved their eyes when breaking eye contact after having been asked a question.
The results on the effect of which conversational partner was used were inconclusive,
which the authors attribute to high variance and a small sample size. In another
study [25], each subject watched two videos, one of a collaborative human assis-
tant and another of a collaborative robot assistant. Afterwards, subjects rated the
collaboration on multiple criteria, such as comfort with and trust in the assistant.
Subjects were divided along two additional variables. Along one of these variables,
subject nationality, results on collaboration ratings were consistent across human
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and robot versions (e.g., Chinese subjects gave higher trust ratings for both human
and robot assistants than did subjects from the U.S.). The ratings were not consis-
tent along the other variable, how strongly the subject is prompted to consider the
assistant to be part of her ingroup (i.e., a group that the subject strongly identifies
with).
From these studies, we see two patterns. First, the robots and humans were
not perfectly interchangeable as social partners. However, the difference in their
effects was usually by whether results were significant, not by significant results
in opposite directions. And the results did agree a fair amount. Overall, their
specific robotic partners created interactions that resembled those with humans in
some situations, but not fully. Note, though, that results from studies with human
actors following scripted interactions—as the human partners in the above social
robotics experiments do—differ in their own way from the ground truth of authentic
human-human interaction. The second pattern is that none of these experiments
use agents to fully replace humans where their use would be problematic or to
perform analysis that would be impossible with humans. Among previous work
that employed computational agents or robots to study human interaction, our
experiments stand out for random assignment and controls, for the relatively large
sample sizes, and for the complexity of our agents.
5.1.2 Background
The TAMER learning agent
The experiments carried out in this chapter involve human subjects training a com-
putational learning agent that implements the tamer framework, employing the
algorithm described in Section 3.2. tamer is explained fully in Chapter 3 and
summarized for readers’ convenience in Appendix A. Our experiments in Chapter 3
indicate that humans can often train tamer agents to perform tasks well (but im-
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perfectly) within shorter time than a traditional RL agent would learn, reducing the
costs of poor performance during learning.
The experimental task: Tetris
Subjects observed their agents play Tetris (Figure 5.1)—a well known, computer-
based puzzle game—on a computer screen and delivered real-time feedback. The
domain and training interface are that of the second Tetris experiment of Chapter 3
and are described in detail in Section 3.4.1. The tamer Tetris algorithm is described
in Section 3.4.1 under the heading “Tetris Instantiation”, likewise corresponding to
the second experiment discussed there.
5.2 Experimental design and results
Figure 5.1: A screenshot
of RL-Library Tetris.
In this section, I discuss the designs and results of the
two experiments. I first describe aspects of experimental
design that were common to both experiments.
We evaluated participants’ teaching with descrip-
tive analyses as well as simulations of their learned mod-
els’ (R̂Hs’) performances. For descriptive analyses, we
considered the human responses’ frequency. All descrip-
tive analyses were conducted over time in bins defined
by intervals of 80 time steps, where each time step in-
cludes the appearance and subsequent placement of a
single piece. In other words, the first bin considered time steps 1 to 80, the second
considered steps 81 to 160, and so on.
Simulations were performed offline for each subject at 80 time-step intervals,
fixing R̂H and using a greedy policy—and thus fixing the learned behavior—after 80,
160, ... time steps of training and then testing the fixed behavior’s performance over
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20 games (i.e., episodes). For our performance metrics, we use the mean number
of lines cleared per episode by a tamer agent over the 20 games in simulation at
each time interval. This analysis evaluates the quality of a subject’s training by
simulating the performance of the fixed policies shaped from their feedback.
Subjects were drawn from the undergraduate community at the University
of Texas at Austin through the Department of Psychology.
5.2.1 The critique experiment: teaching vs. critiquing
In our first of two experiments, the critique experiment, we tested how donning the
role of teacher affected subjects’ feedback frequency and the effectiveness of their
teaching.
Design
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of two conditions: Teaching or Critiquing.
1. Teaching (n = 27): Subjects are aware that the agent learns from his or her
feedback.
2. Critiquing (n = 30): Subjects are told that they should critique a recording
of an agent learning.
Our hypotheses about the conditions’ effects on feedback frequency and agent
performance varied. The dominant hypothesis was that when teaching, humans
would satisfice aggressively, dramatically reducing their feedback once the agent
appeared to be doing reasonably well. This reduction in feedback might harm the
agent’s performance compared to one that received a consistent level of feedback.
If the non-teaching subjects trained better agents, it would suggest that human
trainers need to be fooled into providing large amounts of feedback over time to
maximize a tamer agent’s performance. Another intuition was that the Teaching
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subjects would be more engaged and attentive, leading to a contrasting hypothesis
that the teaching group would give more feedback and achieve better performance.
The plausibility of either result motivates this experiment.
Results
Our results focus on the question of whether frequency of feedback and agent task
performance differed between the two conditions. We found that they did not differ.
More detailed results are below. For our analyses, one subject in each condition was
removed for not responding during the experiment, and two subjects were removed
from the Critiquing group for not completing at least 720 time steps of training (as
did the remaining 57 subjects). The data from the teaching group—coming from
the typical tamer training scenario—is used as the second Tetris experiment in
Chapter 3, where it is examined from a different perspective.
Plots of feedback frequency and performance by condition are respectively
shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. A 2 (condition) x 9 (interval) repeated measures
ANOVA indicated no significant main effect of condition nor an interaction of in-
terval and condition for the dependent measure of frequency of responding (all
F [2, 55] < 0.83, p > 0.60). Considering agent performance (i.e., lines cleared by the
simulated tamer agent), there was no significant main effect of condition nor an
interaction of interval and condition (all F [2, 55] < 1.14, p > 0.33).
Seeking to assess how similar the effects of the two conditions are, we calcu-
lated a Bayes factor for the data. A Bayes factor is the odds that the null hypothesis
is true when the alternative is a distribution over alternative hypotheses. We exam-
ined performance at the end of the nine intervals, giving something akin to a final
skill level, and feedback frequency over all intervals. Using an effect-size scaled pa-
rameter of 1 for specifying the distribution of alternate hypotheses, we calculate the





















Testing Interval (80 time steps each) 
Critique Experiment: Frequency of Giving Feedback 
Teaching Critiquing 
Figure 5.2: Feedback frequency from the human trainer over 9 bins of 80 consecutive
time steps each. On all plots with error bars, the bars show standard error.
Thus, under this parameter—which is recommended as a default parameter because
it favors neither outcome—the null hypotheses for both metrics is more than four
times more probable than the alternatives, given the data. A Bayes factor above
3 is commonly considered substantial evidence that the null hypotheses is approx-
imately true, giving us confidence to conclude that the subjects’ roles had similar
effects.
The similarity in outcomes for each condition might reflect the strength of
the manipulation’s effect. After training, we asked subjects, ”If you felt your feed-
back had an effect on the computer, how much of an effect do you feel that it had?”
and had them rate from 0–6 on a Likert scale, with higher values indicating that
the feedback seemed to have more effect. Unfortunately, in hindsight we realized
that this question is flawed; the use of word “feedback” instead of the more neutral
“evaluation” that was used in the critique condition’s instructions (see Appendix B)
as well as simply raising the prospect of the subject’s “effect” both likely undermine
what belief had previously been held during training, pushing the responses to higher

























Testing Interval (80 time steps each) 
Critique Experiment: Mean Reward per Interval in Simulation 
Teaching Critiquing 
Figure 5.3: Performance (lines cleared per game) of policies fixed at the end of
9 intervals, each 80 time steps in length. In other words, the tested agents have
learned from the first 80, 160, ..., and 720 time steps.
opposed to 4.31 for the critique condition. This difference is not statistically signif-
icant. Given that the manipulation check itself appears to bias responses towards
similar values and that the actual responses are similar, we cannot deduce whether
the manipulation was successful.
Though we are not focusing on the difference in the amounts of positive and
negative reward given, I report that the mean absolute value of positive reward per
time step was greater than that of negative reward across all conditions of both
experiments (all p < 0.025 in paired t-tests). This finding confirms observations by
Thomaz and Breazeal [105].
In summary, the difference in participants’ roles did not significantly affect
any of the the dependent variables. Looking at performance, a Bayes factor analysis
suggests that similarity between the two groups can explain the lack of significance,
as opposed to merely too few subjects or too high of variance.
This critique experiment influenced the following experiment on feedback-
frequency in several critical ways. First, because teaching and critiquing trainers
behaved and performed similarly, all conditions in the feedback-frequency experi-
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ment involve a teaching role for the subject. Second, because subjects’ frequency
of responding was quite high in the critique experiment, we changed the subjects’
instructions from “If it has made a [good/bad] move, press ...” to “If you feel it
is necessary to [reward/punish] it, press ...”. From this change in instructions, we
hoped to both lower their baseline frequency and give subjects more leeway to de-
termine their own frequency, two consequences that we expected to increase any
differences in frequency created by the different conditions. Lastly, after the condi-
tions of this critique experiment did not significantly affect the rate of feedback that
some authors predicted would improve performance, we were motivated to more
directly manipulate feedback frequency by making the agent react to it.
5.2.2 Feedback-frequency experiment: varying action greediness
with feedback frequency
In this section, I describe the feedback-frequency experiment, which investigates
a human-agent interaction scenario in which the computer agent reacts to waning
human feedback by behaving worse. By controlling the parameters of the com-
puter agent’s reaction to its human trainer’s frequency of feedback, we were able
to evaluate the human behavioral response under three conditions. The specifi-
cation of conditions below relies on the term greedy, which in this context means
choosing the action a that maximizes a prediction of immediate human reward,
argmaxa[R̂H(s, a)]. To be concise and ease reading, I sometimes refer to non-greedy
actions as “misbehavior”, since agents are taking actions that they currently believe
to be suboptimal (though they may actually be optimal).
Design
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: Reactive Non-greedy,
Greedy, or Yoked Non-greedy.
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1. Greedy (n = 19): The tamer agent always chooses the action with the highest
predicted feedback value.3
2. Reactive Non-greedy (n = 30): The tamer agent’s level of greediness is neg-
atively correlated with the recency-weighted frequency of human feedback.
(The frequency is “recency-weighted” because more recent opportunities for
feedback are weighted more heavily in the frequency calculation.) For this
group and the Yoked Non-greedy group, details about calculating feedback
frequency and its effect on action selection are described below in this section.
3. Yoked Non-greedy (n = 30): To separate the effects of general misbehavior
from misbehavior that occurs in response to the trainer, we added a third
group in which agents explore without being tied to their respective trainers.
In this Yoked Non-greedy group, the tamer agent uses the frequency from
a matched trainer from the Reactive Non-greedy group instead of its own
trainer’s feedback frequency. In other words, we assign each member of this
group to a member of the Reactive Non-greedy group. The agent explores
based on feedback frequency, identically to the Reactive Non-greedy group,
except that the frequency at step i is determined from the feedback history
of the matched subject from the Reactive Non-greedy group rather than the
current subject’s feedback history. Thus, whereas the agent acts with varying
degrees of misbehavior, the level of misbehavior was not causally determined
by the subject’s behavior.
We hypothesized that the Reactive Non-greedy group would have the highest
feedback frequency as well as the best performance. Our intuition was that, in
line with the idiom “the squeaky wheel gets the grease” and popular wisdom that
3The Greedy group can be considered similar to the Teaching group from the critique experiment.
The two groups’ instructions do contain differences, but both groups have identical tamer agent
algorithms and subjects are aware that they are teaching.
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Example Feedback Frequency Over Time
Figure 5.4: An example trajectory of recency-weighted frequency over the first 40
time steps of training. The frequency varies dramatically, a consequence of the small
decay factor, 0.2. In this example, the trainer refrains from giving feedback only six
times.
misbehavior can be a cry for attention, an agent that “misbehaves” when feedback
frequency diminishes will be effectively training the trainer to give more feedback.
And given more feedback, the agent would have more training samples to learn from,
resulting in better task performance.
Calculating frequency To calculate a trainer’s recency-weighted feed-
back frequency, each feedback instance is exponentially decayed over time. Thus, at
each time step, we calculate a := [decay∗a]+(feedback 6= 0) and b := [decay∗b]+1,
where a and b are initialized to zero and feedback 6= 0 resolves to 1 when feedback
was given and 0 otherwise. Together, a and b define frequency: freq := a/b. In
our experiments, the decay parameter was 0.2, which heavily weights the last few
actions. An example frequency trajectory can be seen in Figure 5.4.
Choosing actions based on frequency Given a frequency, the agents in
both non-greedy conditions choose actions. To choose, an agent ranks all available
actions according to their predicted human reward, R̂H(s, a), and picks out five
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Figure 5.5: Probability distributions over the five possible actions at different
recency-weighted feedback frequencies.
the action at the median, and the worst. (Ambiguous quartile and median choices
go to the better-ranked action.) Then, the agent chooses randomly from these five
actions according to a probability distribution conditioned on frequency, where lower
frequencies generally result in worse-ranked action choices. The distributions can
be seen in Figure 5.5.
Results
We performed the same descriptive and model-based analyses as we did for the
previous critique experiment. Specifically, performance is again tested offline, not
during training, and the testing policy is greedy regardless of condition. However, we
find significant results here and thus do not perform the Bayes factor calculation,
which we used to determine how similar the data was between conditions after
finding a complete lack of significance. One Greedy subject, three Reactive Non-
greedy subjects, and five Yoked Non-greedy subjects were removed for responding
insignificantly during the experiment. Also, one Greedy subject, one Reactive Non-
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greedy subject, and four Yoked Non-greedy subjects were removed for training for
less than the 800 time steps we used for analysis. For the two non-greedy conditions,
subjects matched to removed subjects were also removed from analysis.
If non-greedy actions increase feedback frequency and tying non-greedy ac-
tions to trainer’s recent feedback frequency further increases subsequent frequency,
we expect the Reactive Non-greedy group to have the highest frequency, followed by
the Yoked Non-greedy group, with the Greedy group having the lowest frequency.
And since frequency increases the number of learning samples, we expect the same
ordering of performance.
Trainers’ feedback frequencies are shown in Figure 5.6, and performance after
each training interval is shown in Figure 5.7. Note that the change in instructions
described at the end of Section 5.2.1 was effective: the baseline feedback frequency,
given by the Greedy group, is lower than the almost equivalent Teaching group in
the critique experiment.
Surprisingly, 2 (condition) x 10 (interval) ANOVAs comparing the perfor-
mance (i.e., lines cleared) of the Greedy group over all intervals to that of the Reac-
tive Non-greedy and Yoked Non-greedy groups found significant effects by condition
(p = 0.015 and p = 0.024, respectively), indicating superior learned performance
within the greedy group. The two non-greedy groups were not significantly dif-
ferent. Also, 2 x 10 ANOVAs comparing trainer’s feedback frequencies found no
significant differences.
Results for good trainers only Before acting intelligently, these learning
agents go through a period of initial learning, during which their actions are generally
of low quality. Additionally, many agents are never trained to a level at which
greedy actions are generally good. Taking non-greedy actions when greedy actions
themselves are not good lacks the qualitative characteristic on which we are focused:























Testing Interval (80 time steps each) 




























Testing Interval (80 time steps each) 
Feedback-Frequency Experiment: Mean Reward per 




Figure 5.7: Performance (lines cleared per game) of policies fixed at the end of 9
intervals, each 80 time steps in length.
the analyses above, only examining the subset of subjects who were able to train
their agents to consistently clear more than 10 lines on average across multiple time
intervals. Additionally, we only use data starting at the third interval, where the
percentage of agents that pass the 10-line standard first surpasses 90% (after pass
rates of only 58.3% and 72.2% in the first two intervals), never dropping below
after. The 10-line threshold was chosen for its position in the valley of the bimodal
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distribution of agent performance across subjects.4 This more selective analysis
gives a different perspective that is more focused on the effect of “misbehaving” to
affect the trainer.
After removing low-performing subjects and all subjects that were matched
to those low-performing subjects, the condition sizes were Reactive Non-greedy, n
= 10; Greedy, n = 16; and Yoked Non-greedy, n = 10. The feedback frequency by
condition across time intervals for this smaller set of subjects is shown in Figure 5.8.
Compared to the full set of subjects, all conditions have generally higher feedback
frequencies. However, this frequency increase is more pronounced in the two non-
greedy conditions. Further, the Reactive Non-greedy condition now results in more
frequent feedback than the Yoked Non-greedy condition. Despite the small num-
ber of subjects being considered, the Reactive Non-greedy group’s mean feedback
frequency over intervals 3-10 has marginal significance (p < 0.1) in comparison to
the lower feedback frequency of the Greedy group. Additionally, a non-parametric
analysis of the same data is nearly significant, with an upper confidence bound of
0.83 for the Greedy group and a lower confidence bound of 0.82 for the Reactive
Non-greedy group. Therefore, we expect that increasing the number of subjects
would quickly strengthen the significance of the difference in feedback frequency.
The performance of these subjects across conditions is much more similar
than in the full set of subjects and is no longer significantly different. However,
removing subjects based on performance clearly biases group performance. This
bias is motivated for analyzing feedback frequency but not for performance, and
we therefore only base our performance results on the full set of subjects. We can
say, though, that these results add further evidence (though biased) that increased
feedback frequency and the consequently increased number of learning samples do
4Illustrating the bimodality of performance, there were 79 subjects across conditions. In the
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Feedback-Frequency Experiment: Frequency of Giving 




Figure 5.8: Figure 5.6 with low-performing trainers removed.
not result in better performance in this experiment.
5.3 Discussion
In this section, the results of the experiments in Section 5.2 are interpreted and
discussed. The first subsection draws a conclusion on agent design from the cri-
tique experiment; the second subsection does likewise from the feedback-frequency
experiment. I then discuss the feedback-frequency experiment’s implications for
the explore-exploit dichotomy that is pervasive within the field of learning agents.
Lastly, I discuss the technique of using social agents to study human behavior, using
our experiments as examples and describing how these results may also be of interest
outside of artificial intelligence communities.
5.3.1 Honesty is still the best policy
When agents learn to perform tasks, one clear objective is to maximize performance.
The results from the critique experiment indicate that, contrary to the hypothesis
that human trainers would need to be deceptively told that they are not teaching to
do their best training, the human-agent system performs similarly when the human
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knows that he is engaged in a training session. Either the subject’s given role had
little or no effect on his feedback, or the tamer agent was unaffected by these
differences in feedback.
In addition to the performance objective that we explicitly study, it is also
important to respect the desires and needs of humans. Deceiving human trainers to
get the best performance is an ethically questionable trade-off. The results provide
evidence that disclosing to the trainer that he is teaching maximizes both crucial
objectives, performance-based and humanistic.
5.3.2 A tool for increasing feedback
When numeric feedback comes to an agent from an encoded reward function instead
of a human, the problem is often framed as a reinforcement learning problem. These
problems are usually formalized as Markov Decision Processes (MDPs). In an MDP,
reward has a static distribution of frequency and quality. In contrast, human reward
can be affected along both of these dimensions. From this observation, one may
notice that one way to give highly effective feedback (though possibly imperfect
feedback with certain function approximators) for a tamer agent would be to give
feedback at every time step and have as its value the expected return of MDP reward
under the optimal policy from the most recent state-action pair, where the MDP
reward follows the task’s objective and credit is assigned only to the preceding time
step. These two characteristics of feedback—frequency and quality, or, equivalently,
the number of learning samples and the quality of their labeling—comprise two
dimensions along which a particular human trainer’s feedback can be improved.
The feedback-frequency experiment demonstrates one on-line technique for
increasing the frequency of human feedback: lowering action quality. More specif-
ically, when examining only the successful trainers (for which non-greedy actions
would actually look worse), tying the action quality to the trainer’s recency-weighted
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frequency further increased feedback frequency. Considering that there are likely
other techniques that increase either frequency or quality of feedback, one product
of our results is a proof-of-concept that this broader category of techniques exists,
though the extent of its breadth is an open question. Also, the concept of an agent
manipulating the trainer to improve feedback can be generalized to other modes of
teaching, including demonstrations, which can also vary by frequency and quality.
Contrary to our expectations, though the agents’ manipulations increased
feedback frequency, they did not improve performance and even decreased it among
the full set of subjects. Exploring created more learning samples, but we suspect
these samples were less useful than those experienced by the Greedy group. We
see two plausible explanations: the learning samples were in a less useful area of
the state-action space, or the quality of trainer feedback worsened. The intuition
behind the first potential explanation is that the learning samples created during
greedy behavior help distinguish between the best few actions, whereas non-greedy
behavior created samples that help distinguish between mediocre or worse actions,
a type of differentiation that does not aid an agent trying to choose the best action.
Further, the samples from non-greedy actions may have even been directly harmful;
the representation of R̂H is not highly expressive, and more accurately modeling
reward for non-greedy actions likely lessens the accuracy of modeling high-quality
actions. The other potential explanation is that the quality of the feedback within
the non-greedy conditions suffered because of trainer frustration or some other effect
of misbehavior on the trainer. Further analysis of the data might shed light on which
of these explanations is correct. For instance, we could test each agent’s performance
with the same learning samples, except we label each sample with a static feedback
function instead of with the variable set of humans that did label the samples.
This relabeling would control for quality of feedback, directly testing how much the
difference in the samples’ locations in state-action space would affect performance.
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More generally, whether misbehavior can be used to increase interaction and learned
performance is a promising question for future inquiry.
The agent’s frequency-tied action selection can least speculatively be framed
as a “manipulation”. We might also consider it to be a form of communication with
the human trainer, though we are careful not to imply that the trainer consciously
understood some message from the frequency-tied actions, which she may or may
not have. Another speculative but plausible interpretation is that when the agent
lowers its action quality after the trainer’s feedback drops in frequency, the human
is being punished for inattentiveness. This interpretation is more compelling if the
human trainer is emotionally vested in the agent’s performance, which fits anecdo-
tally with comments made by subjects and the authors’ experience in informally
training agents themselves.
One lesson of this feedback-frequency experiment is that agent designers
should be careful not to make the mistake of considering pedagogy to be a single-
directional manipulation and assuming that though teacher and student do interact,
it is the student who is significantly changed through the interaction. On the con-
trary, the student has expectations of the teacher and beliefs about how the teacher
should meet his or her needs, and an effective student will teach the teacher how
to meet those needs. Relatedly, Breazeal has argued that the teaching of agents
should be considered a “tightly coupled joint action” in which both human and
computational agent collaborate and adapt [15].
5.3.3 Non-greedy action is not necessarily exploration
When referring to agents that learn to estimate some notion of the relative values
of various state-action pairs (i.e., not policy-search learners), researchers generally
consider actions to be either exploratory or exploitative. This dichotomy between ex-
ploration and exploitation holds strictly in traditional reinforcement learning, where
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an action a is exploitative if it is chosen greedily, such that (a = argmaxaQ(s, a)),
and contrapositively any action chosen non-greedily, typically resulting in a 6=
argmaxaQ(s, a), is exploratory [90].
5
At the intersection of learning agents and human-agent interaction are agents
that, like tamer agents, learn interactively from human teachers. In past work,
many of these agents only exploit [47, 3, 72] and some, especially those that use
reinforcement learning, explore or exploit [105, 36, 116]. However, I will argue that
the non-greedy actions taken by agents in the Reactive Non-greedy group of the
feedback-frequency experiment are neither exploration nor exploitation.
Is it exploitation?
Retaining the notion that exploitation involves greedy action selection, the Reactive
Non-greedy group’s non-greedy behavior was not exploitation by definition. This
conclusion generalizes to any agents that learn the values of state-action pairs for
the task and cannot model the human as part of their value function, though they
may be able to model the impact of their actions on the trainer’s feedback frequency
and quality.
Is it exploration?
In reinforcement learning terminology, any action a such that a 6= argmaxaR̂H(s, a)
is commonly referred as “exploration”. But exploration in reinforcement learning,
and in general if we want to keep the term close to its colloquial meaning, is under-
taken to learn more about state-action pairs which are not experienced sufficiently
during greedy behavior to create the desired level of behavioral improvement. The
5Though exploration is often considered equivalent to non-greedy action, this definition does not
fit all instances of its use in RL. For instance, an agent that employs an exploratory policy might
have a greedy policy that sometimes agrees on what action to select. However, this is a semantic
point that does not affect our assertion that the comprehensive dichotomy of explore/exploit is
insufficient.
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Reactive Non-greedy group in the feedback-frequency experiment may have received
a wider range of state-action pairs in their learning samples as a result of their
non-greedy behavior, but they also affected their feedback source. Their trainers’
feedback frequency, on average, was higher than that of other groups, sometimes sig-
nificantly so, giving the agents motivation beyond exploration to act non-greedily.
Through its non-greedy actions, an agent in the Reactive Non-greedy group
does receive information about state-action pairs that it would likely not encounter
during greedy actions. So, in a sense, exploration does occur. But exploration
is not the only effect, and in an agent that predicts the effects of its actions and
acts with goals, the exploration may be merely incidental to the intended result
of increasing feedback frequency. Thus, while the agents’ non-greedy actions had
exploratory consequences, calling such actions exploration is incomplete, obscuring
their desirable, non-exploratory effects.
There is more than one reason to act non-greedily. Exploring is one reason,
as is increasing a trainer’s feedback frequency. If the learning agents community
intends to embrace the use of humans as teachers for agents, it might reconsider the
common practice of using the word “exploration” synonymously with non-greedy
actions. Though exploration remains a critical form of non-greedy action, our results
show that when a human trainer is in the learning loop, there are reasons to act
non-greedily besides exploration.
5.3.4 Illustration of employing human-agent interaction to study
human behavior
In this subsection, I conduct a more general discussion on the merits of using social
robots or social software agents to study human behavior outside of human-agent
interaction. Our experiments serve as motivating examples in this discussion.
Computational agents, both robotic and simulated, comprise an emerging
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tool for the behavioral sciences. In current practice for experiments on human be-
havior that require social interaction and constrained behavior on one side of the
interaction, a human fulfills the role opposite the subject. Compared to this human
actor,6 a computational agent can act more consistently, since its behavior is fully
parametrized. Further, the conditions under which humans act may confound their
performance. In our feedback-frequency experiment, for example, a human pupil’s
learning would likely be confounded by varying levels of mental effort to align actions
to the constraints of each condition. The computational agent chooses its actions
without meaningfully pulling resources from the learning algorithm (i.e., though
they share computation time, there was plenty of time for both learning and ac-
tion selection). Additionally, the computational agent can record every aspect of its
“mental” process and behavior, allowing in-depth analysis later. Both experiments
provide an example of such analysis, freezing learning at different points in time and
testing performance. On the other hand, human actors have some clear advantages.
The focus of studies on social interaction is generally human-human interaction, and
human subjects probably interact more naturally with human actors than computa-
tional ones, though the extent of this difference will depend on the character of the
computational agent. Thus, the relative generalizability of results from experiments
with human actors increases from the authenticity of human-human interaction.
Given the different strengths of human and computational agents, we expect both
to play an important role in future behavioral studies, a view shared by many in
the human-robot interaction community [69, 14, 62, 22].
This chapter provides analysis aiming to be valuable to a researcher of learn-
ing agents or human-robot interaction. However, these results may also be of interest
6A human opposite the subject could have fully scripted behavior, act naturally except in certain
situations (like misbehaving at certain times), or simply act naturally. Additionally, the subject
may believe either that this person is a fellow subject or that she is working for the experimenters.
I call this human that would potentially be replaced by an agent a “human actor” for simplicity
and to differentiate from the subject.
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to the educational community. There the relationship between classroom misbehav-
ior and teacher attention is of real-world importance [115]. In a relatively recent
article, Dobbs et. al [23], summarizing past research on the relationship between
misbehavior and attention from teachers, write that “children who misbehave fre-
quently receive more teacher attention than do children who rarely misbehave.” One
study found that the amounts of criticism and commands received from a teacher
were negatively correlated with the level of on-task behavior from children [26].
Other research on this relationship has been correlational and often considers a
potential causal relationship in the direction of attention causing misbehavior. Us-
ing real children as misbehaving confederates in a randomized controlled trial is an
untenable proposition. But with interactive agents, we were able to establish the
first causal connection between misbehavior and teacher attention, showing that
performance-oriented misbehavior can increase attention.
5.4 Summary
Unlike the other core chapters of this thesis (3, 4, 6), this chapter focuses more on
the human trainer than on the learning algorithm. In this chapter, I describe two
experiments that consider how human beliefs and agent behavior affect a human’s
teaching. The first, the critique experiment, showed similar feedback frequency
and agent performance between subjects placed in a teaching role and subjects in
a critiquing role, indicating that either the given role had little effect on the sub-
ject’s feedback or it did affect feedback but the resultant differences did not affect
the tamer agent’s performance. The second, the feedback-frequency experiment,
demonstrated a technique that agents can use to increase the frequency of trainer
feedback: acting non-greedily. Additionally, when we filter for agents that show
sustained decent or better performance, the frequency increase is greatest when this
non-greedy misbehavior occurs in response to decreases in the trainer’s feedback
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rate. Through this type of behavior, the feedback-frequency experiment also gives
a specific example of how actions in the presence of a human trainer can be used
for purposes other than exploration or exploitation. This result shows that the ex-
plore/exploit dichotomy is inadequate for describing actions by an agent learning
interactively from a human. Together, these experiments 1) lend support to the effi-
cacy of the tamer approach—actively taught and thus far greedy—to learning from
human reward and punishment, and 2) identify forms of human-agent interactivity
that do or do not impact agent performance.
This research may serve as a model for other research that studies humans by
having them interact with robots. The generality of our findings would be buttressed
by repeating these two experiments in different contexts: especially using a robotic
agent, different tasks, and even a different teaching modality, such as learning from
demonstration. Nonetheless, the results presented here provide interesting, some-
times surprising results that apply to designers of learning agents, including social
robots. And the unexpectedness of some of our conclusions indicates that further
studies of human teaching stand to provide much counterintuitive guidance in the
design of agents that learn from human teachers.
An agent with the power to manipulate the trainer to its advantage should
not necessarily use that power. We should consider when pulling a teacher in for
more training is worth the cost in human effort. There are numerous potential
approaches to this problem. For example, a more sophisticated agent might have
some self-confidence measure and only engage the human when it lacks confidence
in making decisions [18].
Lastly, this chapter’s two experiments serve as exemplars of using learning
agents as parametrized social entities in experiments on human behavior. I hope
that they will inspire and guide researchers to explore this nascent experimental
technique, helping to expand the impact of human-agent and human-robot interac-
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tion into the behavioral sciences.
This chapter and the previous build upon Chapter 3’s introduction of the
tamer framework but do not directly address the fundamental question of how
to solve the interactive shaping problem. In the following chapter, I reexamine this
problem and rigorously investigate alternative solutions to it. Ultimately, the tamer
approach is supported under certain more obvious assumptions, but the data also






Several studies, including those in Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis, have demonstrated
that human-generated reward can be a powerful feedback signal for control-learning
algorithms. However, the algorithmic space for learning from human reward has
hitherto not been explored systematically. Using model-based reinforcement learning
from human reward in goal-based, episodic tasks, this chapter investigates how an-
ticipated future rewards should be discounted to create behavior that performs well
on the task that the human trainer intends to teach. We identify a “positive cir-
cuits” problem with low discounting (i.e., high discount factors) for episodic tasks
that arises from an observed bias among humans towards giving positive reward.
Empirical analysis verifies the existence of the positive circuits problem and further
indicates that high discounting (i.e., low discount factors) of human reward is nec-
essary in goal-based, episodic tasks. Lastly, an alternate strategy for overcoming
the positive circuits problem—converting the episodic task to a continuing one—is
shown to support a wide range of discounting and therefore provide greater algorith-
mic flexibility. In the concluding summary of this chapter, I discuss the impact of
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these results on best practices for learning from human reward.
Social rewards and punishments powerfully influence animal behavior, humans in-
cluded. In recent years, this form of communication has been adapted to permit
teaching of artificial agents by their human users, both in work described in ear-
lier chapters of this thesis and elsewhere [36, 107, 101, 88, 76], which I describe
in Section 2.5. This form of teaching is formally defined as interactive shaping in
Chapter 2. In short, “human reward” is conceptually communicated to the trainer
as signaling degrees of reward and punishment, approval and disapproval, or some-
thing similar, and the reward is received by the learning agent as a scalar value
through varying interfaces (e.g., keyboard, mouse, or verbal feedback).
In Chapter 1, I assert that interactive shaping enables people—without pro-
gramming skills or complicated instruction—(1) to specify desired behavior, and (2)
to share task knowledge when correct behavior is already indirectly specified (e.g.,
by a pre-coded reward function). The first of these functions of interactive shaping
is the focus of Chapter 3, and Chapter 4 explores the second. Further, in contrast
to the complementary approach of learning from demonstration [4], learning from
human reward employs a simple task-independent interface, exhibits learned be-
havior during teaching, and, we speculate, requires less task expertise and places
less cognitive load on the trainer. Section 2.5.3 elaborates further on learning from
demonstration and its comparison to interactive shaping.
This research in this chapter is the first to assess a fundamental aspect of
interactive shaping: how expectations of future human reward are discounted when
an agent evaluates the quality of available actions. As we detail in Section 6.1,
past work on learning from human reward has consistently employed relatively high
discount rates (some of which were ascertained through email with the authors).
This trend has gone unnoticed until now; this chapter both identifies and justifies
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the trend. Besides being a curious aspect of past work, the question of discount-
ing human reward is crucial because discounting directly determines what learning
algorithms can be used and the flexibility of the agent (discussed in Section 6.2). Ad-
ditionally, the comparative analysis within this chapter gives structure to the body
of past work on learning from human reward, which previously lacked comparison
between studies.
Recall from Section 2.1 that reinforcement learning without hidden states
usually concerns solving tasks formulated as Markov decision processes (MDPs),
denoted as {S,A, T,D,R, γ, }. RL algorithms seek to learn policies (π : S → A)




tR(st, at)]. I will refer to such return-maximizing policies as
MDP-optimal.
In this chapter, we do not focus on designing algorithms that achieve MDP-
optimal behavior. Rather, we investigate how to define an MDP such that MDP-
optimal behavior performs well on the task the trainer intends to teach, as measured
by a task performance metric τ . This problem is challenging because we, as algo-
rithm designers, cannot specify the reward function; we leave that specification to
the human trainer. But the discount factor can be controlled, as can the agent’s per-
ception of transitions between states; we investigate the effect of various parameter
settings in our experiments.
We specify MDPs in which the reward function is a predictive model of
human reward, R̂H : S × A → R, creating an MDP {S,A, T, R̂H , γ,D}.1 If an
agent knows such an MDP, it can find the MDP-optimal policy, but that policy is
not guaranteed to be the best possible policy according to τ . Indeed, for common
reward functions, each choice of γ will lead to a different MDP-optimal policy. We
1Thus, the MDP changes any time the human reward model R̂H is modified by further training
experience.
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seek the setting of γ that leads to the best MDP-optimal policy according to τ .2 Note
that this problem specification is narrower than the full interactive shaping problem
from Section 2.3—which says nothing about MDPs—but is a generalization of the
tamer approach from Chapter 3, since tamer hypothesizes a process for learning
R̂H and then essentially behaves as if it is solving the corresponding R̂H -inserted
MDP using γ = 0.
This chapter presents an application of model-based RL to learning from
human reward (though this contribution is not our focus), where the reward function
is learned from a human trainer and the transition function may be given, as it is in
our experiments, and the agent plans with the two models. We find the model-based
approach more informative than model-free RL because giving the agent knowledge
of the MDP specification allows an agent to learn policies that perform well on the
MDP more quickly, making agent behavior more effectively reflect the current R̂H ,
approaching and often achieving MDP-optimal behavior that allows evaluation of
the MDP specification itself.
In MDPs, future reward is sometimes discounted to make reward in the near
future more valuable than later reward. With our currently limited knowledge of
the properties of human reward, it is unclear whether and to what degree human
reward should be similarly discounted to create the behavior desired by the trainer.
Thus, we ask the following experimental question: what discount factor maximizes
the MDP-optimal policy’s task performance, measured by τ?
We focus on episodic tasks [90] that are goal-based, meaning that the agent’s
task is to reach one or more goal states, after which the learning episode ends, a new
episode starts with state chosen independently of the reached goal state, and the
agent experiences reward that is not attributable to behavior during the previous
2Though τ may be subjective and flexibly defined in practice, in this chapter the trainer is given
a static, pre-specified τ to maximize, facilitating empirical evaluation of the MDP’s resultant task
performance.
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episode. As we explore throughout this chapter, goal-based tasks have character-
istics that make a comparison of different discounting rates especially informative.
Despite our focus on goal-based tasks, however, we seek an algorithm that effectively
learns in all episodic tasks, whether goal-based or not.
I briefly review past work in Section 6.1 and discuss the consequences of the
two extreme rates of discounting, γ = 0 and γ = 1, in Section 6.2. Note that γ = 0
is the approach taken by the tamer framework. Section 6.3 presents a hypothe-
sis about discounting in episodic tasks—that maximizing only immediate reward,
i.e., γ = 0, results in the best task performance—and an intuitive argument for
the hypothesis’ likelihood that is built on observations that humans tend to give
more positive reward than negative reward, creating what we term the positive cir-
cuits problem. In Section 6.4, I describe two empirical analyses of discounting that
support our hypothesis and the intuition behind it. Section 6.5 presents an alter-
native approach to overcoming the positive circuits problem, modifying the agent’s
perception to make the episodic task appear continuing. We show that this modifica-
tion does indeed overcome the positive circuits problem, creating roughly equivalent
performance for all discount factors γ < 1, and then demonstrate the potentially
powerful benefits of using higher discount factors. Through this analysis, we achieve
the first reported instance of an algorithm learning successfully from human reward
using low discounting. Altogether, the results of this chapter provide strong support
for the tamer framework in episodic domains yet point towards more powerful but
algorithmically challenging approaches that discount future reward less under the
assumption that tasks are always formulated as continuing.
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6.1 Discounting in past work on learning tasks from
human reward
In Section 2.5.1, I review past work on learning tasks from human reward. Curiously,
all previous algorithms have discounted more severely than is typical for MDPs. For
episodic tasks, researchers have discounted by γ = 0.75 [107] and γ = 0.9 [101]. In
continuing domains, γ = 0.7 [36], γ = 0.75 [88], γ = 0.9 [60], and γ = 0.99 [76]
have been used.3 The γ = 0.99 work is a non-obvious example of high discounting;
with time steps of 5 ms, reward one second ahead is discounted by a factor of
approximately 0.134. At the extreme of this trend, the tamer framework discounts
by γ = 0, learning a model of human reward that is (because of this discounting) also
an action-value function. This pattern of myopic maximization of human reward
has hitherto not been identified.
In many of these studies, including those on tamer, learning from human
reward is shown to improve in some respect over learning only from MDP reward
(sometimes the championed learning algorithm uses both human and MDP reward
and sometimes also a form of action suggestions) [107, 101]. In most of the others,
learning from human reward is shown to be effective in a task where specifying an
MDP reward function would be infeasible in the motivating use case [36, 76] (i.e.,
training a user-specific policy when the user cannot program).
6.2 Consequences of discounting
The two extremes of discounting have different advantages, briefly described in this
section.
For γ = 1, the agent acts to maximize the undiscounted sum of future re-
3The discount factors for three publications were learned through personal correspondence with
an authors Isbell [36] and Morales [101, 60].
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ward. With this discounting, the reward function could encode a trainer’s desired
policy, the trainer’s idea of the task goal, or some mixture of the two; expression
of a task goal permits simpler reward functions (e.g., 0 for transitions that reach
goal state and -1 otherwise), which could reduce the need for training, allow the
agent to find behaviors that are more effective than those known by the trainer,
and make the agent’s learned behavior robust to environment changes that render
ineffective a previously effective policy but leave the purpose of the task unchanged
(e.g., when the MDP-optimal path to a goal becomes blocked, but the goal remains
unchanged). Given a model of system dynamics (i.e., a transition model) and a
planning algorithm, these advantages become even more pronounced.
For γ = 0, the agent acts myopically to maximize immediate reward. This
objective is simpler algorithmically, since a discount factor of zero reduces reinforce-
ment learning to supervised learning. Supervised learning is generally an easier
problem, and such discounting enables the agent to build upon a larger body of
past research than exists for reinforcement learning, including tools for automatic
selection of features, the representation of the human reward model, and the algo-
rithm for learning parameters of this model. A disadvantage of this discounting, on
the other hand, is that the reward model can encode a policy but not more general
goals of the task.
Our ambition in this work is to create a natural interface for which people
generate reward on their own. Accordingly, we observe that algorithm designers
should choose a discounting level that is compatible with human reward rather than
assuming the human trainers will fit their reward to whatever discounting is chosen.
Granted, there appears to be some flexibility in the choice of algorithm: trainers
can be instructed before they teach, and humans appear to adapt to the interface
and learning algorithm with which they interact. But it may nonetheless be the
case that certain intuitively appealing algorithms are incompatible with some or
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all human training, even after instruction and practice. The rest of this chapter
explores such a possibility.
6.3 The positive circuits problem of learning from hu-
man reward with high γs
In this section, I describe our intuition in two parts for why treating human reward
identically to conventional MDP reward in episodic, goal-based tasks—i.e., using
γ at or near 1—will often cause minimal task performance, a situation we call the
positive circuits problem. In the discussion below, I assume MDP-optimal policies
when referring to expected return.
6.3.1 Humans tend to give more positive than negative reward
Thomaz and Breazeal conducted experiments in which humans train agents in an
episodic, goal-based task [107]. Focusing on the first quarter of the training session,
when the agent’s task performance is generally worst, they found that 16 out of 18
of their subjects gave more instances of positive reward than of negative reward.
Over all subjects and the entire training session, 69.8% of reward instances were
positive.
In Section 3.4.3, we also examine the balance of positive and negative reward,
specifically from 27 subjects teaching tamer agents to play Tetris and 19 subjects
teaching tamer agents to perform the mountain car task (as defined in Sutton
and Barto [90]). Comparing the sums of each trainer’s positive reward values and
negative reward values, we find that 45 of the 46 trainers gave more positive reward
than negative over their training session. The one exception, a mountain car trainer,
gave an equal amount of positive and negative reward. The Tetris agents of eight
trainers could not clear even 10 lines a game, in many cases averaging less than a line
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cleared per game. Yet these trainers still gave more positive reward than negative
reward, despite deplorable task performance.
Based on past experiments, human trainers appear to generally give more
positive reward than negative reward, often with remarkable consistency.
6.3.2 Consequences of positive reward bias for learning with large
discount factors
In many goal-based tasks, there exist behavioral circuits that the agent can repeat-
edly execute, returning to the same or similar states. Such circuits exist for many
MDPs, including any deterministically transitioning MDP with at least one recur-
rent state and any MDP that contains at least one state in which an agent can
remain by taking some action. A simple example is an agent walking in circles in
a navigational task. For such tasks, given the predominance of positive reward, it
is likely that at least one such circuit will provoke positive net reward over each
traversal of the circuit. Assuming that the goal-based task is episodic (i.e., a goal
state is an absorbing state that ends a learning episode, a large class of problems),
the MDP’s discount factor γ is conventionally 1. Given that γ = 1, the expectation
of return from states along a net-positive reward circuit will consequently be infin-
ity, since the return is the sum of infinitely repeated positive reward. Therefore,
if a circuit exists with net-positive reward, an MDP-optimal policy for γ = 1 will
never reach the goal; an absorbing state ends accrual of reward, making the return
of a goal-reaching state-action pair finite, regardless of how large the reward is for
reaching the goal. Thus, we call this issue the positive circuits problem. The general
problem of positive circuits in RL has been discussed previously [82, 70] but to my
knowledge has not been connected to human-generated reward or episodicity.
The positive circuits problem is most clearly explained for the case when
γ = 1, but circuits with net-positive reward can also be problematic at high γ
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values that are less than 1. For instance, if γ = 0.99 and some circuit exists that
has an average reward of 0.5 per transition, expected return from at least one state
in this circuit will be approximately 50 or higher (because
∑∞
t=0(0.99
t × 0.5) = 50).
Though finite, such high expectations of return may, despite the trainer’s best efforts,
be larger than the expectation of return for any path from the state to the goal.
Trainer adaptation may be insufficient to avoid such a goal-averse result;
delivering reward such that there are zero repeatable circuits of positive net reward
may be severely unnatural for a trainer. Consequently, we hypothesize that RL
algorithms using low γs will generally perform better on the trainer’s internal task
performance metric τ on goal-based, episodic tasks.
6.4 Empirical analysis: discounting in episodic tasks
In this section, I present two empirical analyses of the impact of different discount
factors when learning goal-based, episodic tasks from human reward. Recall that,
as discussed in Section 6.1, maximizing the discounted sum of human reward is not
equivalent to maximizing task performance. In fact, it is precisely the relationship
between these two types of maximizations that we are investigating.
In both analyses, the model of human reward, R̂H , is learned through the
tamer framework, and the output of this model provides reward for the agent
within an MDP specified as {S,A, T, R̂H , γ,D}. During training, R̂H is updated
by human reward signals. The agent seeks to maximize the expectation of the sum





but the agent is evaluated by a task performance metric τ . From a start state, the
expected return of predicted human reward is denoted Vπ(so). For both tasks used
below, the conventional MDP specifications (i.e., with hard-coded reward functions)
have γ = 1; thus, at γ = 1 R̂H is being used as if it were interchangeable with a
conventional MDP reward function.
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During training for both analyses, human reward was given via two keys on
the keyboard, which mapped to 1 and -1. This mapping, though not infallible, is
an intuitive choice that is similar to that of related works that explain their exact
mappings [107, 101, 76, 88].
6.4.1 Varying γ with pre-trained human reward models
This first analysis uses 19 fixed R̂Hs learned from the training logs created during
the experiment described in Section 3.4.2, taken from the third run of 19 trainers of
the mountain car task. Recall from Section 3.4.1 that in mountain car, a simulated
car must accelerate back and forth across two hills to reach the top of one. We call
this experiment the “γ-independent model experiment” because the human reward
data was gathered under γ = 0 discounting, which differs from the discounting of
most of our experimental conditions. I discuss possible training bias caused by such
mismatched training and testing at the end of this section.
The RL algorithm is an enhanced sarsa(λ) algorithm that exhaustively
searches a transition tree up to 3 steps ahead.4 For these experiments, the agents
learn from R̂H for 4000 episodes, and episodes are terminated (with an update of 0
4This algorithm estimates return for each possible immediate action by taking the highest-return
path on that action’s branch, where a path’s return is calculated as the sum of discounted reward
along the path and the discounted, learned return at the leaf state of the path. Action selection
is similar to ε-greedy: there is a probability ε at each step that the agent will choose a uniformly
random action, and otherwise the action is that with the highest estimated return. Lastly, the
depth of the agent’s exhaustive tree search is chosen from a Uniform(0,3) distribution at each step
to provide a wider range of experiences. The agent updates its value function only on experienced
transitions. The sarsa(λ) parameters are below, following Sutton and Barto’s notation [90]. The
action-value function Q is represented by a linear model over Gaussian RBF features. For each
action, 1600 RBF means are located on a 40 × 40 evenly spaced grid over the state space, where
the outermost means in each dimension lie on the extremes of the dimension. Additionally, an
activation feature of 0.1 is added for each action, creating a total of 4803 state-action features.
When an action is input to Q, the features for all other actions are zero. The width σ2 of the
Gaussian RBFs is 0.08, following Sutton and Barto’s definition of an RBF’s “width” and where the
unit is the distance in normalized state space between adjacent Gaussian means. All weights of Q
are optimistically initialized to 0. The sarsa(λ) algorithm uses ε-greedy action selection, starting
with ε = 0.1 and annealing ε after each episode by a factor of 0.998. Eligibility traces were created
as replacing traces with λ = 0.84. The step size α = 0.01.
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Final performance using human reward predictions 




































Human reward per episode (mean)
Task performance (-1 x time to goal)
Figure 6.1: Aggregate results for the γ-independent model analysis, showing mean
task performance and mean sum of R̂H -generated reward per episode for mountain
car, over the final 500 episodes of 4000 episodes of learning.
reward) if the goal is not attained after 400 time steps, limiting the agent’s maximum
return to a finite value.
The R̂Hs—the trainer models—were learned with the same linear represen-
tation over Gaussian RBF features that was used during the live training session,
updating by incremental gradient descent. Each R̂H trained on the first 20 episodes
of its corresponding training log. To account for a small step size during gradient
descent (0.001), each R̂H was trained from 100 epochs on the trainer log. Credit
assignment was performed by the delay-weighted, aggregate reward method from
Section 3.3, updating only when reward was received as in the reward-only condi-
tion described in Section 3.4.3.
Figure 6.1 displays mean task performance and mean total reward per episode
for each tested discount factor across all 19 R̂H models. Additionally, Figure 6.2
displays the same data for each model separately to allow further inspection and
to show the consistency of qualitative results between various models. We consider
final performance to be over the last 500 episodes of learning.
Most importantly, at final performance all 19 trainer models led to the worst
possible return with γ = 1. With γ = 0.99, 18 models led to minimal return. We
visually examined agents learning at γ = 1 from five of the trainer models; each
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Figure 6.2: (a) Non-aggregate version of the results in Figure 6.1, showing learned
task performance over 500 episodes after 3500 episodes of learning (left) and mean
total reward per episode over these final 500 episodes (right) for each of the 19 trainer
models. Gray shading in the “Human reward” column indicates the inclusive range
of γ values at which the agent’s task performance is minimal (-400 per episode). (b)
Learning curves at γ = 1, showing mean task performance over 100 episode intervals
for each trainer model.
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agent exhibited a circuitous behavior, indicating the positive circuits problem is
likely responsible for minimal task performance. Indeed, the mean sum of predicted
human reward per episode increases as performance decreases, as can be seen in
the plots of the final task performance with each trainer model (Figure 6.2). For
all 19 trainer models, the mean reward accrued per episode is higher at discount
factor of 1 than 0. Further, for almost every trainer, at every γ value that leads to
worst-possible task performance (i.e., values shaded gray in the “Human reward”
column of Figure 6.2), the corresponding mean total reward per episode is higher
than at all γ values that lead to better performance. The three exceptions (trainer
models 2, 3, and 6) break this general observation by small margins, 15% or less.
Two general patterns emerge. I have noted the first: task performance de-
creases as the discount factor increases. Secondly, agent algorithms also accrue
higher amounts of predicted human reward as the discount factor increases. In
other words, best task performance is not aligned with behavior that accrues the
most predicted human reward.
Figure 6.2(b) shows learning curves at 100-episode intervals for a single run
at γ = 1 for each trainer model. Good initial performance lasts for a varying amount
of time but then degrades to worst-possible performance quickly. In the plots, this
degradation occurs during the intervals with intermediate performance.
In general, the choice of RL algorithm will impact performance, so one might
ask whether the algorithm used here is actually learning an MDP-optimal policy for
its corresponding human reward model and discount factor. At γ = 0 and γ = 1,
the answer appears to be “yes.” At γ = 0, the agent optimizes return at tree search
depths greater than 0. When the search depth is zero, it uses the learned value for
Q(s,a), which is roughly equivalent to R̂H(s, a) after many learning samples at or
near (s,a). At γ = 1, if the RL algorithm learns an infinitely repeatable sequence
of actions with positive net reward, then the disastrous policy that repeats that
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sequence is necessarily within the set of MDP-optimal policies. As mentioned above,
we visually checked the behavior of five models’ corresponding algorithms while they
exhibited the worst possible performance, and each agent repeatedly visited roughly
the same circuit of states until the episode limit was reached. During this circuitous
behavior, the maximum Q values at all observed states were positive. Therefore,
the results for γ = 0 and γ = 1 can be considered correct — independent of the RL
algorithm used — with confidence. However, for 0 < γ < 1, another RL algorithm
might learn a policy with a higher mean total reward per episode than in these
results.
There is one important caveat to the conclusions we draw from this γ-
independent model analysis. Training occurred with tamer algorithms, effectively
at γ = 0. We strongly suspect that trainers adjust to the algorithm with which they
interact; if the agent is maximizing immediate reward, a trainer will likely give more
reward for immediately previous behavior. Only a γ-dependent model analysis—as
we perform in the following experiment—will address whether this caveat of trainer
adjustment has affected our conclusions.
6.4.2 Setting γ before training human reward models
In the analysis described in this section, as in the γ-independent model analysis
in the previous section, the human reward model R̂H is learned by tamer and
provides predictions that are interpreted as reward by an RL algorithm. But unlike
the previous analysis, R̂H is learned while performing reinforcement learning, and
the RL algorithm, not tamer, selects actions while learning R̂H . Thus the human
trainer will be adapting to the same algorithm, with the same γ, that is being tested.
Because the agent in this experiment learns from a frequently changing re-
ward function, behaving optimally with respect to the current reward function is
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Figure 6.3: A screenshot of the grid world task used in the experiments in Sec-
tions 6.4.2 and 6.5. To display the agent’s actions and state transitions, the simu-
lated robot’s eyes point in the direction of the last action and wheel tracks connect
the agent’s last occupied cell to its current location. The start and goal cells are
labeled ’S’ and ’G’ respectively.
behavior with small lag in responding to changes to the reward function, a lag of a
few time steps or less.
The task is a grid world with 30 states, shown in Figure 6.3. At each step,
the agent acts by moving up, down, left, or right, and it cannot pass through walls.
Task performance is measured as the time steps taken to reach the goal. The agent
always starts a learning episode in the state labeled “S” in Figure 6.3. The shortest
path from the start state requires 19 actions. Each time step lasts approximately
800 ms.
The reinforcement learning algorithm is value iteration [90] with greedy ac-
tion selection, except that instead of iterating until state values converge, one update
sweep over all of the states occurs each 20 ms, creating 40 sweeps per step. At each
step, the agent greedily chooses the action that maximizes predicted return for the
current state, as calculated by a one-step lookahead for each action, using the pre-
dicted human reward and discounted value of the next state.
The tamer module, which learns the human reward model R̂H , represents
R̂H as a linear model of Gaussian RBFs. One RBF is centered on each cell of
the grid world, effectively creating a pseudo-tabular representation that generalizes
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slightly between nearby cells.5
The experiments were conducted through subjects’ web browsers via Amazon
Mechanical Turk. Subjects were randomly given an algorithm using one of five
different discount factors: 0, 0.7, 0.9, 0.99, and 1. For these five conditions, the
respective number of subjects was 10, 8, 10, 7, and 7.6 Subjects were prepared
with video instructions and a period of controlling the agent followed by a practice
training session. The actual training session stopped after the agent reached the
goal 5 times or after 300 steps, whichever came first.
Figure 6.4 shows the success rate of trained agents by condition, dividing
them among those that never reach the goal, reach the goal 1–4 times, and reach the
goal the maximum 5 times. These results exhibit a clear pattern of task performance
worsening as the discount factor increases. This pattern is supported by significance
testing. Fisher’s Tests compared outcomes of reaching the goal all 5 times or not by
condition: between γ = 0 and γ = 1, p = 0.0006 (extremely significant); between
γ = 0 and γ = 0.9, p = 0.0325 (significant); and between γ = 0 and γ = 0.7,
p = 0.4444 (not significant).
To evaluate reward positivity, the basis for the positive circuits problem
(Section 6.3), we examine the ratio of cumulative positive reward to cumulative
negative reward given by successful trainers in each condition, shown in Figure 6.5.
Success appears highly related to this ratio; in Figure 6.5, we are able to draw a
5Each RBF has a width σ2 = 0.05, where 1 is the distance to the nearest adjacent RBF center,
and the linear model has an additional bias feature of constant value 0.1. R̂H is updated with new
feedback by incremental gradient descent with a step size of 0.2. In accordance with the most recent
version of tamer (Section 3.3), we used aggregate reward for credit assignment with a probabil-
ity distribution over feedback delay of Uniform(-0.4 seconds, -0.15 seconds) (with negative values
because the algorithm looks backwards in time from the feedback signal to potentially targeted
events), and updates occurred at every step regardless of whether reward was provided.
6In the two Mechanical Turk experiments (here and in Section 6.5), variation in subject numbers
comes from a few user errors (usually not typing in their provided experimental condition correctly),
errors in logging training data, and the removal of subjects for insufficient feedback. In the first
and second experiments, 3 and 2 subjects were respectively removed for insufficient feedback. Of
these 5 subjects, only 1 gave any feedback during the entire training session. This trainer had a

















Figure 6.4: Success rates for the episodic grid-world experiment by discount factor.
dividing line at each condition between all agents that never reach the goal and all
other, more successful agents. Additionally, the ratio of this division between success
and failure monotonically decreases as the discount factor increases, which supports
our conjecture that the positivity of human reward becomes more problematic as the
discount factor increases (Section 6.3). Without recognition of the positive circuits
problem (Section 6.3), this pattern of lower-performing agents getting more reward
would be quite counter-intuitive. Further, negative Spearman correlations between
discount factor and these ratios are extremely significant both for all trainers and
for only trainers whose agents reached the goal once or more (p <= 0.0005), but
the correlation when considering only goal-reaching trainers is stronger (correlation
coefficient ρ = −0.7594, compared to ρ = −0.543 for all trainers). We conjecture
that γ affects ratios by both filtering out trainers that give too much positive reward
in conditions of higher γs and by pressuring trainers to adjust their ratio in response
to the agent. In surveys given after training, at least one trainer, from the γ = 0.9
group, spoke of his attempts to adapt to the agent: “When [the reward] key is
stroked there is not much response in the robot. Only [the punishment] key stroke
worked.”
Reward is predominately positive (a ratio greater than 1) for 66.7% of trainers
in this experiment, which supports the conjecture that human reward generally has
a positive bias. At γ = 0, all training is predominately positive, fitting results
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Reached goal 5 times
Figure 6.5: Ratio of cumulative positive reward to cumulative negative reward given
by each trainer, divided by discount factor condition and task performance. Jitter
has been added along the x-axis for readability. For each condition, a horizontal
line was placed above the mark for the highest ratio at which a subject trained the
agent to reach the goal at least once.
from tamer experiments (Section 3.4.3). However, across all γs we find a higher
incidence of predominately negative training than did these tamer experiments and
past work [107], possibly because these ratios are the first reported for learning from
human reward with high γ values. After training, there was at least one behavioral
circuit with net-positive reward in 35 of the 42 MDPs created from trainers’ reward
models. In other words, 83.3% of the trained agents would exhibit the positive
circuits problem if learning with γ = 1. Half of the predominately negative trainers
created positive circuits. Those without positive circuits all had positive-to-negative
reward ratios below 0.63 and generally were from higher γ conditions: one from 0.7
and two each from 0.9, 0.99, and 1.
Taken together, the two experiments in this section provide strong evidence
that agents should act myopically (i.e., use small discount factors) when learning
goal-based, episodic tasks from human reward.
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6.5 Empirical results - discounting for tasks modified to
appear continuing
In this section, we explore an alternative approach to addressing the positive circuits
problem, our conjecture that a positive reward bias among human trainers combined
with high discount factors can lead to infinite behavioral circuits (i.e. loops)—and
thus minimal task performance. Importantly, this issue is specific to episodic tasks,
where an agent reaching the goal is effectively penalized by no longer being able to
receive reward. Another strategy is to remove this penalty: convert the episodic task
to a continuing one. Unlike for episodic MDPs, the optimal policy of a continuing
MDP is unaffected by adding a constant value to all reward; thus, the positivity of
human reward should not present the same problem in continuing tasks.
6.5.1 Continuing task experiment
To convert task dynamics from episodic to continuing, we add to the agent’s expe-
rience transitions that are created by replacing the absorbing state at the end of
each episode with the start state of the next episode. Consequently, reward received
in one episode can be attributed to state-action pairs in the previous episode (and
farther in the past). More precisely, the original task’s transition probability from
any state-action pair s, a to a state s′ is increased by the probability that s, a would
have reached an absorbing state times D(s′), the probability of s′ being sampled as
a starting state. The probability of transitioning to an absorbing state becomes 0.
We repeated the experiment in Section 6.4.2 almost exactly, only changing
the task dynamics as described above. Additionally, subjects trained for 10 episodes
or 450 time steps, whichever came first. For consistency with the previous exper-
iment, we analyze data from the first 5 episodes that occur before the 301st time


















Figure 6.6: Success rates for the continuing grid-world experiment by discount fac-
tor. Note that all plots related to the episodic grid-world experiment are blue and
those related to the continuing grid-world experiment are green.























100 Never reached goal
Reached goal
Reached goal 5 times
Figure 6.7: For the continuing grid-world experiment, ratio of cumulative positive
reward to cumulative negative reward given by each trainer (with x-axis jitter).
8 subjects. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show results (presented analogously to Figures 6.4
and 6.5).
In comparison to Section 6.4.2, the conversion to a continuing task creates
markedly different results. The task success rate at γ = 1 is lower than at other
conditions, which we expect given that this discounting is generally avoided for con-
tinuing tasks to make rewards in the finite future meaningful. The other discount
factors create similar task performance, with γ = 0.99 achieving the highest mean
success rate. Fisher’s Tests, again comparing outcomes of reaching the goal all 5
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times or not by condition, find that no condition is significantly different than an-
other (p > 0.14 for all pairwise comparisons). Note that the conversion to continuing
does not affect a γ = 0 agent. The difference in success rate at γ = 0 in the two
grid world experiments is likely because of either randomness—their difference is
also insignificant by a Fisher’s Test (p = 0.2105)—or differing times of day at which
we ran the experiments, possibly sampling from a lower-performing population for
this experiment.
Patterns exhibited by the ratios of cumulative positive reward to cumulative
negative reward among trainers also differ from the episodic experiment. There
is no correlation between the ratios of fully successful trainers and discount fac-
tor (Spearman coefficient ρ = −0.0881, p = 0.6493). Further, among the γ < 1
discounting conditions, the relationship between reward positivity and task perfor-
mance is closer to the intuitive expectation that high-performance agents receive
more positively-biased reward.
Converting the task to continuing does indeed appear to remove the adverse
impact of reward positivity at high discount factors, overcoming the positive circuits
problem. However, based only on the roughly equivalent task performance for all γ <
1 conditions, the choice of which discounting to use is unclear. In the next subsection,
we investigate whether learning is more robust to changes to the environment or
more general at certain γ values.
6.5.2 Benefits of higher γ values
In Section 6.2, I point out that at γs near 1, reward can communicate a desired
policy, the goals of the task, or a mix of the two. Using the full training data
from this experiment (up to 10 episodes or 450 time steps), we now investigate
whether the trained agents do learn more than a policy. Since γ = 1 is generally
inappropriate for continuing tasks, we expect γ = 0.99 to yield the best results. We
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Figure 6.8: Mean rate of successfully trained agents reaching the goal in less than
100 time steps from the 10 states off of the optimal path. Standard error bars are
calculated using a single agent’s success rate as one sample.
restrict our analysis to those agents successfully trained to get to the goal 5 times
in less than 300 steps. Thus, we effectively ask, given that an agent learns a good
(and usually optimal) policy from human reward, what else does the agent learn?
We first test the learned policy from 10 states that are not along the optimal
path from the start state (i.e., the states not on the border). These states may
have never been experienced by the agent during training, in which case R̂H is
built without any samples from the state. Simple policy generalization from nearby,
optimal-path states would help in only some of these 10 states, so the ability of the
agent to get to the goal reflects whether the agent has learned some information
about the task goals. Agents that had learned their policies at higher γs were
more often able to get to the goal in less than 100 time steps (Figure 6.8). Every
successfully trained agent in the γ = 0.99 condition reached the goal from every
tested state. Note though that different discount factors might lead to different
levels of experience in these tested states, providing a confounding factor.
In the second test, an obstacle is placed in the state two cells below the goal
(column 6, row 4 in Figure 6.9), blocking the optimal path, and we then determine
whether the agent can still reach the goal in less than 100 time steps. Thus, we test
the effects of changing the task-optimal policy but keeping constant the task goal:
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Figure 6.9: A screenshot of the grid world task with an obstacle added for the second
analysis of Section 6.5.2.
get to the goal state as quickly as possible. At state-action pairs that previously
transitioned into the newly blocked state, the agent’s reward function is modified
to output 0 to reflect the agent’s lack of knowledge about how the trainer would
reward these transitions. In the γ = 0.99 condition, 4 of 8 agents reached the goal.
No agents with other γs did. We additionally tested agents using human models
learned after 1, 2, ... episodes of training, instead of only after training. In these
expanded tests, 8 of the 8 successful γ = 0.99 agents could reach the goal at some
point between episodes of training, as could 1 of the 3 successful γ = 1 agents; no
other agents reached the goal.
These analyses support the conjecture that agents taught with higher dis-
count factors may learn about the task goals itself, making the agents generally
more robust to changes in the environment and more able to act appropriately in
previously unexperienced states. That agents may learn task goals raises the tanta-
lizing prospect that, under the right circumstances, an agent receiving reward from
a human trainer could learn a policy that is far superior to that envisioned by the
trainer.
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6.6 Disadvantages of higher γ values
In domains that are more complex than this grid-world task we have used for exper-
iments, we may be unable to use value iteration with iterating sweeps over the entire
state; even ignoring the possibility of continuous states or actions, some tasks sim-
ply contain too many states to quickly and repeatedly perform temporal difference
updates on all states. In anticipation of scaling the high-gamma, continuing-task
approach found successful in Section 6.5.1, we implemented a version of the Monte
Carlo tree search algorithm Upper Confidence Trees (UCT) which has been success-
ful in tasks with especially large state spaces [53], originally in games like Go [30]
but also in more general reinforcement learning tasks [33].
Because these are merely initial results, I do not go into the specifics of the
UCT algorithm. What is important to know, however, is that the agent “plans” by
repeatedly considering different possible 10-step trajectories from its current state.
During a single time step, numerous unique trajectories are generated, and each
transition within a trajectory generates a temporal difference update to the agent’s
action-value function, as if the agent had actually experienced the transition. (In
fact, real transitions are discarded and not used for updates, since they will have
already been “experienced” many times by the agent during planning.) Therefore,
the number of updates for each state are not equivalent, as they are between sweep
iterations in our value iteration implementation. Instead, state transitions that can
quickly be reached from the current state receive many more temporal difference
updates than transitions from less “local” states. For complex tasks in general, this
bias towards local updating appears desirable, since an effective learning agent will
likely visit regions of the state space that are worth understanding more often than
areas that can be ignored during learning. Additionally, this local updating bias
occurs in a large fraction of common RL algorithms (e.g., sarsa(λ), Q-learning,
and Monte Carlo tree search algorithms).
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In training sessions performed by the author, this algorithm is much less
effective on the same continuing grid-world task than value iteration. At γ = 0,
there is no difference, as one would expect, since the agent finds the MDP-optimal
policy easily. But we are interested in high values of γ. At γ = 0.9, the author could
train the agent to reach the goal after much frustrating back-tracking, which is not a
characteristic of the value iteration approach. Specifically, any time the agent starts
to make new ground on the optimal path, it would quickly reverse directions within
1–3 steps, allowing it to revisit the transitions that it recently received positive
reward on. At γ = 0.99, the agent could only be trained to reach the goal with
highly negative reward—about 3 negative button presses per incorrect action and
one positive press per correct action—which, as this chapter reveals, cannot be
expected of human trainers in general. Even with this uncommonly negative reward,
the agent was quite slow to train; for γ = 0.99 with value iteration (and likewise
the continuing version of this task), the author can consistently train the agent to
follow the optimal policy after less than 10 incorrect actions, but the UCT agent
makes many more incorrect actions than correct ones before reaching the goal its
first time.
From initial analysis of these results, we believe we are encountering an addi-
tional problem caused by the overwhelming positivity of human reward—a problem
that is specific to RL algorithms with a local-updating bias and is not solved by
making the task continuing. The problem appears to be that the UCT agent—with
an action-value function initialized to 0 as in the other experiments of this chapter—
encounters enough positive reward that those transitions that receive more updates
than others appear to have a higher value and are consequently experienced even
more in future learning, to the extent that the agent never learns the true values
of some states along its task-optimal and MDP-optimal path. In other words, the
agent simply learns to keep doing what it has already done, almost regardless of
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what those past actions are.
One apparent solution, optimistically initializing the action-value function, is
not an option in complex domains for two reasons. First, optimism leads to thorough
exploration of the state-action space. Exhaustive exploration during training would
frustrate, exhaust, and confuse the trainer, since such exploration would include
much behavior that goes against the trainer’s feedback, making the agent appear
unresponsive and unable to learn for a considerable period. Thorough exploration
would also sacrifice the fast learning that is one of the chief appeals of interactive
shaping. Planning-only exploration from optimistic initialization, where the agent’s
actual actions are greedy, might be possible, but it would be greatly complicated by
the second reason that optimistic initialization is problematic. This reason is that
the reward function is constantly changing during training. If the agent reinitial-
izes its action-value function optimistically each time step, it forfeits all knowledge
gained during previous time steps about action values under similar reward function,
knowledge that should be critical to learning quickly to perform well with the new
reward function. On the other hand, if the agent only initializes at the beginning of
training, then it will not explore with new reward functions, largely removing the
impact of optimistic initialization.
In summary, we expect that agents with biases towards local updates—agents
often well-suited for complex tasks—will ineffectively learn from human reward even
in continuing tasks; the problems of reward positivity extend beyond episodic tasks.
We are, however, optimistic that these problems can also be solved with further
investigation.
6.7 Summary
Given a reward function—a model of human reward in this chapter—the choice of γ
and whether the task is experienced as episodic or continuing determine the MDP-
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optimal policies. This chapter investigates which settings create the MDP-optimal
policies that perform best on a task performance metric τ that guides the trainer’s
feedback. The insights of this chapter arise from the positive circuits problem,
caused by a bias towards positive rewards among human trainers (Section 6.3). The
empirical results described in Section 6.4 indicate that MDP-optimal policies defined
by γ = 0 discounting translate to the best task performance for episodic tasks.
However, our experiment in Section 6.5 indicates that converting an episodic task to
a continuing one removes the adverse impact of reward positivity; task performance
was roughly equivalent across all conditions where γ < 1. Additionally, post-hoc
testing of these trained continuing-task agents (Section 6.5.2) suggests that high,
non-one discount factors, like γ = 0.99 for our grid world task, yield better task
performance on more complex tasks, where the trainer does not know the optimal
policy, and on tasks with changing dynamics. However, in Section 6.6 we identify
an additional challenge to using γ values near one that can occur even in continuing
tasks and will need to be addressed to learn effectively in complex tasks.
From these experiments, we submit two practical hypotheses for how to best
learn from human reward: (1) human reward should always be given in continuing
settings (or other settings where reaching a goal does not penalize the agent, such
as learning to maximize average reward), and (2) given such continuing settings,
discount factors less than but near 1 should be used.
Unlike research that shows what an algorithm can do, the contributions of
this chapter rest on what an algorithm cannot do and a manipulation of the task
that removes the limitations of otherwise incapable algorithms. To this end, the
simplicity of the grid world task is critical: if an agent cannot learn an effective
policy in a 30-state grid world, it will likely fail in more complex tasks.
In addition to lowering the discount factor or converting the task to contin-
uing, there are other candidate strategies to address the positive circuits problem.
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For instance, mapping all human reward to negative values would communicate that
the task is goal-based; however, this mapping is not an option because we seek al-
gorithms that are agnostic to whether the task is goal-based. For the same reason,
we do not consider manipulations aimed at communicating the goal-based nature of
the task, such as adding large reward when reaching any absorbing state. On the
other hand, acting based on expected returns of average reward, an approach often
used in continuing tasks, does appear to address the positive loops problem without
biasing learning towards assumptions that the task is goal-based.
In summary, this chapter contains five main contributions:
• identifying the trend in past work of using high discounting rates;
• linking human reward positivity to positive circuits, empirically establishing
positive loops’ prevalence, and giving resultant algorithmic guidance (i.e., ei-
ther use low discount factors or only learn discounting tasks);
• relating γ, human reward positivity, episodicity, and task performance in goal-
based tasks;
• adding structure to the body of past work on learning from human reward
by framing and analyzing the question of how human reward should be dis-
counted;
• and providing the first instance of successfully learning from human reward
with low discounting (γ = 0.99 with 0.8 second time steps).
Here concludes the core technical chapters of this thesis. Revisiting the Inter-
active Shaping Problem that Chapter 3 addresses, this chapter validates tamer’s
myopic approach for episodic domains and provides direction towards even more
powerful algorithms when the task is or can be interpreted as continuing. In the fol-
lowing chapter—which concludes this thesis—I give differing prescriptions for how
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In this thesis, I consider deeply the question of how agents should learn from human-
generated reward. I formalize this problem as the Interactive Shaping Problem in
Chapter 2. A candidate solution for interactive shaping must contain two high-
level components: (1) a mapping from agent behavior and human reward to some
objective function, and (2) an algorithm that optimizes or otherwise performs well
on the chosen objective. Any solution to the problem of interactive shaping can be
evaluated by the performance of a trained agent, as measured by a task performance
metric that is understood by the trainer.
The tamer framework, presented in Chapter 3, is one solution. A tamer
agent models the human trainer’s reward and generally acts to maximize the amount
of reward directly attributable to that action, without consideration of the action’s
effect on future state. In that chapter, I present results from user studies that verify
the applicability of the tamer framework to a range of tasks and demonstrate that
interactive shaping through tamer—during early learning stages—can dramatically
outperform agents that learn from hard-coded feedback functions (e.g., a reward
function that is part of a Markov Decision Process).
Chapter 4 builds upon the tamer framework by combining its algorithms
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for learning from human reward with a reinforcement learning algorithm that learns
from MDP reward, learning from both feedback signals. With both feedback signals
available, we examined eight methods for combining a tamer-learned model of hu-
man reward with the RL algorithm. Two methods consistently outperform learning
from only one of the two signal types: action biasing and control sharing. Both
of these methods only change the RL agent’s action selection, effectively using the
human model R̂H to provide explorative experience for the agent.
In Chapter 5, we again employ the tamer framework, this time investigating
the effects of two manipulations on trainers in carefully controlled, randomized ex-
periments with a relatively large number of subjects. The first manipulation focuses
on the instructions given to the trainers, specifically comparing trainers who know
they are teaching an agent against those who are told that they are merely critiquing
a recording (though they are in fact also teaching). The results of this experiment
indicate that the manipulation had little effect on the amount of feedback given or
the agent’s learned performance. In the main experimental condition of the second
experiment, the agent chooses actions that it believes to be of low quality whenever
the trainer’s recent feedback frequency becomes low. This reactive “misbehavior”
resulted in more overall feedback but worse performance by the agents. These ex-
periments are discussed as early examples of using learning agents in the place of
humans in experiments concerning human behavior.
Chapter 6, containing the final core technical contributions, reexamines the
pure interactive shaping problem from the context of tamer as well as other work
on the problem. In this chapter, the mapping from agent behavior and human
reward to an objective function is explored. We generalize from and question the
myopic assumption of the tamer framework; the model R̂H is learned, but we test
different levels of discounting predicted future rewards. We identify the positive cir-
cuits problem of episodic, goal-based tasks that arises from the positivity of human
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reward, giving an intuitive explanation for the existence and disastrous effects of
positive circuits as well as demonstrating their prevalence in a user study. In this
study, the myopic approach of tamer (i.e. γ = 0) leads to higher task performance
than does optimizing behavior for higher discount factors that are more typical in
reinforcement learning (γ ≥ 0.9). We also demonstrate, in another experiment,
that converting the episodic task to one that appears continuing partially solves the
positive circuits problem by removing the penalty that an agent incurs by reaching
the goal—an inability to gather further reward in a reward-positive world. With a
continuing task formulation and an RL algorithm that quickly learns approximately
optimal behavior, all discounting levels result in similarly successful training. Fi-
nally, we show that less myopic discounting has powerful advantages—the agent can
use task information in the human reward signal to adapt to environmental changes
and act appropriately from states in which it has limited experience—and challeng-
ing disadvantages—even in continuing tasks, the positivity of human reward biases
agents that learn mostly from real or simulated experience towards repeating past
actions.
Current best practices for learning from human reward In introducing
tamer in Chapter 3, I argue that human reward can be learned effectively from
with a γ = 0 assumption. In Chapter 6, we examine whether human reward should
be learned according to this discounting assumption. We find that within the as-
sumptions made previously—especially that an episodic task should be learned from
as an episodic task—the answer is “yes” for at least a large class of tasks. But by
replacing the assumption about episodicity with an assumption that episodic tasks
should be converted to continuing ones, we find that the identified issues with higher
γs disappear in a simple grid world task in which the MDP-optimal policy can be
quickly found. Consequently, the choice of best discounting becomes less clear.
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At γ = 0, a higher burden is placed on the trainer, who must teach a policy
rather than potentially simpler task goals, requiring more work. On the other hand,
the algorithm for finding the MDP-optimal policy at γ = 0 is trivial. At γs near
1, the burden is more heavily placed on the algorithm. The trainer can teach task
goals relatively quickly by giving reward that is planned for farsightedly. But initial
results reported in Section 6.6 suggests that the positivity of human reward creates
a challenge for many reinforcement learning algorithms even in continuing tasks.
Until further investigation, I believe that the use of higher discount factors—
where tamer is a module that learns a human reward function within a larger
RL algorithm rather than tamer forming the top-level agent algorithm—is a more
promising direction of future algorithmic research. But to get high-quality results
on complex tasks with small action spaces, tamer still appears to be the best option
for now.
7.1 Directions for future work
A goal of this thesis is to establish interactive shaping as a teaching technique of
considerable promise and, consequently, as a worthy focus of future research. An
exciting aspect of this thesis is that it indeed opens numerous avenues of inquiry. I
briefly describe some of these research directions below, starting with research that
strictly addresses the problem of interactive shaping.
• Trainer preparation - Subjects who train agents in our experiments were
prepared through some form of instruction—written directions, live verbal
directions, and/or an online video—and some practice—controlling the agent
and/or training it—before conducting the training session(s) that are counted
in our analysis. The specifics of preparation surely have some effects and
deserve careful analysis. Further, the amount of preparation appears to have
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a significant impact [51]; the best algorithms for an expert, professional trainer
will likely differ from those for casual or novice trainers.
• Transparency In the displays shown to trainers in our implementations of
interactive shaping in simulation, the most recent state and current action
are shown. However, an agent may contain further information that would
be worthwhile to share with the trainer. Such information includes confidence
about reward predictions and intended behavior. Given transparency of inten-
tion, user feedback might be applied to intended action as well as past action,
an approach we have begun to explore in preliminary work [49]. By allowing
the punishment of intention, the agent could learn from “mistakes” without
necessarily making them.
• Interfaces for giving reward - In our experiments, we always use push-
buttons to deliver reward. We do so for two reasons. One, such an interface
is easy to create and deploy. Two, the simplicity of a push-button interface
makes it intuitively seem to be a decent proxy for other interfaces, such as
vocal feedback and facial expression. However, other interfaces may seem
more natural and should be tested. Others have used mouse gestures [107,
88] or speech converted to text [101]. Interestingly, a mapping of prosodic
features such as tone and volume of speech to human reward values has been
learned effectively in past work [45]. However, to my knowledge no research
has explored the comparative utility of different interfaces.
• Mappings from user input to reward values - Trainer feedback is given
by push buttons and mapped to +1 and −1 in our experiments. This mapping
fits previous work [107, 101, 76, 88] and is intuitively satisfying. However, other
mappings should be examined, specifically to +1 and −c, for various values of
c. When c > 1, the positive circuits problem (see Chapter 6) may be alleviated
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or even removed, though making negative rewards more severe might introduce
other problems, such as complete avoidance of areas of state-action space that
are accidentally punished just once.
• Personalization of the learning algorithm - Interactive shaping allows
trainers to personalize the behavior of agents to fit their desires. Addition-
ally, the algorithms for interactive shaping might themselves be personalized
to each user. For example, people will differ in their distribution of feed-
back delays, which is critical for tamer’s credit assignment (see Section 3.3).
Calibration—either before or during training—might yield improvement in
agent trainability.
• Non-Markovian models of human reward - tamer’s credit assignment
module, described in Section 3.3, can be seen as a heuristically guided system
for attributing causality of reward signals to specific events, namely state-
action pairs. However, this approach assumes that the expectation of human
reward can be represented such that state-action pairs are independent of
each other. In practice, this appears to be a limiting assumption. For ex-
ample, consider an agent that is quickly oscillating between left and right
movements, never leaving the same two states. If the trainer wants the agent
to continuously move right, he or she might give strong negative reward to
the oscillatory behavior—composed of iterations between correct and incor-
rect actions—despite the occurrence of the correct behavior in part of the
oscillations. The trainer could be more accurately modeled by a representa-
tion that can differentiate between a rightward action that is part of consistent
rightward movement and a rightward action that is part of such oscillation.
Conversely, sometimes such oscillations are desirable, as in the balancing cart
pole task (Section 4.3.5). Creating a k-order Markov model of human reward,
adding specific features of history (e.g., the previous action), or learning pre-
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dictive state representations [61] are possible methods for modeling trainers’
responses to events composed of multiple actions or state transitions. When
γ > 0 (see Chapter 6), such an approach will make planning more difficult,
but planning with non-Markovian reward and transition functions has already
received some focus [10], which we might draw on.
• Modeling reward in large state spaces through automatic dimension-
ality reduction - The state-action features that are thus far input to various
R̂H representations are hand-chosen. However, a large body of research exists
on reducing dimensionality for regression algorithms. Any interactive shaping
should seek to both learn desired behavior quickly and be flexible enough to
learn a wide range of behaviors. Any one desired behavior might only rely
on a few features; having many possible features grants the flexibility to learn
different behaviors, each requiring only a few features, but some form of di-
mensionality reduction may be necessary to maintain fast learning. I suspect
that supervised methods—such as L1 and L2 regularization and regression
trees that branch based on entropy reduction—will be more effective than
unsupervised ones, since supervised methods consider the actual reward be-
ing provided and thus can select or create features that enable prediction of
training labels. Also, note that this research extension could be addressed in
concert with creating non-Markovian models of human reward.
• Scaling reinforcement learning algorithms for low discounting of pre-
dicted future reward - As I discuss in Section 6.6, challenges remain in
applying RL algorithms to complex tasks with discount factors near 1. This
direction of research is possibly the most critical of those listed here; if robust
and effective algorithms can be identified or developed, I believe the applica-
bility and benefit of interactive shaping will increase greatly.
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• Implement in application domains As of yet, interactive shaping has
been applied to simulated and robotic testbed domains. Interactive shap-
ing is meant for real-world tasks and it should be eventually applied to aid
their learning. One potential domain is neural prosthetics, in which signals
from a human’s motor neurons are used to control the motors of a prosthetic
device (e.g., a prosthetic limb) [76]. These prosthetics often need calibration
and personalization, and the use of interactive shaping could empower users to
adjust their prosthetics to their own needs. Another potential domain is brain-
computer interfaces (BCIs). For instance, researchers are investigating how to
use data from electroencephalograms (EEGs) on quadriplegics to control as-
sistive devices, such as robotic arms. Given the low bandwidth of information
flow with current EEG interfaces, interactive shaping is a promising method
for enabling users to train assistive devices to perform certain behaviors, such
as grabbing the object that the person is visually focusing on (assuming an
eye tracker is also in use). Lastly, human-robot collaboration is a highly active
area of research. For many collaborative tasks, the human teammate will have
user-specific demands on the robots’ behavior. Natural teaching methods like
interactive shaping—without requiring programming skills—may be powerful
avenues for providing such flexible and easy designation of behavior.
Each item in the following list of potential research topics involves aspects of in-
teractive shaping—learning from intentionally delivered human reward signals—but
differs from the pure Interactive Shaping Problem.
• Unintended rewards - Human rewards given without the intention to teach
or otherwise affect behavior—possibly derived from smiles, attention, tone of
voice, or other social cues—are more abundantly broadcast and can be ob-
served without adding any cognitive load to the human. And like intentional
rewards, unintended signals contain information about how an agent’s behav-
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ior is affecting the human source. Therefore, learning behavior or at least
fine-tuning it from such signals is a crucial and immensely promising direction
of research. However, such rewards are untargeted; someone might be smiling
for any number of reasons that have nothing to do with the agent. Conse-
quently, interpretation and attribution of these social cues will be especially
challenging. It also remains to be seen how much the insight gained about
learning from intentional reward is applicable to learning from unintentional
reward.
• Revisiting TAMER+RL - As we improve our understanding of how to
learn effectively from human reward, new tamer+rl techniques will become
apparent. Specifically, the examination of discounting in Chapter 6 provides
insight on why reward shaping is less effective than action biasing. Following
the formal unification of the two methods in Section 4.3.4, reward shaping
is equivalent to learning and combining two Q functions: one from MDP
reward and one from human reward with the MDP’s discount factor, which
in Chapter 4 is γ = 1 in two different episodic tasks. Chapter 6 shows such
discounting to be catastrophic when learning to perform goal-based, episodic
tasks without an additional MDP reward signal. Thus, a new method in which
one Q function is learnt regularly with MDP reward and another is learnt from
human reward at a different discount factor—where the agent’s experience is
manipulated to appear as if it comes from a continuing task—may outperform
the best of the current tamer+rl combination techniques.
• Integrate interactive shaping with other natural teaching methods
- Except for tamer+rl in Chapter 4, I have kept focus on learning only
from human reward as a research philosophy, hoping that such a focused and
reductive approach would lead to greater insight and progress. However, as
I express repeatedly throughout this dissertation, interactive shaping is not
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meant to be a monolithic method of teaching. In addition to combining hu-
man and MDP reward as Chapter 4, the combination of demonstration and
human reward seems particularly powerful. For a such a learning algorithm,
an appealing teaching strategy is to demonstrate first to reach a decent but
imperfect behavior and then use human reward to tune the behavior further.
Indeed, as I describe in Section 2.5, Koachar et al. found that people tended
to give demonstration followed by feedback in a Wizard of Oz study [42].
• Hidden state - This thesis has not touched on the topic of hidden state—
for instance, as in a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP)
formulation—a characteristic of many real-world problems. This topic would
likely overlap with the research direction “Non-Markovian models of human
reward” above.
7.2 Long-term vision
The path of the fields of artificial intelligence and robotics will be influenced by
what types of information we can harness to learn desirable behavior. If robots and
other agents are left to learn only through trial and error with programmatically
predefined objectives, they may remain incompetent; but, in my view, the real
danger is that they become competent and productive but remain detached from
human needs.
Robots and other agents are poised to dramatically alter demand for human
employment, both creating and removing jobs. If the benefits of this new technology
are to be widely distributed—beyond only the technologically elite and those who do
business with them—we researchers must develop algorithms that effectively place
humans in the loop.
Whereas artificial intelligence is often dominated by visions of autonomy, this
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thesis reaches for a human-centered AI, where humans do not passively receive the
benefits of AI but rather actively understand and exert control over the behavior
of the agents. The development of interactive shaping—through the tamer frame-
work and otherwise—nudges the field of AI in this direction, empowering human
users to teach behaviors and improving their understanding of the agents through
the interactivity of teaching. Interactive shaping can be seen as the problem of
understanding what people want in a sequential decision-making context and of how
to provide these outcomes that people desire.
Interactive shaping additionally accelerates learning, bringing the promise
of assistive learning agents closer to fruition. Every human has vast knowledge
about the world in which we exist; algorithms that learn from human-generated
signals—like interactive shaping—will hasten robots’ progress towards becoming
worthy companions and collaborators.
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Appendix A
Summary of the TAMER
Framework for Interactive
Shaping
This appendix contains a high-level overview of the tamer framework for readers
who wish to understand Chapters 4, 5, and 6 without reading Chapter 3, where
tamer is explained fully.
tamer is a solution to the Interactive Shaping Problem, which asks how an
agent can learn to perform a sequential task given only real-valued feedback on its
actions from a human trainer. This problem is defined formally in Section 2.3. The
human feedback, which we call “human reward”,1 is delivered through push buttons,
spoken word, or any other easy-to-learn interface. The human’s feedback is the only
source of feedback or evaluation that the agent receives. However, solutions to the
interactive shaping problem should be useful even when other evaluative information
is available.
1Following common practice in reinforcement learning, we use “reward” to mean both positively
and negatively valued feedback.
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tamer differs from past solutions to the Interactive Shaping Problem (or
similar learning scenarios) in three important ways: (1) tamer addresses delays in
human evaluation through credit assignment, (2) tamer learns a model of human
reward (R̂H), and (3) at each time step, tamer chooses the action that is predicted
to directly elicit the maximum reward (argmaxaR̂H(s, a)), eschewing consideration
of the action’s effect on future state. tamer is contrasted further with other ap-
proaches to interactive shaping in Section 2.5.1.
A.1 Motivation and philosophy of TAMER
The tamer framework is designed around two insights. First, when a human trainer
evaluates some behavior, she considers the long-term impact of that behavior, so
her feedback signal contains her full judgement of the desirability of the targeted
behavior. Second, a human trainer’s feedback is only delayed by how long it takes to
make and then communicate an evaluation. tamer assumes that trainers’ feedback
is focused on recent behavior and not outcomes (which might be the result of any
previous behavior or even independent of behavior); as a consequence, human reward
is considered a trivially delayed, full judgment on the desirability of behavior.
Following the insights above and tamer’s assumption of behavior-focused
feedback, tamer avoids the credit assignment problem inherent in reinforcement
learning. It instead treats human reward as fully informative about the quality
recent actions from their corresponding states. Though the assumption of behavior-
focused feedback may not always be true, the success of tamer demonstrates that
people can give reward that is compatible with the assumption. (Both instructions to
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RH : S ×A
R̂H : S
Figure A.1: On the left, the traditional scheme of interaction between agent and
environment in a Markov Decision Process. On the right, the framework for Train-
ing an Agent Manually via Evaluative Reinforcement (tamer). This figure is a
repetition of Figure 3.1.
A.2 Mechanics of TAMER
The tamer framework consists of three modules, as illustrated in Figure A.1: credit
assignment to create labels from delayed reward signals for training samples, su-
pervised learning from those samples to model human reward, and myopic action
selection using the human reward model.
To model a hypothetical human reward function, RH : S × A → R, tamer
uses established regression algorithms to model this function; we call the model R̂H .
Labels for state-action samples are constructed from real-valued human reward.
The tamer framework is agnostic to the specific model and supervised learner
used, leaving such decisions to the agent’s designer. However, we conjecture that
the models should generalize well to unseen state-action pairs and weight recent
training samples more highly, as the human’s internal reward function is thought to
change as the training session progresses.
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In the full tamer algorithm (described in Section 3.3.6), the small delay
in addressed by spreading each human reward signal among multiple recent state-
action pairs, contributing to the label of each. Section 3.3 describes this credit
assignment method, including how each sample’s weight is calculated from an esti-
mated probability density function for the delay in reward delivery.
To choose actions within some state s, a tamer agent directly exploits the
learned model R̂H and its predictions of expected reward. When acting greedily,
a tamer agent chooses the action a = argmaxa[R̂H(s, a)]. This is equivalent to
performing reinforcement with a discount factor of 0, where reward acquired from
future actions is not considered in action selection (hence the descriptor “myopic”).
Other discounting rates are investigated in Chapter 6. In practice, almost all tamer
agents thus far have been greedy, since the trainer can punish the agent to make
it try something different, making other forms of exploration less necessary. The
one exception is in the feedback frequency experiment of Chapter 5, where non-
greedy action occurs in certain conditions of the experiment and decreases learned
performance of the agent.
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Appendix B
Instructions given to subjects in
interactive shaping user studies
In this appendix, we provide the full instructions given to subjects in the various
user studies described throughout this thesis. Experiments for which the author was
the trainer are omitted for lack of instructions.
B.1 First Tetris experiment in Chapter 3
We provided different instructions for the two groups of subjects: those with no
computer science background and those who were PhD students or postdoctoral
researchers in the Department of Computer Science at the University of Texas at
Austin.
B.1.1 Instructions for subjects without computer science backgrounds
Any subject who did not have a computer science background was read instructions
aloud, beginning with the following:
In this experiment you will train a learning agent to play Tetris through
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positive and negative reinforcement. Practicing should take about 10
minutes. The real experiment will take about 15 minutes. For the time
that any one Tetris piece is falling, you can give feedback about the
previous Tetris piece’s placement. So be careful not to give reinforce-
ment for a move until it is fully completed. As the display will say,
pressing the key ’p’ gives positive reinforcement and pressing ’n’ gives
negative reinforcement. You can press either button multiple times to
add strength to your feedback. You can also choose to not give feedback
for any move. Ask me if you want to change the speed at which the
game is played. You will have one practice period for getting used to
operating the training system. Then there will be additional practice
time after I read you some strategic suggestions.
The subject was then given a practice period of training the Tetris tamer agent.
Following this first practice session, further instructions were read aloud:
As a trainer, your task is to let the Tetris player know which moves you
approve and disapprove. Although you can use any strategy you like, we
have two suggestions.
1) If the player has a pattern of behavior that you don’t like, negatively
reinforce anything related to that pattern.
2) If the player isn’t doing something that you want it to, one strategy
is to give negative reinforcement more often and positive reinforcement
less often until you see the desired action. When you do see the desired
action, we suggest heavily rewarding that action.
Now you can practice as long as you want. If you want to practice with
a fresh Tetris player, let me know and I’ll restart it. Also, let me know
when you are ready to start the real training session that will be included
in my experimental data.
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The subject then trained for a second practice session that lasted until they
declared themselves ready to train in the session that counted in the study. The
final training session lasted until the agent “lost” 10 episodes or the subject judged
that they could not improve the agent any further and decided to end the training
session and watch the agent play the rest of the 10 episodes at an increased speed.
B.1.2 Instructions for subjects with computer science backgrounds
The following instructions were sent by email. A “UCTS machine” is understood
to mean a computer connected to the departmental network of the Department of
Computer Science at the University of Texas at Austin.
In this experiment you will train a learning agent to play Tetris to your
preference. Starting it up and practicing should take as little as 5 minutes
(more if you want to practice a lot). The real experiment will take about
15 minutes by my estimate.
For the integrity of the data, please read this carefully.




In another, small window on the same machine:
cd /u/xxxx/projects/shaping/agents/tetrisagent/
./run.bash -t yournamepractice
(Of course, replace ”yourname” with your actual name.)
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To train a Tetris player:
- To start, in the RLVizApp window:
1. choose Tetris from the ”Choose Environment” drop-down box,
2. then click ”Load Experiment”,
3. then move the ”Simulation Speed” selector to around 150 (this can
later be adjusted to your preference),
4. and then click ”Start”.
- As the agent plays, keep the second *terminal* window on top so that
the agent can receive your keyboard-based feedback.
- ***** This part is easy to confuse. The window on top should be the
terminal window with a box drawn around it. The text of the window
starts ”Reward keys”. If you do not see the number after ”Human
reinforcement for previous tetromino:” change when you give reward,
the agent is not receiving your feedback. *****
- For the time that one Tetris piece is falling, you can give feedback
about the previous piece placement. **Be careful that you don’t give
feedback on a move until it is fully completed.**
- You can also choose to not give feedback for any move.
- Pressing ’p’ gives positive reinforcement and pressing ’n’ gives nega-
tive reinforcement. You can press either button multiple times to add
strength to your feedback.
Play only long enough to get comfortable with the interface. Then restart
the game for a fresh practice after reading the following strategy:
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As a trainer, your task is to let the Tetris player know which moves you
approve and disapprove. Although you can use any strategy you like, we
have two suggestions:
1) If the player has a pattern of behavior that you don’t like, negatively
reinforce anything related to that pattern.
2) On the flipside, if the player isn’t doing something that you want
it to do, one strategy is to give negative reinforcement more often and
positive reinforcement less often until you see the desired action. When
you do, we suggest heavily rewarding that action.
At this point, you can practice as long as you want, restarting if you
wish.
When you decide that you are ready to play for real (and for the prize!),
restart the program, replacing ”yournamepractice” in the terminal com-
mand with your name followed by the number 1 so that I know it’s your
first real training attempt. Your first attempt is the only one that I’ll be
using for sure, so do your best on this one. **An experimental run lasts
10 games.** Only at the end of the tenth game is any of your data saved
to file. The current game number is printed above the Tetris board in
the ”E” part of ”E/S/T”. After the 10th game finishes, you can keep
playing as long as you like, but no data will be recorded.
Just to be as clear as possible, I would type:
./run.bash -t me1
Whoever trains the best Tetris player on their first real run (no cheating
or you’ll be making me a fraud) wins their choice of some fine Russian
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vodka or some fine dining on me. The competition involves anyone from
whom I collect data, including some non-CS people (who probably can’t
put up a fight). You can practice as much as you want beforehand, but
once you do the yourname1 trial, please don’t overwrite those data files.
Runs are evaluated on the sum of reward received over the 10 games.
Also, please *don’t share results with each other* for the sake of the
data’s integrity. I’ll announce the results after the data is collected.
If you need to take a break, you can click ”Stop” in the RLVizApp
window. When you want to start, click ”Start” and then put the correct
window on top (see the 5 star message above).
If you get bored because your agent is too good and never loses, you can
speed it up and stop giving reinforcement.
A little warning: since I didn’t master Python’s Curses, the second ter-
minal window will become pretty useless after the program ends. It’s
annoying. Sorry.
Thanks to everyone who helps.
B.2 Mountain car experiment in Chapter 3
This experiment also included both computer scientist subjects and non-technical
subjects.
B.2.1 Instructions for subjects without computer science backgrounds
The following instructions were read aloud to subjects who did not have a back-
ground in computer science or artificial intelligence.
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As a subject for this study, you will train a computer agent to complete
a task. Specifically, the agent is a car that can choose to accelerate left,
right, or not at all. The red rectangle represents the car, and the baby
blue vertical bar on the car indicates the acceleration that is currently
being done by the car. The task is for the car to get to the goal (the
green marker on the top of the right hill) in the least time possible.
Your job will be to train the car agent to perform the task. As the
trainer, you will give the agent positive and negative reinforcement as it
explores different strategies. Your reinforcement will shape its behavior
toward a strategy that efficiently makes it to the goal.
Before acting as a trainer, you will first learn, for yourself, a good strat-
egy by controlling the car.
Keys ’S’, ’D’, and ’F’ accelerate the car left, none, and right, respectively.
You only have to push a key once for the car to keep choosing that action
until either you press another key or the car reaches the goal.
Control the car until you think you have a clear idea of the fastest way
to get to the goal. You will want to pay attention to when precisely
the car should change its direction. (One of the biggest dangers to my
results is that trainers might decide the agent is ”good enough” when it
could be much better. In this case, merely getting the car to the goal is
not good enough.)
Note the red numbers above at the top of the display. The first number
is the game number. The second is the measurement of how long the car
the game has been going on (this is what you’re trying to minimize.)
If you want to see it mimic your strategy, you can choose not give any
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commands at the start of a game (after the car reaches the goal). This
is unrelated to any actual research.
The subject then controlled the mountain-car agent until it reached the goal a few
times.
Now you will train the car agent, giving it positive and negative rein-
forcement to shape its strategy into a good one. The input for this phase
is ’p’ for positive reinforcement and ’n’ for negative reinforcement. In
other words, push ’p’ immediately after behavior you approve of and
push ’n’ after behavior you disapprove of. Use single button pushes for
reinforcement (don’t hold it down).
The agent learns best when reinforcement is both consistent and given
very shortly after the action/event being reinforced.
Train the agent for 20 episodes (i.e., it reaches the goal 20 times) or until
you are confident that you cannot train the agent to improve its policy
any further.
Once you are done, speed up the agent and watch it for 50 episodes to
make sure it doesn’t get stuck somewhere. If it does, give it negative
reinforcement and watch it for another 50.
You will train an agent 3 times this way. Expect to get better as a
trainer as you progress (don’t get frustrated!).
I’ll read a few notes before you begin. I can read them again at any time
if you ask.
• Up to a certain level, more frequent feedback generally makes for
better learning.
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• Be careful not to give feedback for something that hasn’t happened
yet. In other words, don’t give reinforcement for an action that you
anticipate but has not occurred.
At this point, the subject trained an agent in three separate sessions.
B.2.2 Instructions for those with computer science backgrounds
The instructions below were emailed to the subjects who were PhD students of
postdoctoral researchers in the Department of Computer Science at the University
of Texas at Austin. For this experiment, these technical subjects followed the in-
structions while the author was present for questions (though questions about the
learning algorithm were not answered).
As a subject for this study, you will train a computer agent to complete
the ”Mountain Car” task. Specifically, the agent is a car that can choose
to accelerate left, right, or not at all. The task is for the car to get to
the goal (a marker on the top of the right hill) in the least time possible.
Your job will be to train the car agent to perform the task. As the
trainer, you will give the agent positive and negative reinforcement as it
explores different strategies. Your reinforcement will shape its behavior
toward a strategy that efficiently makes it to the goal.
———————————————————–
———————————————————–
The MDP environment and agent are started separately. Here’s how to
start the environment:
Log in to a department computer and enter a GUI environment. (Don’t
use ssh, since it will cause a lag that might disrupt the results.)
In a bash Terminal window, run:
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export RLLIBRARY=/projects/xxxx/rl-library cd /projects/xxxx/rl-
library/projects/experiments/guiExperiment ./runNetDynamicEnvStan-
dardAgent.bash
It will then wait until it detects an agent.
———————————————————
Before acting as a trainer, you will first learn, for yourself, a good strat-
egy by controlling the car.
To start a controllable agent, open another terminal window.
Give the following commands: export RLLIBRARY=/projects/xxxx/rl-
library cd /u/xxxx/projects/shaping/agents/mcshapeagent ./runCon-
trol.bash -t yourname
This should connect an agent to the environment and bring up a GUI
visualizer. Clicking the ”Load Experiment” button on the RLVizApp
window. Then set the ”Simulation Speed” bar to 151 (any other speed
will make the task harder or easier; sticking with 151 helps ensure the
integrity of the results). Click ”Start”.
The red rectangle represents the car, and the baby blue vertical bar on
the car indicates the acceleration that is currently being done by the car.
The goal is the green marker on right hill.
For the agent to receive keyboard input, the most recently used terminal
window has to be on top. Keys ’S’, ’D’, and ’F’ accelerate the car left,
none, and right, respectively. You only have to push the key once for
the car to keep choosing that action until another key is pressed or until
the end of the episode.
Control the car until you think you have a clear idea of what a near-
optimal policy (i.e., the fastest way to the goal) would look like. You
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will want to pay attention to when precisely the car should change its
direction. (One of the biggest dangers to my results is that trainers
might decide the agent is ”good enough” when it could be much better.
In this case, merely getting the car to the goal is not good enough.)
Note the red numbers above at the top of the display. The first number
is the game number. The second is the measurement of how long the car
the game has been going on (this is what you’re trying to minimize.)
(If you don’t press anything at the beginning of the episode, an unrelated
algorithm will take over until you exert control.)
——
[Start instruction loop (to be repeated 3 times)]
Now you will train the car agent, giving it positive and negative rein-
forcement to shape its strategy into a good one.
In the original window, press Ctrl-c to close the RL Visualizer applica-
tion. You may have to do it twice. Issue command ./runNetDynami-
cEnvStandardAgent.bash again.
Close the newer window, which probably looks messed up now. Open
a new window and run: export RLLIBRARY=/projects/xxxx/rl-library
cd /u/xxxx/projects/shaping/agents/mcshapeagent ./runExperiment.bash
-t yourname
You are about to start the environment again. Please read the rest of the
instructions before you do, and then start training as quickly as possible
after clicking ”Start” to avoid wasted time steps.
The input for this phase is ’p’ for positive reinforcement and ’n’ for neg-
ative reinforcement. In other words, push ’p’ immediately after behavior
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you approve of and push ’n’ after behavior you disapprove of. Use single
button pushes for reinforcement (don’t hold it down).
** Strategic notes ** 1) The agent learns best when reinforcement is both
consistent and given very shortly after the action/event being reinforced.
2) Up to a certain level, more frequent feedback generally makes for
better learning. 3) Be careful not to give feedback for something that
hasn’t happened yet. In other words, don’t give reinforcement for an
action that you anticipate but has not occurred.
Train the agent for 20 episodes (i.e., it reaches the goal 20 times) or until
you are confident that you cannot train the agent to improve its policy
any further.
Once you are done, speed up the agent (set the speed bar to the far left)
and watch it for 50 episodes to make sure it doesn’t get stuck somewhere.
If it does, quickly slow it down and give it negative reinforcement and
watch it for another 50. Repeat until it does not get stuck (this won’t
take long).
You will start the environment the same way (same series of clicks within
the RLVizApp window: ”Load Experiment”, speed bar to 151, and
”Start”). Again, with the newer window open, you can give the agent
keyboard input.
[End instruction loop] You will train an agent 3 times this way. Expect
to get better as a trainer as you progress (don’t get frustrated!).
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B.3 The critique experiment from Chapter 5 (i.e., the
second Tetris experiment in Chapter 3)
Below are the verbatim instructions given to participants from both the Teaching
group and the Critiquing group from the critique experiment:
Teaching group: You will be guiding a computer program that is
trying to learn to play Tetris from scratch. You have the ability to
reward the computer for making a good move or punish it for making
a bad move. To reward it, press “?/” after the move is complete. To
punish it, press “Z” after the move is complete. You can press the keys
up to 4 times depending on how much you want to reward or punish
it. Your evaluation will have a direct impact on how well the computer
learns to play Tetris, so try to teach it as best you can. Think of this
training as similar to training a dog. You would reward the dog when
it performs well, and punish it when it performs poorly. Each game is
over when the pieces reach the top.
Critiquing group: You will be watching a playback recording of a
computer program that tried to learn to play Tetris from scratch. Please
evaluate this computer program by marking whether the computer made
a good move or a bad move. If it has made a good move, press “?/”
after the move is complete. If it has made a bad move, press “Z” after
the move is complete. You can press the keys up to 4 times depending
on how good or bad you think the move was. We are interested in how
well you can evaluate computer programs that have tried to learn to play
tetris. Each game is over when the pieces reach the top.
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B.4 The feedback-frequency experiment from Chapter 5
In the feedback-frequency experiment, all participants received the same instruc-
tions:
You will be guiding a computer program that is trying to learn to play
Tetris from scratch. You have the ability to reward the computer for
making a good move or punish it for making a bad move. If you feel it
is necessary to reward it, press “?/” after the move is complete. If you
feel it is necessary to punish it, press “Z” after the move is complete.
You can press the keys up to 4 times depending on how much you want
to reward or punish it. Your evaluation will have a direct impact on
how well the computer learns to play Tetris, so try to teach it as best
you can. Think of this training as similar to training a dog. You would
reward the dog when it performs well, and punish it when it performs
poorly. Give rewards or punishment whenever you feel it is necessary to
do so. Each game is over when the pieces reach the top.
B.5 Discounting experiments in grid world in Chapter 6
These experiments were conducted through a web interface via Amazon.com’s Me-
chanical Turk service. All interaction with an agent occurred through an applet
that we built upon libraries within the RL Glue and RL Library projects [93]. The
applet’s display of the agent in its environment flashes a transparent blue when
positive human reward is given and flashes a transparent red when negative human
reward is given. Subjects received the following initial instructions in text:
Kermitbot needs your help!
Kermit the Robot Frog wants to be more like a real frog, but he doesn’t
understand that frogs need water. On top of that, he’s always getting lost
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in the corridors. Poor Robo-kermie. Your job is to teach him how to go
to the local watering hole. The videos below give the main instructions,
but first:
- The final result of your Robo-kermie pupil will be tested later for how
quickly it can get to the water. The trainers of the best 50% of robots
will be paid 25% more.
- We strongly suggest closing all other applications currently running on
your computer. Otherwise the game might have problems that hurt your
chance of being in the top half of trainers.
- Don’t refresh your browser! If something is terribly wrong, describe it
in detail at the end and you may receive credit.
- Reasons we would reject your HIT: (1) You either did not watch the
videos fully or did not answer the questions. (2) The records indicate
that you did not honestly try to train the robot. (We will not reject
simply for poor robot performance, though. But we will be sad.)
- You can only do this HIT once. We will only pay each worker for one
completion.
Start your task here. You’ll go through 6 steps. When you are asked for
your HIT ID, enter unique user ID exactly (all the characters that are
red above). Do not put in your worker ID!!! Once you finish, you’ll be
given a number. Then answer the questions below and enter the number
at the bottom.
In accordance with the first bullet point above, subjects were paid either 0.80and1
to participate in an approximately 18-minute experimental evaluation. The word
“here” in the instructions above contains a hyperlink that opens a page with an
introductory video. The script for the video is below, with on-screen text in brackets.
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[Teach a Kermitbot to find the water]
For this Turk task, you’ll be training a simulated robot to play a game.
Together you’ll form a team: you (the trainer) and the robot (the stu-
dent). Your robot’s performance in the game will be judged against that
of other Turkers.
Kermit the Robot Frog is very thirsty. He needs your help to find the
water. So your goal is to teach the robot to find the water as fast as
possible. [As fast as possible!]
[Play the game yourself] Before you teach the robot, we’ll have you do
the task yourself by controlling it. Click on the box below, and Kermit
to the water three times.
After watching the video, the subject controls the agent to get to the goal 3 times.
The experiment will not progress if the subject does not complete this task. To the
right of the applet containing the agent and its environment are the instructions,
“To play the game, move Kermitbot to water with the arrow keys.” Once this
stage is complete, the subject clicks on a button to go to another page. Again, an
instructional video is at the top; the script is below.
Good job. Now I’ll describe how you’re going to train the agent.
[Training basics] Here’s the challenge. You’ll be training the robot
through reward and punishment signals. The forward slash button—
which is also the question mark button—gives reward. Every time you
push it, it gives a little bit of reward to the robot. You’ll also see the
screen flash blue when you give reward. The ’z’ button gives punishment
and will make the screen flash red. You can think of this as similar to
training a dog or another animal through reward and punishment, but
it will be somewhat different.
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[Pre-practice pointers] I’ll give you a couple of pointers now before you
practice.
Number one. You can reward or punish rapidly to send a stronger signal
than if you just pushed it once. [1. Rapid presses = stronger feedback]
So, if I saw something I really liked, I might push reward, reward, reward,
reward, reward, reward (really fast, eventually inarticulate) [well, not
quite that much] and that would be a lot stronger than if I just pressed
reward.
Second pointer. The robot knows that people can only respond so
quickly, so don’t worry about your feedback being slightly delayed. [1.
Rapid presses = stronger feedback, 2. Small delays in feedback are okay.]
When you’re ready to start practicing, click on the box below, and follow
the instructions beside it.
Try your hardest, but don’t be hard on yourself. The first time is often
rough, and this is just practice. Remember that, as the robot is learning
from you, you are also learning, learning how to teach the robot.
As on the previous page, an applet is below the video. Through the applet, the
subject practices training the agent until the agent reaches the goal twice or 200
time steps pass (at 800 milliseconds each). To the right of the applet are the following
instructions:
To train the robot:
- ’/’ rewards recent behavior
- ’z’ punishes recent behavior
- The arrow keys do nothing. Kermitbot is in control now.




Once practice is complete, the subject clicks a button to move to another page. At
the top is another video with the following script:
[The real test] The mandatory practice is over, and the real test begins
soon. If your practice training didn’t go well, don’t worry; it’s just
practice.
[Closing instructions] For the real test, you’ll train a little bit longer. The
approximate amount of time is at the bottom of the screen. [3 minutes]
Good luck, and thank you.
Through the applet below the video, the subject trains the agent in the session
that is actually used as experimental data. To the right of the applet is the same
set of instructions as on the previous page (indicating push-keys for training). The
training session lasts for the durations reported in Sections 6.4.2 and 6.5.1, which
differ for each of the two experiments. At the end of the training session, the trainer
is given a “finish code” and is told to return to the original page. On this page
is a questionnaire, which we use to screen for non-compliant subjects but have not
analyzed further. At the end of the questionnaire, the trainer inputs the finish code
received after training, completing their portion of the experiment.
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